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Abstract

The turbulent properties of flow in rivers are of fundamental importance to aquatic organisms yet are rarely quantified during routine river habitat assessment surveys or the design of restoration schemes due to their complex nature. This thesis uses a detailed review of the literature to highlight the various ways in which plants and animals modify the flow field, how this can deliver beneficial effects; and how turbulence can also generate threats to growth and survival. The thesis then presents the results from detailed field assessments of turbulence properties undertaken on low, intermediate and high gradient rivers to advance scientific understanding of the hydrodynamics of rivers and inform effective habitat assessment and restoration. A reach-scale comparison across sites reveals spatial variations in the relationships between turbulent parameters, emphasising the need for direct measurement of turbulence properties, while a geomorphic unit scale assessment suggests that variations in turbulence at the scale of individual roughness elements, and/or within the same broad groupings of geomorphic units (e.g. different types of pools) can have an important influence on hydraulic habitat. The importance of small-scale flow obstructions is further emphasised through analysis of the temporal dynamics of turbulence properties with changes in flow stage and vegetation growth. The highest magnitude temporal changes in turbulence properties were associated with individual boulders and vegetation patches respectively, indicating flow intensification around these sub-geomorphic unit scale features. Experimental research combining flow measurement with underwater videography reveals that more sophisticated turbulence parameters provide a better explanation of fish behaviour and habitat use under field conditions,
further supporting direct measurement of turbulent properties where possible. The new insights into interactions between geomorphology, hydraulics and aquatic organisms generated by this work offer opportunities for refining habitat assessment and restoration design protocols to better integrate the important role of turbulence in generating suitable physical habitat for aquatic organisms.
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1.1 The research context

A sound understanding of the interactions between fluvial processes and aquatic organisms (animals and plants) is crucial for sustainable river management and restoration practice. Flow and sediment transport, together with aquatic and riparian vegetation and geochemical processes, combine to create a complex and dynamic assemblage of habitats or “geodiversity” within river systems (Brierley and Fryirs, 2005) over a range of spatio-temporal scales (Newson, 2002).

Understanding links between river behaviour and ecological improvement are required for effective decision making and associated river management and restoration efforts. This requires effective means of assessing river habitat quality in a way that recognises the complex linkages between the biotic and abiotic components of the river environment. Recently, the REFORM hydromorphological framework has been developed by Gurnell et al., (2016) to draw upon the strengths of existing methods and fill key gaps to provide a practical and clear framework to guide river management. The majority of existing assessment and restoration methods are fundamentally underpinned by assumptions that morphological changes can drive a real ecological response (Vaughan and Ormerod, 2010).

One common assumption of most types of hydromorphological assessment methods is that surveys of mesoscale geomorphic features such as pools, riffles, and glides can help to explain ecological populations and diversity (Newson and
Newson, 2000). The theory behind this is that geomorphic units have distinctive physical (e.g. substrate) and hydraulic (e.g. velocity, flow depth) properties and are therefore likely to be utilized by organisms of different types for different purposes such as predating, resting, and reproduction (Maddock, 1999; Jowett, 2003). A number of studies have demonstrated their ecological relevance in broad terms (Padmore, 1997; Kemp et al., 1999; Padmore et al., 1998; Kemp et al., 2000; Harper et al., 2000; Newson and Newson, 2000; Harvey et al., 2008), and the geomorphic unit represents a convenient spatial scale for assessing the habitat use of aquatic organisms (Vezza et al., 2014; Wilkes et al., 2012), for predicting the habitat suitability and for the focus of river restoration strategies.

The geomorphic unit is an attractive scale from a practical perspective since they can be visually identified relatively easily in the field, and initial research in this area suggested that features such as pools, riffles, glides, etc., could be distinguished on the basis of Froude number (Jowett, 1993). However, research by Clifford et al. (2006) has shown that this is problematic as distinctions between units can vary with stage and different combinations of velocity and depth can produce identical Froude number values. More fundamentally, the ecological relevance of Froude number for organisms is questionable, since these values are based on temporally and spatially variable hydraulic factors such as the local, instantaneous, near-bed shear stresses (Sand · Jensen and Pedersen, 1999; Cotel et al., 2006; Fenoglio et al., 2013; Hockley et al., 2014; Asaed and Rashid, 2016). Despite this, hydraulic habitat assessments for river appraisal and restoration design have largely focused on temporally and spatially averaged flow properties rather than more complex descriptors of turbulence that are known to directly influence aquatic organisms (Lacey et al., 2012). This partly reflects the complex nature of these properties and high frequency flow measurement required to derive them. Recent research by
Harvey and Clifford (2009) and Wilkes (2014) has gone some way to addressing this issue by characterizing the hydraulic characteristics of geomorphic units using more sophisticated, ecologically relevant metrics such as turbulence intensity and eddy size. In particular, by analysing turbulence intensity, and the periodicity, orientation and dimensions of coherent flow structures (Harvey and Clifford, 2009; Wilkes, 2014), variations in flow complexity and spatial heterogeneity of flow hydraulics both within and among geomorphic units has been demonstrated. These studies have revealed distinctions between some geomorphic units on the basis of hydraulic complexity that varies with flow stage. Nevertheless, the results of the studies were not consistent. For example, Harvey and Clifford (2009) found pools to contain the highest amount of hydraulic variability, whereas Wilkes (2014) found pools to be the least heterogeneous habitat. However, the results show different levels of spatial variability in the analysed geomorphic units. Also, these studies are based on sampling of a limited number of geomorphic units at a small number of sites in the UK (4 and 8 morphological features in the works of Harvey and Clifford (2009) and Wilkes, (2014) respectively); furthermore, little is known about the hydraulic characteristics and potential ecological relevance of the wider range of geomorphic units found in European rivers.

This suggests assessment of the high order (turbulent) flow properties of geomorphic units across a wider range of European river types, could improve understanding of the linkages between hydromorphological conditions and ecological functioning that underpin prevailing approaches to habitat assessment and restoration (Clifford et al., 2006). Research is required to provide insights into scales of variability in turbulence properties that have direct ecological relevance, helping to inform river assessment and restoration efforts. This would contribute to
the critical evaluation of the usefulness of visual surveys of geomorphic units for ecological purposes, and where necessary, identification of adaptations.

This thesis will explicitly quantify the key turbulence properties* and their spatial organization across different spatial scales (reach, geomorphic unit and hydraulic patch) and temporal scales (change with increasing flow stage or vegetation cover) for rivers with different gradients, and explores direct links between turbulence properties and fish behaviour under field conditions.

Note

Turbulence involves significant mixing and the transfer of momentum by eddies or vortices and is usually confined to the dissipative range of fluid energy at higher frequencies and smaller spatial scales. In this thesis, the complex nature of flow and its importance in relation to aquatic life has been explored by high frequency flow characteristics and coherent flow structures (CFS). High flow properties are accessible through advanced instrumentation; while CFS aims to detect periodic patterns of flow by via long-standing statistical methods.
1.2 Thesis structure

This thesis structure comprises eight chapters. Chapter 2 presents a review of existing literature on the two-way interactions between flow hydrodynamics and aquatic biota, and the key methodological approaches used in their quantification. The chapter reveals a critical need for more explicit consideration of turbulence in river assessment and restoration. The chapter is framed around a new holistic approach to identifying key ecologically relevance turbulence properties proposed by Lacey et al. (2012), and highlights important knowledge gaps, leading to the identification of the aims of this research. Research questions are introduced at the end of the chapter 2 in Table 2.2. An adapted version of this chapter has been accepted as an ‘advanced review’ article for the Wiley review journal WIREs Water.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research design including the descriptions of field sites and applied methodology. Certain aspects of the methodology are common to all results chapters, and these are included in Chapter 3. Specifically, this includes the sampling design used to capture the topographic, high order flow velocity and geomorphic unit data across reach of different gradients, together with data pre-processing protocols and computation of turbulence properties. Methods that are specific to each individual results chapter are included in that chapter.

To address the research questions, four distinct but related research projects (Figure 1.1) were developed and are reported in Chapter 4 - 7. Each results chapter is written as a semi-independent chapter including a short introduction with review of key literature direct relevant to that chapter, methods, results and discussion.

Chapter 8 summarize the conclusions and recommendations for future research.
**Figure 1.1** Conceptual scheme for chapters.

Chapter 4 investigates the high order flow properties at the reach scale across low, intermediate and high gradient reaches during low flow conditions and evaluates their spatial organisation in relation to bedforms and other characteristic roughness elements.

Chapter 5 explores the relationships between geomorphic units and turbulence properties more explicitly, by quantifying the turbulence characteristics of geomorphic units at low flow, examining the utility of turbulence parameters in predicting geomorphic unit occurrence, and assessing variability outside the scales of GUs.

Chapter 6 explores temporal variations in turbulence properties in two ways. For the high gradient reach, changes in the spatial organisation of turbulent flow properties are assessed with respect to increasing flow stage. For the low gradient reach, two seasonal periods are compared to explore changes in the spatial organisation of turbulent flow properties with increasing vegetation cover.

Chapter 7 takes an experimental approach, applying Lacey et al.’s framework to explore interactions between turbulence and fish habitat use around large wood under low flow conditions.
CHAPTER 2: Literature review

Chapter synopsis

This chapter provides a review of the current state of knowledge of interactions between biota and hydrodynamics in rivers in order to demonstrate the need for more explicit consideration of hydrodynamics in river assessment and restoration design. An overview of the approaches to research design is provided and the key elements of turbulent boundary layer theory and parameters are outlined. The main ways in which key groups of river organisms (aquatic vegetation, macroinvertebrates and fish) interact with the turbulent properties of river flow are discussed, recognising the two-way interactions between aquatic biota and hydrodynamics, and identifying the key benefits of turbulence and how organisms exploit these and the threats that turbulent flow can pose. The chapter concludes by discussing key knowledge gaps and introducing the research objectives to be addressed by the thesis. An adapted version of this chapter has been accepted by the Wiley review journal WIREs Water:

2.1 Introduction

The mechanics of fluid flow exert a fundamental influence on river plants and animals, and aquatic organisms themselves modify hydrodynamics properties of flow (Vogel, 1994). In fluid dynamics, a fundamental distinction can be drawn between laminar flow regimes comprising parallel layers of fluid that ‘slide’ over one another with no significant mixing between layers, and turbulent flow regimes which involve significant mixing and the transfer of momentum by swirling flow structures known as eddies or vortices. Turbulent flow regimes are more mathematically complex, and are ubiquitous within rivers. The dimensionless Reynolds number (the ratio between inertial forces (mass) and viscous forces) is used to identify whether flow is laminar or turbulent, and can also be used to describe the interaction between aquatic organisms and the viscous forces of the fluid, with larger and more hydrodynamically rough body morphologies associated with higher Reynolds numbers (Figure 2.1). Turbulent flows, however, encompass a wide range of environmental conditions and a universally accepted definition of turbulence remains elusive. A suite of common attributes can be identified including: enhanced mixing, sensitivity to initial conditions and small perturbations (deterministic chaos), a large range of interacting spatial and temporal structures, motions in directions other than the applied shear, rotationality, intermittency and irregularity (Clifford et al., 1993c; Warhaft, 2002; Davidson, 2004; Nikora, 2010).

There has been a proliferation of turbulence studies in laboratory and field settings following the publication of accessible key texts on turbulence and boundary layer theory during the 1990s (e.g. Clifford and French, 1993c; Vogel, 1994); advances in instrumentation such as Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry, (Nortek, 1998; Lane et al., 1998; Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998; García et al., 2005; Chanson, 2008); and
development of analytical approaches to characterising turbulent properties (Farge, 1992; Torrence and Compo, 1998; McLelland and Nicholas, 2000; Goring and Nikora, 2002). Methodological advancements in quantifying turbulence have developed largely through a combination of laboratory experimentation (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1995; Adrian, 2007; Hardy et al., 2009; Jiménez, 2011) and high-resolution field measurements over relatively small reaches (< 5 m) of natural channels.

\[
Re = \frac{\text{Inertial forces}}{\text{Viscous forces}} = \frac{\text{fluid density} \times \text{velocity} \times \text{length}}{\text{dynamic viscosity}} = \frac{\rho U L}{\mu}
\]

![Reynolds Number Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.1** Definition of Reynolds number, laminar and turbulent flow, with example Reynolds numbers for different types of organisms interacting with the flow. Figure redrawn by E. Oliver, Cartographer, School of Geography, Queen Mary University of London.

Turbulence is known to exert a significant influence on river flora and fauna. For example, the presence of vegetation profoundly modifies the mean and turbulent properties of flow (Nepf, 2012), while the direct consideration of turbulence has been shown to add explanatory power when assessing habitat preferences of fish (Smith et al., 2014) and invertebrates (Morris et al., 2015). In spite of this, there remains a disconnect between standard approaches to habitat assessment (which often rely
on visual observation and/or averaged flow properties e.g. River Habitat Survey (Raven et al., 1998), River Habitat Index (IHF) (Pardo et al., 2002; Fernández et al., 2011) (see review of Rinaldi et al., 2013a,b) and detailed investigation of hydrodynamics. This results in a lack of understanding of the links between turbulence and aquatic organisms at the ‘mesoscale’ of rivers (Wilkes et al., 2013) defined as valid approach to integrate variations across hydraulic variables and channel form (Newson and Newson, 2000; Thomson et al., 2001) where habitat assessment and restoration tends to be focused (Newson and Newson, 2000).

2.2 Approaches to research design

There is considerable diversity in the research approaches applied to the study of interactions between turbulence and aquatic organisms. This arises from several sources: (i) studies may involve field measurement, laboratory experimentation or hydraulic modelling; (ii) turbulence may be simulated in laboratory studies using a number of different mechanisms; (iii) laboratory experimentation may employ living or artificial organisms, and (iv) eco-physiological impacts and energy costs for swimming and turbulence-mediated behaviour may be quantified in a range of ways. Laboratory studies are by far the most common approach, reflecting the opportunities offered for detailed observations of organism behaviour and responses to perturbations and perhaps more importantly the advantages of tight experimental control. The latter is particularly attractive since a multitude of factors other than turbulence will influence habitat selection and bioenergetics in aquatic organisms in ‘real’ rivers, including endogenous factors (e.g. life cycle stage/size, physiological state, parasite load and disease) and environmental context (e.g. light levels, temperature, availability of oxygen and nutrients, presence of toxicants, competition)
(Liao, 2007; Hockley et al., 2014). Accounting for these influences under field conditions is inherently challenging.

Even within laboratory flume settings, numerous options are available for simulating and quantifying turbulence, meaning that drawing comparisons between results arising from different experimental designs can be problematic. Mechanisms for turbulence generation within laboratory settings include varying the degree of flume boundary roughness (Nikora et al., 2003), modulation of flow pumps (Enders et al., 2003) and the positioning of cylindrical or spherical flow obstructions (‘bluff bodies’) within the flow field (Liao et al., 2003; Maia et al., 2015). Turbulent properties may be quantified through point measurements of velocity sampled at high frequencies (e.g. 20 Hz) using a range of sensor types (Clifford and French, 1993b; Lane et al., 1998; Lane et al., 1999; Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 2005; Sulaiman et al., 2013; Stewart and Fox, 2015) or visualised and estimated using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) which is more straightforward to implement in the laboratory (Creutin et al., 2003; Adrian, 2005) than in the field (Trifiro et al., 2007; Fox and Patrick, 2008). Recent advances in acoustic Doppler current profiling can provide detailed 3-dimensional hydraulics by capturing high resolution vertical profiles of semi-continuous velocity points (Nystrom et al., 2002; García et al., 2005; Rusello et al., 2006; Chanson, 2008). A range of hydrodynamic characteristics may then be derived (see Section 2.3). The same technologies can be deployed in the field, and both field and laboratory studies must consider a number of sources of error in the sampling design: the degree of disturbance introduced into the flow by the sampling equipment, probe orientation, the sampling volume, the measurement frequency and record length (Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 2005; Wilkes et al., 2013), and post-processing accuracy.
Numerical modelling approaches can also be applied and recent reviews have examined the role of numerical modelling in ecohydraulics (Tonina and Jorde, 2013) and the simulation of turbulent flow (Argyropoulos and Markatos, 2015). Numerical modelling of turbulence involves solving the system of partial differential equations that represent momentum and the conservation of mass (the Navier-Stokes equations). Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) solves the equations at the smallest scales of turbulence but the approach is computationally expensive and ecohydraulics applications have been relatively limited as a result of the lack of ecological and geomorphological understanding at this scale (Tonina and Jorde, 2013). Many applications have instead used the less computationally intensive Reynold’s averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations to represent temporally averaged turbulence properties. Alternative approaches such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) show promise for achieving a balance between accuracy and applicability, and computational demand (Argyropoulos and Markatos, 2015), LES can be used to resolve the Navier-Stokes equations for most scales of interest (Rodi et al., 2013). Numerical modelling has been used to provide useful information on, for example, the turbulence structure of river confluences (Bradbrook et al., 1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004; Constantinescu et al., 2011), secondary flow circulation due to the presence of obstacles (Brevis et al., 2014) and sediment dynamics (Wu et al., 2000; Duc et al., 2004).

Laboratory studies have used living organisms or physical models (inanimate surrogates) to explore interactions between hydrodynamics and aquatic life, while field studies naturally focus on the former. Physical models of submerged and emergent vegetation include rigid or flexible plastic rods or blades that achieve a similar geometry and rigidity to species of interest, with or without foliage, and usually fixed to a board or the flume bed (Nepf and Vivoni, 2000; Wilson et al., 2003; Ortiz et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). Physical models of animals have also been used,
for example artificial trout to assess the hydrodynamics of entraining behaviour (Przybilla et al., 2010) and late instar Blackfly larva (Simulium vittatum) constructed from capillary tubing (Chance and Craig, 1986). Physical surrogates have the advantages of alleviating practical issues around husbandry and acclimatisation, cost, replication, abundance/density and positioning within the flow field as well as allowing very detailed measurements in close proximity to the ‘organism’ (Johnson et al., 2014). They are, however, a simplification of the physical structure of live organisms, capable of mimicking morphological characteristics but necessarily overlooking important biomechanical, physiological, and behavioural interactions with the flow field and with other organisms (see Johnson et al., (2014) for a full discussion of the use of surrogates and live animals in laboratory experimentation). For example, live animals enable detailed bioenergetics studies, with a number of options available for estimating turbulence-related energy costs. Visual observation can be used to record the critical flow rate (the velocity at which a fish fatigues) (Lupandin, 2005), while underwater videography captures behaviour and responses to perturbations continuously (Standen and Lauder, 2007; Tritico and Cotel, 2010), and respiratory experiments can directly quantify oxygen consumption and thus energetic losses (Enders et al., 2003). Limitations of experimental approaches, however, include set-up costs, fitness-for-purpose of different equipment specifications, differences in the biogeochemical constituents of water, and difficulties in extrapolating results from short-duration, small–scale studies to greater temporal and spatial scales (Thomas et al., 2014).
2.3 Turbulence theory and parameters

The diversity in definitions of turbulent flows is mirrored in the variety of studies of impacts of such flows on aquatic organisms. However, quantitative descriptions of turbulence can be usefully separated into two main approaches (Wilkes et al., 2013; Cotel and Webb, 2015): (i) statistical description (Clifford, 1993a); and (ii) the use of spatially and temporally correlated turbulence properties to describe three dimensional coherent flow structures (CFS) or ‘eddies’ (Richards, 1979; Kirkbride and Ferguson, 1995; Roy et al., 2004). The first approach considers turbulence as a stochastic (random) phenomenon and identifies aggregated or bulk properties of the flow. When fluid motion is viewed in a Eulerian frame (i.e. observing a specific location in space through which the fluid passes), the turbulent flow field may be represented by a velocity vector with three orthogonal components (streamwise, u; cross stream, v; and vertical, w), each of which can be decomposed into mean (U, V, W) and fluctuating (u', v', w') parts. The second approach uses spatially and temporally correlated turbulence properties to describe three dimensional coherent flow structures (CFS) or ‘eddies’ (Kirkbride and Ferguson, 1995; Roy et al., 2004). Coherent flow structures can be identified through time series analysis, flow visualisation or numerical modelling (Best et al., 2001; Roy et al., 2004) and encompass small scale structures shed from individual roughness elements such as bed material grains (Clifford et al., 1992; Best, 1993; Roy et al., 1996), to large-scale ejections of fluid away from the river bed and inrashes of fluid towards the bed (Hardy et al., 2009). Such turbulent macrostructures may be important in initiating and modifying river bedforms (Thompson et al., 1998; MacVicar and Roy, 2007b). Mathematical definition of vortices is challenging, leading to the development of a range of different algorithms for investigating the presence and nature of vortices in the flow. Applications within ecohydraulics have included a combination of Eulerian
vortex detection methods such as the $Q$ criterion (based on the magnitude of vorticity) and Langragian methods such as the Finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) method which tracks individual fluid trajectories through time (Marjoriebanks et al., 2016).

A recent paper by Lacey et al. (2012) proposed a framework for exploring ecologically-relevant turbulent properties in river channels, focusing specifically on fish. The “IPOS” framework (Lacey et al., 2012) presents four categories of turbulent characteristics: intensity, periodicity, orientation and scale (Table 2.1), which can be computed from high frequency velocity time series. The representation of these properties is explored briefly below before the two-way interactions between biota and turbulent characteristics are discussed. The intensity of velocity fluctuations along the three components ($u$, $v$, $w$) can be explored by computing the root mean square of the fluctuations ($\text{RMS}_u$, $\text{RMS}_v$, $\text{RMS}_w$), which may be normalised by the shear velocity to provide a relative measure of the intensity of turbulent fluctuations. Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) combines all three components to provide an overall measure of the kinetic (movement) energy of eddies in the flow, while the Reynolds shear stresses describe the frictional forces of flow that characterize sediment mobilization and transport (Davidson, 2004; Pope, 2000; Wilkes et al., 2013).

Periodicity refers to the predictability of the flow, and the occurrence of dominant frequencies in the velocity record. A simple indicator of predictability can be gained through inspection of the kurtosis of the turbulent residuals ($u'$, $v'$, $w'$) (Wilkes, 2014). Second order autoregressive modelling can also be applied to high frequency velocity time series with the aim of deriving a length scale for the dominant eddy (see below). This approach requires series to satisfy a condition for pseudo-
periodicity that reflects pseudo-cyclic sine oscillations (Richards, 1979) which may also provide an initial indication of time series predictability. Two further approaches can be used to identify the dominant periodic structure (eddy size) or range of structures present. Spectral density analysis decomposes the velocity signal into frequencies using the Fourier Transform and can be used to provide global information on the dominant period (converted to an eddy size or ‘length scale’ by multiplying by the mean velocity; see below) (Pope, 2000). In contrast, wavelet analysis uses the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) to decompose the time series into time and frequency domains simultaneously, detecting and extracting the periodic signals in the record and how they vary through time (Torrence and Compo, 1998). It has been suggested that the latter approach is more appropriate for coherent flow structures which may be intermittent and evolve through time and space (Lacey et al., 2012).

An initial indicator of flow ‘orientation’ can be derived from the skewness of the u’, v’ and w’ components, which indicates the shape of the frequency distribution of the magnitude of turbulent fluctuations. Positively skewed turbulence residuals indicate the presence of a small number of high magnitude fluctuations, which may generate favourable conditions for sediment transport (Bagnold, 1966; Leeder, 1983). More complex analysis can assign instantaneous 2D velocity measurements to one of four turbulent ‘events’ based on Quadrant Analysis using the relative sign of paired values of u’ and w’ (Lu and Willmarth, 1973). In order to isolate the strongest events from those with negligible contribution to the Reynolds stress, a threshold or ‘hole’ may be applied, commonly twice the standard deviation of u’w’ (Clifford, 1993; Clifford et al., 1996; Harvey and Clifford, 2009; Wilkes et al., 2013). The cumulative duration and stress contribution can then be explored.
Commonly, eddy dimensions (scale) are represented by the length and the diameter that describe the extension and maximum rotation of the swirl of current movement, respectively. The integral eddy length scale is calculated as the product of mean velocity \((U)\) and the integral time scale \((t)\): the temporal scale of turbulent eddies or period over which velocity is autocorrelated (Lacey and Roy, 2008a). This assumes Taylor’s ‘frozen turbulence’ hypothesis that a sequence of changes in velocity at a fixed location may be interpreted to represent the movement of an unchanging pattern of turbulence past that location (Taylor, 1938). The autoregressive modelling approaches described above can provide a means of computing the integral time scale (period) for the dominant eddy structure in the time series (Clifford and French, 1993a). This can also be compared to the size of aquatic organism (e.g. fish length) to give a momentum ratio (Lacey et al., 2012; Cotel and Webb, 2015). The eddy diameter refers to the maximum extent of the rotating flow structure, often measured directly through laboratory visualisation.
Table 2.1 IPOS categories (intensity, periodicity, orientation, scale) identified by Lacey et al., (2012) with example variables and descriptions. * denotes additional variables to those directly identified in Lacey et al., (2012). Where \( x = u, v, w \) components, \( N \) are the number of observations and \( p \) is the water density, \( u', v' \) and \( w' \) are the turbulent residuals and \( U, V, W \) are the mean velocities along the three components. Methods for computation of turbulence parameters are provided in Chapter 3 (Table 3.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Variables/ notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTENSITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence intensity</td>
<td>Root mean square of the turbulent fluctuations (Reynolds normal stresses in</td>
<td>RMSu, RMSv, RMSw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(absolute)</td>
<td>the ( u, v ) and ( w ) dimension).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence intensity</td>
<td>Normalised (by shear or mean velocity) values for ( u, v, w )</td>
<td>Tiu, Tiv, Tlw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(relative)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>Combines RMSu, RMSv, RMSw</td>
<td>TKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds Shear Stresses</td>
<td>Represent the turbulent flux of momentum – may affect organisms but rarely</td>
<td>( u'v', v'w', u'w' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorticity</td>
<td>( 2 \times \Omega ) Where ( \Omega ) represents the angular velocity or</td>
<td>( \omega )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tendency to rotate)</td>
<td>rotational speed of the fluid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIODICITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>Kurtosis of the turbulent residuals ( u', v', w' ) used as an initial</td>
<td>( u'<em>{kurt}, v'</em>{kurt}, w'_{kurt} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>indicator (Wilkens, 2014).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Here, AR(2) models were applied and the condition for pseudo-periodicity</td>
<td>( fu, fv, fw )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>derived.</td>
<td>( Pu, Pv, Pw )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( ITSu, ITSv, ITSw )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Chapter 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy spectra</th>
<th>( KE_{\text{max}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Richards, 1979) (average eddy frequency, and period, and integral time scale)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier transform (spectral density/wavenumber spectra) traditionally applied to qualitatively explore the shape of spectra and derive the kinetic energy maximum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet analysis – a newer method, better for intermittent/evolving flow structures (dominant frequency)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>( u'<em>{\text{skew}} ), ( v'</em>{\text{skew}} ), ( w'_{\text{skew}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An initial, basic indicator of flow ‘orientation’ can be derived from the skewness of the u’, v’ and w’ components, describing the asymmetry of the frequency distribution of the magnitude of turbulent fluctuations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration and/or contribution to stress of each type of ‘event’: Q1 (outward interactions), Q2 (ejections of fluid away from the bed), Q3 (inward interactions) and Q4 (inrushes of fluid towards the bed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event structure</th>
<th>( Q_{1,\text{dur}} ), ( Q_{1,\text{stress}} ), ( Q_{2,\text{dur}} ), ( Q_{2,\text{stress}} ), ( Q_{3,\text{dur}} ), ( Q_{3,\text{stress}} ), ( Q_{4,\text{dur}} ), ( Q_{4,\text{stress}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direction of dominant fluctuation</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axis of eddy rotation (angle between the direction of dominant fluctuation and the streamwise direction)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>( L_u ), ( L_v ), ( L_w ), ( ILS_u ), ( ILS_v ), ( ILS_w )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eddy length scale</td>
<td>Average eddy length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial extent of the region of correlation (“wedges” of fluid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 2.4 Biotic feedbacks on turbulence

Before considering the ways in which aquatic organisms (plants, invertebrates, fish) are influenced by turbulent flow, it is important to recognise that aquatic biota themselves also modify the flow field (Figure 2.2). Perhaps the most important of these interactions, within the scope of this chapter, is the influence of the biomechanical properties of aquatic vegetation on turbulence (Figure 2.2). At the scale of stems and branches, aquatic plants convert mean kinetic energy into turbulent kinetic energy through the generation of wakes, with the nature and fractional contribution to turbulence dependent upon the morphology and flexibility of the stems (Nepf, 1999). For flexible and long-leaved plants (e.g. *Sparganium emersum*), the development of wakes around individual stems may be locally important in the near-bed region but the dominant mechanism of turbulence generation is related to vortex shedding in the shear zone at leaf surfaces (Naden et al., 2006; Nikora, 2010). Macrophytes can ‘rescale’ turbulence by breaking larger eddies into smaller ones (Madsen et al., 2001), as reflected in the smaller eddy sizes found within plant stands (Nepf, 1999). Turbulence intensity may increase within sparse vegetation, but tends to then decrease with increasing density as the
mean flow velocity decreases within vegetation stands (Nepf, 1999; Green, 2005). This relationship also reflects plant morphology, however, with longer and more flexible leaves capable of generating higher turbulence intensities (Sand-Jensen and Pedersen, 1999). Stem vibration and fluttering/ flapping can act as an additional source of turbulence at scales intermediate between the stem and canopy (Nikora, 2010).

At the canopy scale, the interaction between the plant stand and the flow generates a shear layer and different regions of turbulence can be identified. Nepf and Vivoni (2000) distinguished between submerged and emergent regimes. Submerged regimes comprised a zone of vertical exchange with the overlying water generated by shear, and a zone of longitudinal exchange dominated by advection, while emergent regimes were characterised by the longitudinal exchange zone only. Siniscalchi et al. (2012) identified three zones for artificial plants in flume experiments. Shear-generated zones of increased turbulent energy may be present upstream and along the canopy surface, associated with high turbulence intensities for some species (Sand-Jensen and Pedersen, 1999; Green, 2005), combined with longitudinally homogeneous zones of negative Reynold’s stresses (on the streamwise and vertical plane), and an exit region at the transition to open channel conditions. Different plant morphologies can also result in different mechanisms of turbulence generation. Rigid, emergent vegetation has been shown to deflect flow in the horizontal plane, leading to the development of periodic patterns of twisting vortices known as a von Kármán vortex street, with reduced downstream turbulence intensity, while flexible submerged vegetation generates vertical and horizontal shear layers downstream as a result of strong vertical circulation (Ortiz et al., 2013).
As a result, depending on plant morphology, density and environmental context, vegetation-induced changes to turbulence can alter sediment transport processes and either enhance or reduce fine sediment deposition (Nepf, 2012).

Animals also modify the flow field, although these impacts are generally considered less significant in relation to other roughness elements (Cotel and Webb, 2015). Flow separation around lotic invertebrates modify velocity gradients and drag and lift forces (Statzner et al., 1988) and suspension feeding invertebrates may both passively and actively modify the flow field, generating supplies of particulate food resources. For example, turbulence surrounding the feeding appendages of larval blackfly alter particle interception rates and the flow paths taken by individual particles (Hart et al., 1996) and can lead to considerable local modifications to the flow field (Thomson et al., 2004), while mayfly larvae can generate vortices to enhance feeding opportunities (Figure 2.2, see section below). Fish generate and use their own eddies in swimming through the interactions of different fins (Webb and Cotel, 2010b) and, through schooling, can produce biotically-generated flows characterised by vortices shed from the propulsive wakes of individuals (Liao, 2007). The main ways in which animals exploit these interactions are explored further below.
Figure 2.2 Interactions between flow hydrodynamics and aquatic organisms at small scales in rivers. For aquatic plants this include: [1] depth-scale shear generated turbulence formed above vegetation, [2] canopy scale shear generated turbulence, [3] turbulence generated at the scale of individual stems and [4] at the scale of individual leaves, modified from Nikora (2010). Additional sources of turbulence associated with plant motion occurring at scales intermediate between the stem and canopy are not shown here. Also showing exploitation of turbulence flow structures for feeding by mayfly larvae (modified from Soluk and Craig, 1990) and blackfly larvae (modified from Chance and Craig, 1986) and by trout (modified from Liao, 2007) for efficient locomotion in the vicinity of bluff bodies. * denotes that Kármán gailing in trout has been observed in laboratory flume with D-shape cylinder than natural river channels. Figure redrawn by E. Oliver, Cartographer, School of Geography, Queen Mary University of London.
2.5 Exploitation of turbulent flow properties

Turbulent flow facilitates access to food, maintenance of adequate oxygen levels, removal of wastes, locomotion and predator evasion (Vogel, 1994; Hart et al., 1996; Quinn et al., 1996; Robinson et al., 2000; Brooks et al., 2005; Ferner and Weissburg, 2005; Rice et al., 2008; Webb and Cotel, 2010a; Webb et al., 2010b; Webb and Cotel, 2011). As such, turbulence can represent a benefit rather than a constraint in many circumstances (Liao, 2007), and can be an important consideration in aquaculture in relation to disease reduction (Liao and Cotel, 2013). Some studies indicate that even hydrodynamic conditions traditionally expected to represent a stressor or limitation can benefit some organisms. For example, in marine environments, whelks have been shown to effectively detect the odour signals of prey in flows with higher turbulence intensity that are known to confuse larger crustaceans (Ferner and Weissburg, 2005). In rivers, higher (average) velocities can somewhat counterintuitively reduce drift in some invertebrate species, which may reflect the gains in feeding efficiency and reductions in predation pressure that can be experienced in higher velocity areas (Fenoglio et al., 2013). With respect to aquatic plants, turbulence preferences may differ according to plant morphology (Tonetto et al., 2014; Tonetto et al., 2015), but turbulent flows facilitate exchanges of solutes between plants and surrounding water to aid growth, and stimulate the epiphytic communities of bacteria, microalgae and invertebrates on plant surfaces (Sand-Jensen and Pedersen, 1999).

A range of animals either make vortices or use those generated by other roughness elements for movement and feeding (Vogel, 1994). Perhaps the largest body of work exploring the importance of turbulence for aquatic organisms centres on fish, reflecting a combination of factors including the practicalities of measuring effects on
larger animals as well as wider public and commercial interests. There are two main mechanisms by which rheophilic fish can exploit turbulent flows (Liao, 2007). First, individuals can use regions of reduced velocity behind cylindrical or spherical ‘bluff bodies’ as flow refugia, and for station holding or ‘entraining’ (maintaining their position within the flow field, Figure 2.2). By tilting the body into the mean flow direction at a certain angle, some species may be able to maintain their position close to flow obstructions without corrective body or fin motions for short periods of time, thereby minimising energy costs (Przybilla et al., 2010). Similarly, fin motions can generate lateral wakes helping fish to maintain balance and avoid rolling (Gazzola et al., 2014; Maia et al., 2015). The second mechanism involves capturing the energy of discrete vortices, and is dependent upon the interaction between vortex size and fish body length (Liao, 2007). Predictable patterns of vortex shedding (as opposed to chaotic wakes) are considered to be important here (Lacey et al., 2012), such as the repeating pattern of eddies known as a ‘von Kármán vortex street’ that may be generated downstream of flow separation around stationary D-shaped cylinders in laboratory flumes (Figure 2.2). Under these conditions, eddies are shed at a certain frequency and are constrained to a relatively small range, allowing fish to recognise and anticipate flow structures (Liao and Cotel, 2013). Laboratory experiments have demonstrated that trout will adapt a novel mode of motion (the ‘Kármán gait’) in order to slalom in between predictable patterns of vortices shed from upstream objects (Liao et al., 2003). This type of movement requires a lower tail beat frequency and allows individuals to use only the anterior axial muscles, decreasing the energetic costs of locomotion (Liao et al., 2003). Turbulence generated by the propulsive movements of other fish can also be exploited in a similar way (Liao, 2007).

Studying the exploitation of turbulent flow structures by invertebrates is challenging as a result of the difficulties of flow measurement at the scale of individual
organisms (Blanckaert et al., 2013) and within the near-bed region inhabited by benthic organisms (Hart et al., 1996). Despite this, several examples of the importance of turbulent flow properties for invertebrates are available. Passive suspension feeders are an exemplar here since they depend upon the hydrodynamic properties of flow for the supply of food particles. Interactions between feeding appendages and other body parts, flow and transport of particulate matter are, therefore, highly important (Hart and Finelli, 1999). Blackfly larvae (Simulium vittatum), for example, can twist their bodies in order to position their specialised feeding fans at different points in the flow field. This allows them to exploit paired vortices generated by the flow across their bodies, with one fan capturing vortex-entrained particulate matter from the substrate, and the other filtering water from the top of the boundary layer (Chance and Craig, 1986). Mayfly larvae can take advantage of flow perturbations generated by their bodies to excavate and utilise pits in the river bed for feeding. For example, Pseudiron centralis, can face upstream into the flow and assume an arched position, thus generating energetic horseshoe vortices which excavate a pit and expose prey such as small burrowing and interstitial invertebrates (Soluk and Craig, 1990). In contrast, Ametopus neavei have been shown to orientate themselves upstream and excavate a pit which is then used in combination with their head, antennae and elevated forelegs to generate a vortex that deflects flow downward (Soluk and Craig, 1988). This enhances feeding in at least two ways: by trapping material within the swirling vortices and hence increasing the probability of capture, and by resuspending material from within the pit. It is suggested that these mechanisms may enhance opportunities for feeding in fine-sediment dominated rivers that lack the hard substrates generally required for anchoring by filter-feeders (Soluk and Craig, 1988). Multiple organisms positioned adjacent or in the streamwise direction can exploit mutually generated hydrodynamic conditions, for example to enhance
their feeding rate by concentrating flows (Chance and Craig, 1986), or in the case of fish schooling by exploiting von Kármán trails generated by individuals upstream individuals that can reduce the energy costs of swimming (Shaw, 1978; Svendsen et al., 2003; Fish, 2010; Muñoz-Mas et al., 2015).

### 2.6 Turbulence as a threat to growth and survival

The physiological and energetic costs of turbulence to aquatic organisms are perhaps better documented than the benefits. In terms of physiological effects, intense turbulence impacting upon aquatic plants may cause tissue damage, increase respiratory costs as a result of leaf movements (Sand-Jensen and Pedersen, 1999), and inhibit metabolic activities and growth (Asaeda and Rashid, 2016). For animals, turbulence may lead to passive dislodgement from habitats. It has been shown that benthic invertebrates (e.g. *Aeshna cyanea* and *Somatochlora flavomaculata*) are sensitive to peak values of shear stress related to discrete turbulent ‘events’, specifically ejections of fluid away from the bed (generating upward lift forces) and inrushes of fluid towards the bed (generating lift and drag), where flow structures scaled on flow depth and hence exceeded invertebrate body size (Blanckaert et al., 2013). In extreme cases, high shear stresses can cause disorientation, injury or mortality in fish (Odeh et al., 2002; Deng et al., 2005; Silva et al., 2012), but more commonly turbulence may cause linear translation of the body (i.e. displacement or drift downstream), and/or deformation which alters the kinematics, for example via increases in tail-beat amplitude (Liao, 2007). Turbulence can also alter predator-prey relationships in complex and contrasting ways. Intense turbulence can diminish the accuracy of strikes (and hence successful captures) as a result of reduced predictability of the location of both predator and prey, which can
be costly for the predator (Higham et al., 2015). Conversely, turbulence may also disrupt the lateral line system used by prey fishes to detect predators and hence potentially increase the probability of capture (Higham et al., 2015).

The influence of turbulence on fish bioenergetics (consumption, metabolism and growth) and swimming performance has received considerable attention in the literature, and has generated what appears at first glance to be contradictory conclusions (Cotel and Webb, 2015). For example, high turbulence intensity may increase susceptibility of perch (Perca fluviatilis) to downstream displacement (Lupandin, 2005), increase swimming costs of Atlantic salmon Salmo salar (Enders et al., 2003) and negatively impact upon the dynamic stability of brown trout (Cotel et al., 2006; Tritic and Cotol, 2010), but Nikora et al. (2003) found no influence of turbulence intensity on Inaga (Galaxias maculatus). Closer inspection, however, indicates that this likely reflects the variations in various aspects of the research design: the mechanism of turbulence generation, the exact properties investigated, their relation to the physiological traits (e.g. scale) of the species and the influence of behavioural responses such as acclimatisation and learning (Lacey et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2014; Maia et al., 2015; Cotel and Webb, 2015). Life cycle, sex and health may also play a role: larger and smaller guppies (Poecilia reticulata) have been shown to prefer differing levels of average velocity and turbulence, with males selected lower velocity regions possibly due to fin-induced drag, and parasite infected smaller fish selected the most stable and predictable areas of low turbulence intensity and Reynolds stresses indicating a need to offset infection related energy costs (Hockley et al., 2014).
While a number of studies have focused on the influence of turbulence intensity or turbulent kinetic energy on fishes, there is increasing evidence to suggest that the size of vortices relative to fish size is one of the key factors influencing energy costs (Webb and Cotel, 2010a; Silva et al., 2012; Cotel and Webb, 2015), Figure 2.3. Fish length is generally used to represent size, reflecting the importance of the ‘lateral line’ system of sense organs that runs lengthwise from the gills to the tail and is required for orientation, predation and coordinated swimming (schooling). Webb and Cotel (2010a) note the inverse relationship between eddy size and frequency and suggest that the largest and smallest eddies may be less significant for fish, since the largest flow structures may be perceived as similar to still water and the smallest are unlikely to generate stability problems. Eddies in the intermediate range may (depending on their size relative to fish body length), however, require corrections to stabilise position or may even overwhelm the ability of a fish to stabilise itself (Webb et al., 2010b). For example, Silva et al. (2012) emphasised the importance of eddies roughly equal to the body size of adult Iberian barbel (*Luciobarbus bocagei*), while vortices approximately 2/3 fish length affect the balance of perch (*Perca fluviatilis*) leading to stabilising fin movements that increase hydraulic resistance and decrease swimming speeds (Lupandin, 2005). Similarly, Tritico and Cotel (2010) found that stability challenges were not identifiable until the largest eddies reached 76% of the fish body length. Under such conditions fish lost postural control, spinning and translating downstream along the rotational axis of the largest eddies (‘spilling’). A related quantity, the length of time a fish is exposed to the eddy, may also be important and can be considered as ‘persistence’ or the number of eddy rotations that occur during the time it takes a fish to move one body length through the flow (Cotel and Webb, 2015).
The orientation of flow structures can also exert important influences on fish behaviour and energetics (Lacey et al., 2012). Streamwise vortices (where the axis of rotation is aligned with the main flow directions) can be expected to cause rolling (perhaps the most costly), cross stream, horizontal vortices are associated with pitching and vertical vortices with yawing (Maia et al., 2015). Streamwise vortices have been shown to destabilise bluegill sunfish (*Lepomis macrochirus*), causing an increased frequency of spills and unsteady swimming manoeuvres (e.g. forward acceleration and side-to-side movements) and hence increased oxygen consumption, although fish could partially adapt after a period of acclimatisation (Maia et al., 2015). The horizontal component of the Reynolds shear stress has been identified as a key parameter in hydraulic habitat selection for smaller Iberian barbel (*Luciobarbus bocagei*), suggesting that this could be an important consideration in artificial fishway design (Silva et al., 2011).

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 2.3** Decision tree illustrating how the spatial and temporal scales of eddies, combined with fish dimensions, influence the nature and magnitude of impacts on fish bioenergetics. Modified from Cotel and Webb (2015).
2.7 Knowledge gaps and research questions

This review has demonstrated the wide ranging and important interactions between high frequency flow properties and aquatic plants and animals in rivers, illustrating the importance of turbulence in generating suitable hydraulic habitat conditions and how organisms exploit different properties of the flow to maximise feeding and energy efficiency. The number of studies explicitly considering turbulent properties within the context of river habitat assessment and improvement, however, are relatively few (Lamarre and Roy, 2005; Wilcox and Wohl, 2007; Legleiter et al., 2007; MacVicar and Roy, 2007a; MacVicar and Roy, 2007b; Harvey and Clifford, 2009; Roy et al., 2010; David et al., 2013; Wilkes, 2014). This partly reflects the practical difficulties associated with extensive field measurement of flow velocity at frequencies and record lengths sufficient to derive turbulent parameters (Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 2005), as well as across different flow stages and at scales relevant to individual organisms (Hart et al., 1996; Blanckaert et al., 2013). As a result, approaches to habitat assessment tend to focus on spatially and temporally averaged conditions (e.g. average velocity, flow depth) at a single point in time (e.g. low flow) instead of the ‘higher order’ properties of the flow (Harvey and Clifford, 2009) over varying discharges.

Relationships between average flow velocity and turbulence, however, are complex and unclear, ranging from positive correlations (Wilkes, 2014; Tullos and Walter, 2015) to negative correlations (Cotel et al., 2006; MacVicar and Roy, 2007a), and are influenced by additional factors such as bedform roughness (Wohl and Thompson, 2000). This suggests that standard hydraulic variables such as velocity and depth cannot be universally applied to provide reliable estimates of more complex turbulent flow properties which have greater ecological relevance (Lacey et al., 2012). This may partly explain why aquatic communities (e.g.
macroinvertebrates) appear to ‘map’ onto visually identifiable geomorphic units in rivers (e.g. riffles, pools, cascades), while the hydraulics of those units have been difficult to define (Baker et al., 2016). Direct consideration of turbulence has been shown to add discriminatory power when exploring habitat preferences and distributions of both fish (Smith et al., 2014) and invertebrates (Morris et al., 2015), illustrating the potential benefits of achieving better integration of "hydrodynamics into ecohydraulics" (Wilkes et al., 2013).

Despite the inherent challenges, further work is urgently required to provide an improved understanding of the turbulent properties of geomorphic units and their interactions with river biota in order to support effective river habitat assessment and sustainable river management and restoration. The thesis aims to address some of the key knowledge gaps identified above, specifically: the relative lack of field studies relative to laboratory experimentation; the lack of explicit consideration of high frequency flow properties in habitat assessment at the reach and geomorphic unit scale; scales of variability in turbulence properties in space and time; and improved understanding of links between hydrodynamics and behaviour of aquatic organisms under field conditions.
2.8 Research aim and objectives

The overall aim of the research is:

*to advance scientific understanding of the hydrodynamics of rivers at the geomorphic unit scale in order to inform effective habitat assessment and restoration.*

This aim is addressed through four principal research elements and 14 objectives using field-based research at different spatio-temporal scales. The research questions, associated objectives and chapters in which findings are reported are provided in Table 2.2. The overall research design is described in Chapter 3 and details of methods specific to each research element are provided in the respective results chapters.
Table 2.2 Research objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial/ temporal scale</th>
<th>Research element(s)</th>
<th>Research objective(s)</th>
<th>Chapter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reach scale            | Characterisation of reach-scale hydraulic habitat using turbulence properties       | Compare turbulence intensity across reaches of different gradient, and explore their relationship with mean flow velocity.  
Identify differences in the predictability, orientation and scale of coherent flow structures across reaches of different gradient.  
Explore whether scales of variability in turbulence properties correspond with bedforms and/or other roughness elements.  
Identify the principal gradients in turbulence properties and their relationship with reach gradient.                                                                 | 4          |
| Low flow               |                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |            |
| Geomorphic unit        | Hydraulic characterisation of geomorphic units across different gradient rivers     | Quantify higher-order (turbulent) flow properties associated with key GUs (steps, riffles and pools) across reaches of different gradient.  
Evaluate the utility of turbulence variables in predicting the | 5          |
| Low flow               |                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |            |
| Reach scale vegetated/ unvegetated season | Influence of changes in flow stage and aquatic vegetation cover on turbulence properties and their spatial organisation | occurrence of geomorphic units.  
Explore variation in turbulent properties in transitional areas and/or variations outside the scale of GUs. | 5 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geomorphic units</td>
<td>Low flow</td>
<td>Quantify the effects of increased flow stage on turbulence properties (intensity, periodicity, orientation and scale).</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interactions between turbulence and wood habitat features, and implications for fish habitat use</td>
<td>Explore changes in the spatial organisation of turbulent properties associated with an increase in flow stage.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantify the effects of aquatic vegetation growth on turbulence properties (intensity, periodicity, orientation and scale).</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Explore changes in the spatial organisation of turbulent properties with aquatic vegetation growth.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Characterize the iPOS turbulence properties around wood patches.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantify fish preferences, behaviour and activity costs using underwater videography under field conditions.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Explore the exploitation of hydraulic habitat around wood by fish.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3: Field sites and research design

3.1 Introduction

The data presented in this thesis is based on field research conducted at three reaches spanning low, intermediate and high gradient rivers. The field sites, data collection and methods used to compute turbulence properties are common among the results chapters. This chapter therefore provides an overview of the field sites, description of the sampling design used for topographic, velocity surveys and geomorphological surveys and finally the details for the computation of turbulence parameters. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal scales of investigations are described. Chapter 4 and 5 consider analysis of all the three field sites while the chapter 6 describes the temporal variations of turbulence properties for the low and high gradient reaches and finally the chapter 7 considers only the intermediate reach (Table 3.1). Where methodological details differ from those presented in this chapter, descriptions are provided in the relevant results chapter.
Table 3.1 Details of spatial and temporal scales, type of surveys and rivers used for each chapter. GUS refers to the Geomorphic Units survey and classification System (Belletti et al., 2015b) which is explained in further detail in Section 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Surveys</th>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reach</td>
<td>Low flow</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>All 3 rivers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomorphic</td>
<td>Low flow</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>All 3 rivers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach/ Geomorphic</td>
<td>Low flow and high flow OR vegetated and non-vegetated</td>
<td>Topography Vermigliana, Frome</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>Low flow</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Tagliamento</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Field sites description

Three field sites were selected in two countries, Italy and the United Kingdom. All three have suffered relatively low levels of management within the European context and achieve coverage of lowland, low gradient riffle/glide-pool morphology, intermediate gradient piedmont reach with riffle-pool morphology and high gradient step-pool morphology (Figure 3.1). For all three field sites, topography, velocity and geomorphic surveys were carried out during low flow conditions and a further velocity survey was undertaken for the low and high gradient reaches during high flow (high gradient reach) and for winter die back versus peak vegetation cover for the low gradient reach.

Figure 3.1 Catchment visualization for the three river sites from high gradient reach (A, Vermiglina), intermediate (B, Tagliamento) and low gradient reaches (C, Frome).
3.2.1 The Vermigliana Creek

The high gradient research site was a 64 m reach of the Vermigliana Creek (Figure 3.2), a tributary of the Noce River located in the Trentino Region of north-eastern Italy. The flow regime is pluvio-nival characterized by high seasonal variability with low flow during the winter and high flow in the summer (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3). The creek flows from its source in the Presena glacier (3069 m a.s.l.) to join the Noce River at Ossana (950 a.s.l) and has a total length of 14 km and catchment area of 104 km². The steep hillslopes create a confined valley with an average channel slope of 1.5% (Zolezzi et al., 2011). The bed substrate is predominantly composed of boulders and cobbles. The catchment can be described as semi-natural with relatively low levels of modification to the channel and riparian zone, although there is a small hydropower station and several sediment retention structures both located 2km downstream of the study site. Two flow surveys were carried out at two different flow stages (Table 3.7): one at 40% exceedance during August 2015 and the second at 10 % exceedance during May 2016.
Figure 3.2 The Vermigliana Catchment (green area), included in the Noce catchment (blue area and black line) is located in the NE of Italy, Trentino Alto Adige. The red rectangle shows the location of the study site. Source: OpenData, (2014).

Table 3.2 Characteristics of study site. Hydrological data sourced by University of Trento, Department of Civil, Mechanical and Environment Engineering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q (50%) (m$^3$s$^{-1}$) (Main channel)</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed slope</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach Length (m)</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Bankfull Width (m)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Water Depth (survey) (m)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant substrate</td>
<td>Boulders and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cobbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic vegetation in the channel</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.3 The Vermigliana Creek. A) Annual hydrograph of the Vermigliana Creek reveals an Alpine flow regime with low flow during the winter, and high flow during spring/summer. The black rectangles represent the two survey times: high flow at 10% exceedance (1) at the end of May ’16, and the low flow at 40% exceedance (2) during the dry period in early September. B) Shows the flow duration curve calculated for the validated available data (1996-2012) with log-scale for x-axis. Source: University of Trento.
### 3.2.2 The Tagliamento River

The intermediate gradient field site was located on a side channel of the Tagliamento River in Italy. The Tagliamento is one of the last remaining pristine large gravel bed rivers in Europe (Müller, 1996). It is located in the Friuli Venezia Giulia region of North-East Italy (Figure 3.5b). The river flows from its source in the Dolomites National Park to the Adriatic Sea with a catchment area of 2540 km$^2$, and a total length of 172 km. The planform is predominantly braided, but the channel narrows and adopts a transitional to meandering style in the lower reaches (Gurnell et al., 2000). In the braided sections, the river is highly dynamic and moves freely across a wider floodplain, developing a diverse range of morphological features and supporting a unique ecosystem (Ward et al., 1999; Ward and Tockner, 2001). The Tagliamento is considered to be one of the last morphologically intact rivers in Europe, although it is not exempt from human intervention in the form of hydroelectric power plants, organic pollution and gravel abstraction in the upper reaches (Tockner et al., 2003), and embankments downstream at Latisana. The hydrological regime is flashy pluvio-nival with higher flow during the spring and autumn caused by snowmelt and heavy rain respectively, with rapid changes in flow stage (Gurnell et al., 2001). At Venzone, 20 km upstream from the study site, the mean discharge is approximatively 90 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ (Tockner et al., 2003).

The riparian vegetation is dominated by *Populus Nigra* (black poplar) and *Salix eleagnos* (Karrenberg et al., 2003). The riparian zone is near-continuous in the braided section where there is a wide active floodplain of up to 1.5 km. There, sediments and driftwood deposited on gravel bars on the falling limb of flood events initiate vegetation colonisation and the formation of island landforms that protect and
enhance the biodiversity of the river system (Ward and Tockner, 2001; Gurnell et al., 2005; Gurnell and Petts, 2006). Wood inputs, together with hydraulics and sediment transport and deposition lead to the development of pioneer islands which grow and coalesce into larger, mature island features (Gurnell et al., 2001; Gurnell and Petts, 2006) (Figure 3.4).

**Figure 3.4** Developing of islands from living wood. (a) A deposited tree inducing the development of a suite of linked habitats; (b) a tree sprouting and inducing scour, deposition of fine sediment, and trapping of wood pieces to form a pioneer island; (c) an island complex with deposited trees, pioneer islands, and established islands distributed across an extensive gravel surface. Source: Gurnell et al., (2005).
The study site of this research is located in the Flagogna reach, 3 km upstream from Pinzano (Figure 3.5). The river is braided in this section, with a wide active braid plain (maximum width = 900 m). The narrow ‘pinch point’ downstream at Pinzano gorge generates intensive upwelling that supports high vegetation growth rates in this section. The average slope is 0.012 and sediment size (D₃₀) is 40 mm. The research was carried out on a meandering anabranch of the main channel where, at low flows, a stable hydrological regime is regulated by groundwater maintaining undisturbed conditions (Sukhodolov and Sukhodolova, 2014). The survey was undertaken in July 2015 (Table 3.7). The discharge at the time of the survey was 3.52 m³s⁻¹ at the study section, and the flow at the upstream main section (Venzone gauge station) was 42 m³s⁻¹ (50% exceedance (Tockner et al., 2003)). The reach was 290 m long with average slope of 0.012 and water depth of approximately 45 cm. The reach receives a large input of wood, leading to the formation of wood jams and wood-associated morphological features such as gravel bars.
Figure 3.5 Location of the study site within the Flagogna reach and the Tagliamento catchment (B) in North East of Italy (A). The white line (2) shows the field site.

Table 3.3 Characteristics of study site. Source by Tockner et al.,(2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{survey}}$ (m$^3$s$^{-1}$) (side channel)</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed slope</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach Length (m)</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Bankfull Width (m)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Water Depth (survey) (m)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant substrate</td>
<td>Coarse gravel and cobbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic vegetation</td>
<td>Living and dead wood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.3 The River Frome

The low gradient field site was located on the River Frome in Dorset, southern England. The River Frome is a low gradient, lowland chalk stream. It rises at Evershot, passes through five small villages in the Dorset Downs area (Maiden Newton, Dorchester, Moreton, Wool and Wareham), and finally flows into Poole harbour. The total area of the catchment is 459 km$^2$ and its length is approximately 54 km. The upper Frome catchment is underlain by chalk systems, while the lower sections below Dorchester are characterized by mudstone and sandstone geology (Arnott et al., 2009). Chalk streams are globally rare habitats, and the reach between Dorchester and Wareham is designated as Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). The River Frome represents one of England’s most productive rivers for Atlantic salmon (*Salmo Salar L.*) supporting a run of 1000 salmons (1997) that have been monitored by overlong time periods (> 30 years), although as is the case for many UK rivers, it has experienced a decline in the salmon population due to overfishing, loss of river habitats and artificial obstruction at the estuary (Welton et al., 1999). Atlantic salmon (*Salmo Salar L.*) are most widespread along the middle and lower reaches while brown trout (*Salmo trutta*) are most abundant in the upper reaches (Environment Agency, 2010a).

Dominated by groundwater inputs from the underlying chalk aquifer, the Frome is rich in nutrients that support the growth of diverse and abundant communities of aquatic plants. The dominant species are *Ranunculus* spp, submerged macrophytes associated with high flow velocities in central channel areas (Gurnell et al., 2006), and *Sparganium Erectum*, an emergent plant found at the channel margins. Both macrophytes influence flow hydraulics and sediment dynamics, for example by
increasing water levels, and by generating regions of reduced flow velocities and fine sediment retention within plant stands (Wharton et al., 2006) combined with intervening areas of high velocity where flow is concentrated (Gurnell et al., 2006).

The research site was a 60 m long reach located in the upper part of the catchment near the town of Maiden Newton. The single thread channel is sinuous with dense riparian vegetation, and is characterized by riffle, pool and glide geomorphic units and abundant submerged macrophytes (*Ranunculus penicillatus* subsp. *pseudoluitans* (water crowfoot)) (Grabowski and Gurnell, 2014). Two velocity surveys were undertaken during peak vegetation growth (maximum vegetation cover) (September 2015) and winter die-back of vegetation (minimum cover; February 2016) as shown in Table 3.7 and Figure 3.6.

The average daily flow derived from 30 years of daily records at Dorchester gauging station 15 km upstream is 2.34 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (1971-2002). During spring 2015, the Environment Agency installed a new gauging station at Maiden Newton bridge to measure discharge and water level, but data were awaiting validation at the time of writing and hence the Dorchester record was used here.
Table 3.4 Characteristics of the study site. Source by Grabowski and Gurnell (2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q (50%) (m³s⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed slope</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach Length (m)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Bankfull Width (m)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Water Depth (survey) (m)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant substrate</td>
<td>Fine Gravel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic vegetation (seasonal)</td>
<td><em>Ranunculus spp</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.6 Photographs to illustrate seasonal change in macrophyte cover in a riffle tail on the River Frome: A) peak vegetation cover and B) minimum cover.
Figure 3.7 Frome catchment. Source: Graboswky et al., (2014). The white star indicates the study site.

Figure 3.8 A) The daily flow of Frome. The dotted black lines represent the two sampling periods that reflect the die back period (1) (February 2016) and the peak of vegetation growth (2) in early autumn (September 2016). B) shows the flow duration curve (Log-scale for the x-axis) calculated for the available 30 years of gauging station data from Dorchester. Source: Environment Agency.
3.3 Identification of Geomorphic Units

In order to characterise geomorphic units in the channel (e.g. riffles, pools) at each of the three study reaches, rapid field surveys were carried out using the Geomorphic Units survey and classification System (GUS) (Belletti et al., 2015b). The method is based on three different spatial scales (macro-units, units, and sub-units) within three different riverine areas (channel, margins, and floodplain), aiming to capture the diversity of geomorphic features within the river corridor as part of the wider Italian Morphological Quality Index (MQL) method for assessing morphological quality (Rinaldi et al., 2015). Macro-units define the assemblage of homogeneous units with common textural features that can be identified by aerial images, while the units and sub-units capture greater detail on instream, marginal or floodplain features. Under this scheme, the channel represents the macro-unit, while bedforms (e.g. riffles, pools, glides, benches) represent recognisable units. Geomorphic Units (GUs) were delineated by visual assessment of process zones (erosion and deposition), landform configuration (channel slope, sediment organization, position within the channel) and natural riverine elements (bedrock, large wood), following elements of the classifications of (Brierley and Fryirs, 2013; Buffington and Montgomery, 2013). Table 3.5 presents the GUs surveyed under low flow conditions across the three study reaches of differing gradient. The low and intermediate gradient reaches where characterised by riffles and pools, while the high gradient reach was characterised by step-pool sequences.
Table 3.5 Brief description of Geomorphic Units surveyed across the three gradient reaches within an example of one step/riffle and one pool for each site (Belletti et al., 2015b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low Gradient</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pools</td>
<td>Channel spanning topographic depression in the channel bed; reversed bed slope; deep water; relatively slow velocity; finer sediment than adjacent units.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps/Riffles</td>
<td>Shallow and fast flow; uniform sediment (gravel to small cobbles); undulating but unbroken standing waves; locally higher bed slope.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bedrock steep channels; short unit; near vertical drops; span the entire width; tumbling flow; accelerating/ convergent flow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Topographic survey

Topographic surveys were conducted for each of the three research sites, under low flow conditions using a Leica Station T305. The survey was designed to capture bed elevations within the wetted channel, bank foot, and bank top locations. The survey resolution comprised a grid of approximately 1 m cell size (Morris et al., 1990), and breaks in slope (Brasington et al., 2000) were used to capture the variation in bed morphology. Detrended Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) were created for each of the three river reaches by removing the bank topography and extracting the channel centreline and thalweg of each site. Then, topographic residuals were linearly interpolating using a mesh of triangles to a 0.25 m², 1 m² and 0.21 m² resolution grid from a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) (Milne and Sear, 1997; Brasington et al., 2000) developing topographic surface for the low, medium and high gradient reaches respectively. In addition, the analysis of positive and negative elevation
residuals identified the presence of bedforms from the reach scale trends. Positive residuals may reflect deposition (riffles) while negative residuals may suggest the presence of depressions (pools) (Richards, 1976, Clifford et al, 2006). Geospatial analysis was completed in ArcGIS v. 10.2.

3.5 High frequency flow measurements

High frequency (32 Hz) flow velocity was recorded in 3 dimensions (streamwise, lateral, and vertical) using a Nortek/YSI (Vector) Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) for a period of 120 s to ensure accuracy and robustness of turbulence measurements (Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 1998, 2005; Wilkes, 2014). The Nortek Vector measures the 3 dimensional velocities in a small sampling volume with minimal effects on the flow (Nikora and Goring, 1998) using the Doppler Effect defined as the change in frequency for a sound wave produced by a moving source. The acoustic waves generated by the submerged probe hit suspended particles in the water and reflect back to the three orientated receivers. Additional measurements including temperature, pressure, orientation and position can also be collected.

In this research, the secondary circulations and microstructure of eddies (viscosity process) are not explored because they are less relevant to individual organisms (Webb and Cotel, 2010). The frequency and record length were selected to capture the majority of flow structures in the turbulent/ near-turbulent range following Buffin-Bélanger and Roy (2005). The flow meter was attached to a moveable mounting structure (Figure 3.11) designed with ‘T’ shape rod to vertically suspend the ADV in the flow and change the heights of velocity sampling based on the water depth ranging from 22 to 120 cm. Both horizontal and vertical planes had spirit levels to
ensure accurate positioning within the flow field. This solid design ensured that the probe was orientated correctly in the flow, and stabilized the instrument under difficult environmental conditions (gravel or vegetated bed, high flows). The probe was orientated with respect to the bed and not to the flow streamline that may be orientated in several directions (towards the bed or the water surface). In fact, the presence of bedforms such as steps and pools sequences, vegetated features or river confluence increases the complexity of flow exhibiting streamlines which are not parallel to each other and means vertical velocities differ significantly from zero (Roy et al., 1994). Data were not rotated during the post-processing to facilitate the comparison between data. A stratified sampling approach was taken, with velocities sampled at three locations (30, 50, 70 % of channel width) along equally spaced cross sections in order to capture variability along the channel centreline and more marginal locations (Figure 3.12). Longitudinal cross sectional spacing was scaled on channel width: 3 m for the low and high gradient reaches; 5 m for the intermediate gradient reach. Each velocity measurement was captured at 0.6 of the water depth from the surface, in order to sample conditions in the central flow zone. This choice excludes the boundary layers with greatest intensity and shear stress but captures turbulent properties at the position in the velocity profile that is conventionally the focus of habitat studies. Flow measurement was not possible in areas where water depth was below 15 cm. Velocity measurements were obtained at two flow stages for the high gradient reach, and in two different seasonal periods for the low gradient reach. Discharge was estimated for each site at the upstream cross section and compared to stage data from historical records of the nearest gauge station. The water level was constantly monitored (every 10 minutes) in the upstream cross section to identify any changes in flow stage. Flow conditions were stable under all surveys. For low and medium gradient reaches, unfortunately, gauging stations
were located some distance from the study site, but provide a broad hydrological context for the study.

Because ADVs are highly sensitive instruments, measurements are, however, subject to errors arising from probe orientation, sampling frequency, Doppler noise floor, and aliasing of the Doppler signal (Lane et al., 1998). To ensure quality control, visual observation of time series plots was used to explore velocity variability and identify possible spikes (Chatfield, 2004). The WinADV (version 2.028) programme (US Bureau of Reclamation) was used to filter the velocity data for noise (spikes). Spikes are detected and replaced using the phase – space thresholding (PST) method based on a three-dimensional Poincaré map (Goring and Nikora, 2002). The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and the Correlation (COR) parameters are the two key variables that can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of the beam’s performance and the strength of the data linkage respectively. SNR values above 15 decibel (dB) and COR values above 70 represent an appropriate threshold above which spikes can be filtered and replaced (Goring and Nikora, 2002). In addition, stationarity tests were performed for each time series to identify the time series that were not stationarity and these were detrended using linear or second order regression (Clifford, 1993a; Harvey and Clifford, 2009). Data processing is presented in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10 Process of data cleaning and detrending.

Following visual inspections and stationarity checks, 87 %, 93 % and 95 % of time series for low, medium and high gradient reaches respectively met the data quality requirements (Table 3.6). Those not meeting data quality requirements tended to be either close to aquatic plants (low gradient reach), highly turbulent areas (intermediate gradient reach) or shallow turbulent areas (high gradient reach).
Table 3.6 Summary of time series used for the study at the first and second surveys. For the low gradient reach, first survey reflected the die back vegetation period and the second the peak; while for the high gradient reach, the first survey represents the low flow stage and the second the high flow stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rivers</th>
<th>Total surveyed measurements</th>
<th>Time series with visual errors</th>
<th>Time series used for analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frome</td>
<td>1survey 2survey</td>
<td>1survey 2survey</td>
<td>1 survey 2 survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62 62</td>
<td>7 8</td>
<td>55 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagliamento</td>
<td>174 -</td>
<td>12 -</td>
<td>162 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermigiana</td>
<td>51 51</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>49 47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7 Time and discharge of surveys for each river. *Estimated by Tockner et al. (2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradient Rivers</th>
<th>Time of Survey</th>
<th>(Q_{50} \text{ [m}^3\text{.s}^{-1}])</th>
<th>(Q_{\text{survey}} \text{ [m}^3\text{.s}^{-1}])</th>
<th>(Q \text{ percentile } (%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low: August ’15</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>Low: 1.82</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: May ’16</td>
<td></td>
<td>High: 5.53</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>July ’15</td>
<td>42 (main channel)</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>50 (main channel)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vegetated:
- September ’15: 2.34
- February ’16: 1.45
Figure 3.11 Mounting of the Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter formed by a tripod and a metallic mobile frame. The flow direction is represented by the white arrow.

Figure 3.12 Sampling design for the velocity measurements was undertaken at each cross section (black dotted line), spacing on the channel width (w) for 3 points (30, 50, 70 % of channel width) at 0.6 from water surface. The black dots represent the location of 3D velocity measurements.
3.6 Limitation in the research design

The research design presented captures the hydrogeomorphology across three reaches of different gradients scaling on the size of the river. This approach may have implications on interpretations of result at small scales and represents a limitation to in relation to exploring turbulence generation at a scales smaller than individual boulders/aquatic vegetation stands. In addition, there were difficulties in collecting flow data under the same hydraulic conditions during the peak and die back vegetation periods due to weather conditions. This presents a limitation in relation to drawing comparisons between surveys and interpreting results. Analysis using the Manning coefficient, however supports the interpretation of the results. The sampling strategy was a compromise between time resources, instrumentation (ADV) and environmental conditions.

3.7 Computation of IPOS parameters

This section describes the computation of the ecologically relevant turbulence parameters explained in the Lacey et al., (2012) IPOS (intensity, periodicity, orientation, scale) framework.

The IPOS framework has been informed by the results of laboratory and field studies of the influence of turbulence properties on fish behaviour and swimming performance. It offers a range of ecologically-relevant turbulent flow properties most of which can be readily computed from high frequency velocity time series. A range of variables falling within the four IPOS categories are presented in Table 3.8 and described in the following four subsections.
Table 3.8 IPOS categories (intensity, periodicity, orientation, scale) identified by Lacey et al. (2012) with example variables and descriptions. * denotes additional variables to those directly identified in Lacey et al. (2012). Where $x = u, v, w$ components, $N$ are the number of observations and $p$ is the water density, $u'$, $v'$ and $w'$ are the turbulent residuals and $U, V, W$ the mean velocities along the three components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTENSITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence intensity (absolute)</td>
<td>Root mean square of the turbulent fluctuations (Reynolds normal stresses in the $u, v$ and $w$ dimension):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence intensity (relative)</td>
<td>Normalised (by shear or mean velocity) values for $u, v, w$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>Combines $\text{RMS}_u$, $\text{RMS}_v$, $\text{RMS}_w$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds Shear Stresses</td>
<td>Represent the turbulent flux of momentum – may affect organisms but rarely reported:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorticity (spinning speed)</td>
<td>$\omega = 2 \text{ angular velocity}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIODICITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>$Kurosis^*$ of the turbulent residuals ($u', v', w'$) used as an initial indicator:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy spectra</td>
<td>$\text{AR}(2)$ models applied and the condition for pseudo-periodicity* derived (Richards, 1979). Average eddy frequency/ period (the <em>integral time scale</em>) can be derived (where $R(t)$ is the normalized autocorrelation function and $t$ is the time lag):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fourier transform (spectral density/ wavenumber spectra) traditionally applied to qualitatively explore the shape of spectra and derive the kinetic energy maximum. Involves conversion of the frequency spectra into wavenumber spectra ($k$) using the frequency domain ($f_n$):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ k = \frac{2\pi f_n}{U} \]

Wavelet analysis – a newer method, better for intermittent/evolving flow structures (dominant frequency)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strouhal number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominant eddy frequencies in gravel-bed rivers could be linked to bed particle sizes (Clifford and French, 1993c), where S is the diameter of a body responsible for vortex shedding, ( S_t ) is the Strouhal number (( \sim 0.2 )) and ( f ) is the frequency of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_t = \frac{SU}{f} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skewness*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An initial indicator of flow ‘orientation’ can be derived from the skewness of the ( u' ), ( v' ) and ( w' ) components (Wilkes, 2014):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ K = \frac{\sum_i (x_i - \bar{x})^3}{N} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration and/or contribution to stress of each type of ‘event’: Q1 (( u' &gt; 0 ), ( w' &gt; 0 ); outward interactions), Q2 (( u' &lt; 0 ), ( w' &gt; 0 ); ejections of fluid away from the bed), Q3 (( u' &lt; 0 ), ( w' &lt; 0 ); inward interactions) and Q4 (( u' &gt; 0 ), ( w' &lt; 0 ); inrushes of fluid towards the bed).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Event structure* |
| Direction of dominant fluctuation |
| Axis of eddy rotation (angle between the direction of dominant fluctuation and the streamwise direction) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eddy length scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average eddy length or spatial extent of the region of correlation (“wedges” of fluid). The integral time scale (see above) can be converted to an average eddy length ( (L) ) using mean velocity ( (U) ) and ( t ) (time).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L = Ut )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Eddy diameter |
| Spatial extent of rotating fluid, often directly measured using PIV techniques in the laboratory |

| Length-scale ratio |
| Derived from the length scale \( (L_u) \) and fish length \( (L_f) \) |

| Fish momentum: wedge momentum ratio |
| Derived from the length scale \( (L_u) \) and fish length \( (L_f) \) and convection velocity of the wedge \( (u_e) \) and fish velocity \( (u_f) \). |
| \[ \frac{Wedge \ momentum}{Fish \ momentum} = \frac{I_u * u_e}{L_f * u_f} \] |
3.7.1 Intensity

The streamwise (u), cross stream (v) and vertical w velocity components can be decomposed into the mean (U, V, W) and the fluctuations (u', v', w') parts (Clifford and French, 1993a; Pope, 2000; Adrian et al., 2000; Ömer, 2011) (Table 3.8).

Equation 3.1 \[ u = U + u' \quad v = V + v' \quad w = W + w' \]

Within this framework, the mean refers to (relatively) longer-term variation at time intervals outside the range of turbulent fluctuations. For velocity time series exhibiting stationarity (i.e. unchanging mean, variance and autocorrelation through time), U, V and W are represented by the mean velocity for the series (Clifford and French, 1993a). However, velocity time series may exhibit low frequency variations associated with, for example, secondary circulations or vortex shedding from large roughness elements generating non-stationarity in time series. In this case, local detrending using linear or polynomial trends can be used to extract the turbulent residuals u', v' and w' (Soulsby, 1980).

The Root Mean Square provides a dimension indication of the magnitude of turbulent fluctuations, which can be computed separately for u, v, and w or presented as an average of the u' and v' components termed ‘overall intensity’ (Duncan, 1970). The turbulent kinetic energy is defined as the sum of the variance of the three components of velocity and represents the total amount of kinetic energy and is linearly dependent on the Reynolds shear stress (Pope et al., 2006). Since turbulent flows are characterised by rotationality, with eddies defined as regions of finite vorticity, a vorticity metric can be used to describe the curve of the velocity vector.
3.7.2 Predictability (Periodicity)

Periodicity is defined as a tendency towards repeating flow patterns. Kurtosis of velocity residuals, the integral eddy time scale and meeting of the condition of pseudo-periodicity by second order autoregressive models represent variables that can be used to identify the periodic nature of turbulent flow. Kurtosis can be used to indicate the shape of the frequency distribution of turbulent fluctuations, with more leptokurtic (peaked) distributions indicating greater predictability. The integral of the autocorrelation function (ACF), or the integral time scale (Equation 3.2), represents the extent of the temporal window within which velocity values are highly autocorrelated (the quantity of time required for the passage of an eddy; Lacey and Roy, 2008), where $R$ is the normalized autocorrelation function and $t$ is the time lag.

\[
\text{Equation 3.2} \quad ITS_{u,v,w} = \int_0^\infty R(t) \, dt
\]

Assuming stationarity and a characteristic pseudo-periodicity in the time series, an autoregressive model (Equation 3.3) can be fitted to the velocity time series in order to compute the average frequency of vortex shedding (Equation 3.5; Clifford and French, 1993a). The condition of pseudo-periodicity defined by the Equation 3.4 indicates the tendency of phenomena to recur semi-regular intervals.

\[
\text{Equation 3.3} \quad y_t = \phi_1 y_{t-1} + \phi_2 y_{t-2} + \varepsilon_t
\]

\[
\text{Equation 3.4} \quad \phi_1^2 + 4\phi_2 < 0
\]

\[
\text{Equation 3.5} \quad \cos 2\pi f = \frac{\phi_1}{\sqrt{-\phi_2}}
\]
The inverse of the frequency is the period (P), or time taken (in seconds) for the flow structure to pass the sensor.

However, the approach described above is based on characterising the average or ‘dominant’ eddy size in the time series but does not preserve any information on the distribution of eddies of varying size (MacVicar and Roy, 2007b). In order to explore the contribution of eddies of varying size, the spectral density function of turbulent fluctuations (u’, v’, w’) can be examined. The spectral density function is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, and hence represents the distribution of eddy scales in the frequency domain (Clifford and French, 1993a). It represents the distribution of energy across frequencies in the time series, where the lowest frequency (fm) tend to be associated with the highest peaks reflecting the presence of larger, unstable vortices with higher magnitude kinetic energy, while the highest frequencies represent the low energy dissipative scale flow structures.

![Figure 3.13](image)

**Figure 3.13** The energy cascade conceptum is represented by the energy spectrum of turbulent (E(k): Energy Spectral Density; k: wavenumber), modified from Davidson, (2004).

Conversion of the spectra density from the frequency domain (fn) into spatial length scales can be achieved by computing the wavenumber spectra (Equation 3.6) where wavenumber (k) represents eddy size and S(fn) is the frequency of the spectra at the frequency fn.
The Wavelet Transform analysis is applied to detect the intermittent/evolving flow structures in a time series (Torrence and Compo, 1998; Zolezzi et al., 2011) extrapolating the dominant temporal structure by scaling and shifting the signal on the window of a wavelet function. In this study, the Morlet wavelet was applied to estimate temporally and spatially variability. The Morlet wavelet has been identified as suitable for capturing semi-periodic patterns in geophysical processes (Torrence and Compo, 1998). Subplots can be produced to reflect global and local properties of the signal energy describing the temporal velocity in the streamwise \( u \) dimension (Figure 3.14a), the Wavelet Power spectra (Figure 3.14b) with abscissa axis reflecting the length of the time series and ordinate axis the temporal length scale, the global wavelet spectra (GWS) (Figure 3.14c) and the average variance of the signal (Figure 3.14d). The dotted black line is the influence cone that reflects the significance level and confidence for the wavelet spectra.

**Figure 3.14** Example of the Wavelet analysis applied to time series of the one measurement along the streamwise component during survey at low flow. Graphs reflect: a) the time series, b) Power wavelet spectra, c) global wavelet spectrum (GWS) and d) scale-averaged time series.
3.7.3 Flow Orientation

A complementary approach to the time and frequency domain approaches described above is provided by application of quadrant analysis theory (Lu and Willmarth, 1973) to turbulence time series. This has been applied to identify the presence and contribution to the Reynolds shear stress of different types of turbulent ‘events’ as identified by the nature of fluctuations on the uw plane (Clifford, 1993; Harvey and Clifford, 2009 (Wilkes et al., 2013). Research indicates that the highest magnitude ‘events’ are ejections (or ‘bursts’) of fluid away from the bed and compensatory sweeps (inrushes) of fluid towards the bed, with smaller contributions to the stress associated with outward and inward interactions (Roy et al., 2004; Marquis and Roy, 2011; Robinson, 1991). Technically, the definition of burst-sweep events invokes the presence of streamwise ‘streaks’ of low momentum fluid within a viscous sublayer (Lu and Willmarth, 1973; Pokrajac et al., 2007; Nakagawa and Nezu, 1977) which is unlikely to exist in hydraulically rough boundaries such as river beds where even the smallest particles may protrude above the limits of any such layer. However, the application of quadrant analysis can be usefully applied to gravel-bed rivers to statistically isolate turbulent flow structures and has been used to explore their form and intensity under controlled conditions (Lacey and Roy, 2008a; Hardy et al., 2009; Marquis and Roy, 2011).
Figure 3.15 Structure of Reynolds stress. $u'$ and $w'$ are the fluctuation on the $uw$ plane and the structure of the hole size by Yue et al., 2007.

A ‘hole size’ (Equation 3.7) or threshold criteria can be applied in order to focus analysis on the stronger events (Yue et al., 2007) and is defined by the relative shear stress for each region (where the bar over the elements represents the average value) (Figure 3.15).

Equation 3.7  
\[ H = \frac{|uw'|}{|uww'|} \]

The fractional contribution of each quadrant to the shear stress is defined as by Equation 3.9, where $S$ is the mean stress.

Equation 3.8  
\[ S_{i,H} = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T u'w'(t)I_{i,H} \, dt \quad I_{i,H} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (u',w') \text{ is in the quadrant } i \\ \frac{|uw'|}{H(u'w')} & |uw'| > H(u'w') \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

$(i = 1,2,3,4)$ represent the quadrant

Equation 3.9  
\[ S_{i,H}^f = \frac{S_{i,H}}{S} \]
3.7.4 Scale

Turbulence boundary layers encompass flow structures at a range of spatial scales, but the most commonly interested is the eddy length scale defined by the correlation length \((L_u)\) or the integral length scale \((ILS)\), that measures the spatial extent of the area over which velocity is correlated. Following the Equation 3.2 and assuming Taylor’s (1935) hypothesis, the spatial length (Equation 3.10), or integral length scale, is given by the product of mean velocity \((U)\) and the time delay \((\tau)\).

**Equation 3.10**

\[ L = Ut \]

While the eddy length measures the spatial extent over which the fluid velocity is correlated, the diameter measures the spatial extent of the rotation. A common way to calculate the eddy diameter (Equation 3.11) is to extract the information from the energy spectrum (Davidson, 2004) \((k: \text{ wavenumber})\).

**Equation 3.11**

\[ d = \frac{2\pi}{k} \]

It has been shown that the ratio of eddy size (rather than absolute eddy size) to fish size can be an important factor in fish energetics (Webb and Cotel, 2010a; Lacey et al., 2012). To evaluate this, the length-scale (Equation 3.12) and momentum ratios (Equation 3.13) are two useful dimensionless parameters that can be used to estimate the likely nature and magnitude of impacts of vortices on fish:

**Equation 3.12**

length scale ratio = \(\frac{\text{eddy scale}}{\text{fish length}}\)

**Equation 3.13**

Momentum ratio = \(\frac{L_u \cdot u_e}{L_f \cdot u_f}\)
3.8 Statistical analysis

Multivariate statistical analysis was applied in order to explore the key trends emerging from the wide range of turbulence properties calculated. In total, 49 variables were computed to explore the turbulent properties of velocity time series. These range from time-averaged of the intensity of turbulent fluctuations and characteristics of ‘dominant’ eddies to energy spectra representing variability across flow structures of different frequency (size).

Given the large number of variables available, with potential for autocorrelation of variables, Principal Components Analysis was applied in several chapters in order to reduce the dimensionality and extract the key gradients in turbulent properties that explain the majority of variation in the data set. PCA describes how the covariance is structured through all variables of a dataset and identifies the direction(s) of variation, or eigenvector(s) which are linear combinations of the original variables (Jolliffe, 2002). PCA is a data reduction technique that can be used to reduce the dimensionality of a data set containing a large number of correlated variables (Legendre and Legendre, 2012). The eigenvectors, or principal components (PCs) represent the gradients of maximum variance and the principal component loadings describe the strength of correlation between each original variable to each new ‘variable’ (PC). The total number of PCs generated equals the number of original variables, but the first two or three are usually the most important in explaining the variance within the data set. The selection of PCs for further analysis takes place by assessing the eigenvalues (which should be > 1) and the amount of explained variance (ideally 70- 80%) and by visually observing the scree plot to identify breaks in slope.
Prior to PCA, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Barlett’s test of Sphericity were analysed to identify redundant variables and check correlations between variables respectively. The KMO test assesses the sampling adequacy of the dataset and was used to check whether turbulence properties present were highly correlated with one another. Barlett’s test checks the presence of redundancy between variables by identifying whether the observed correlated matrix is significantly different from the identity matrix. The KMO test ranges from 0 to 1 and values > 0.6 were considered acceptable. Barlett’s test should return a result < 0.05 to enable an efficient PCA (Dziuban and Shirkey, 1974).

To explore the spatial organization of turbulence properties, geospatial analysis was performed for each reach using a semivariance approach based on the concept of a regionalized variable whereby closer observations (in space) are generally more similar. The theoretical semi-variogram model illustrates three parameters (range, sill and nugget) that help to identify the magnitude of variance and key scales of variation within the data set (Goovaerts, 1997). The range represents the distance beyond which the data are no longer correlated, the sill reflects the level of variance between observations and the nugget defines the variability at scales smaller than the sampling interval. The selection of the lag size, defined as the width of the distance observations, is important for accurate interpretation of results. In this study, the sampling grid used for each survey was used to select the correct lag size. The lag size used in the empirical semi-variograms computed by ArcGis 10.2 was 0.25 m for low and high gradient reaches and 1 m for medium gradient. A binning process was applied in which pairs of points were grouped by the distance from one another. The binned lags were associated with the distance between each cross section and they were 3 m for low and high gradient reaches and 5 m for the intermediate reach. Empirical semi-variograms were fitted with a semi-variogram
model to assist interpretation. The model was fitted using a custom function written in MATLAB programming language by using a least squares fit of theoretical variograms (exponential) (Leigleter et al., 2007; David et al., 2013) in one dimension (streamwise).
CHAPTER 4: Characterization of reach-scale hydraulic habitat

using turbulence properties

4.1 Introduction

Studies of turbulence in flume and field settings over the past 20 years have been facilitated by advances in instrumentation, such as Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) (Nortek, 1998; Lane et al., 1998; Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998; Garcia et al., 2005; Chanson, 2008); and quantitative analysis of turbulence (Farge, 1992; Torrence and Compo, 1998; McLelland and Nicholas, 2000; Goring and Nikora, 2002). A large body of important work has explored the spatial organisation, temporal dynamics and ecological importance of turbulent properties of flow in natural and artificial channels (Legleiter et al., 2007; Nikora, 2010; Nepf, 2012; David et al., 2013), including studies seeking to characterise the turbulent properties of visually identifiable channel Geomorphic Units to support river assessment, restoration and appraisal (MacVicar and Roy, 2007a; Harvey and Clifford, 2009; Roy et al., 2010; Wilkes, 2014). Despite these developments there remains a lack of studies exploring turbulent properties at the reach-scale across different river styles. Likewise, understanding of the interactions between turbulence and fish is predominantly based on laboratory research that is known to generate different ranges of turbulent properties to those expected in natural channels (Lacey et al., 2012).
Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 summarise the spatial coverage and focus of published turbulence research based on a Google Scholar search constrained by article titles containing either “turbulent” or “turbulence” and either “river” or “stream” and the term “field” in order to illustrate the geomorphological context of field studies published to date.

**Figure 4.1** Previous studies on the variability of velocity and turbulence properties based on filed sites. Dotted line represents the coverage achieved in this thesis.
Table 4.1 Details of previous field studies of the variability in turbulent flow properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bubble number</th>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Gradient</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Reach slope</th>
<th>Space (m)</th>
<th>Frequency (f) (Hz)</th>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
<th>Record length = ft * time</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lacey and Roy 2008</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tritico and Hotchkiss, 2005</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thompson, 2007</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 1998</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>ECMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wohl and Thompson, 2000</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Geomorphic unit</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>ECMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Robert, 1997</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Geomorphic unit</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>ECMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Harvey and Clifford, 2009</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Geomorphic unit</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>ECMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Roy et al., 2010</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Geomorphic unit</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Wilkes, 2014</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Geomorphic unit</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>David et al., 2013</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Reach scale</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Wilcox et al., 2011</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Reach scale</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MacVicar and Roy, 2007</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Reach scale</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 4</td>
<td>Value 5</td>
<td>Value 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Lamarre and Roy, 2008</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Reach scale</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Leigleter <em>et al</em>., 2007</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Reach scale</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Geomorphic/Reach unit</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Geomorphic/Reach unit</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Geomorphic/Reach unit</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>ADV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Lacey et al. (2012) proposed a framework for exploring ecologically-relevant turbulent properties in river channels. The paper notes the constraints of laboratory experimentation in simulating the flows fish (and other organisms) experience in natural channels and proposes four categories of turbulent characteristics that should be explored: intensity, predictability, orientation and scale ('IPOS'; Lacey et al., 2012; see review in Chapter 2 and summary in Table 2.1).

This chapter presents high frequency flow data captured under low flow conditions from low, intermediate and high gradient rivers with different characteristic bedform sequences to explore the nature, variability and spatial organisation of turbulence properties at scales relevant to river assessment. In particular, the research addresses four objectives:

1. Compare turbulence intensity across reaches of different gradient, and explore their relationship with mean flow velocity.

2. Identify differences in the predictability, orientation and scale of coherent flow structures across reaches of different gradient.

3. Explore whether scales of variability in turbulence properties correspond with bedforms and/or other characteristic roughness elements.

4. Identify the principal gradients in turbulence properties and their relationship with reach gradient.
4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Field data

Full details of the three field sites and sampling design are provided in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) and a summary of the field site characteristics is provided in Table 4.2. A stratified sampling approach to velocity measurement was taken, with velocities sampled at three locations (30, 50, 70 % of channel width) along equally spaced cross sections in order to capture variability along the channel centreline and more marginal locations. See Chapter 3 (Research Design) Section 3.5 for full details of velocity measurement. Each velocity measurement was captured at 0.6 of the water depth (from the surface) in order to sample conditions in the outer flow zone. Velocity measurements were captured under low flow conditions for all three reaches.
Table 4.2 Details of three river sites including location, gradient, channel properties (slope, width, length, depth), \( Q_{50} \), survey dates, discharges at time of surveys and number of surveyed points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River</th>
<th>Vermigiana</th>
<th>Tagliamento</th>
<th>Frome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Trentino Alto Adige, Italy</td>
<td>Friuli Venezia Giulia, Italy</td>
<td>Dorset, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean water surface width (m)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean flow depth at the survey time (m)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (m)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant Substrate</td>
<td>Boulders and pebbles</td>
<td>Coarse gravel and cobbles</td>
<td>Fine gravel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedform spacing</td>
<td>8/10 m</td>
<td>15/20 m</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{50} ) (m(^3) s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>42 (main channel)</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey dates</td>
<td>19 August 2015</td>
<td>13 July 2015</td>
<td>28 September 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q ) (m(^3) s(^{-1})) (field measured ) during the survey</td>
<td>1.82 (48% exceedance)</td>
<td>3.52 (50% exceedance based on main channel flow)</td>
<td>0.58 (95% exceedance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of surveyed points</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Data analysis

Turbulence parameters were computed (see Chapter 3 for full details) for all time series that met data quality as previously explained in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.6). Data were not normally distributed (Shapiro – Wilk: p <0.001) and therefore non-parametric statistical tests were used. Spearman’s Rank correlations were used to assess the relationships between variables and Kruskall Wallis with post hoc tests were used to identify significant differences between groups. Semi-variograms were used to explore the spatial organisation of turbulence properties. Semi-variance is a geostatistical approach used to explore the spatial correlation of individual variables between measured points at various distances. The approach is based on the concept of a ‘regionalised variable’, which assumes that points that are close to one another are more similar (Davis, 2002). Investigation of spatial dependence between samples of hydraulic properties has been linked to the structure of bedforms in previous studies (Clifford et al., 2005) and semi-variograms of turbulence intensity have revealed strong stage-dependency of hydraulics and an important influence of channel location, in particular flow convergence or divergence areas appeared to influence turbulence (Leigleter et al., 2007; David et al., 2013). Semivariograms showing semi-variance in the streamwise direction were computed for 10 key hydraulics variables comprising the main turbulence descriptors defined by Lacey et al. (2012), topographic residuals (ΔZ) and mean velocity in three dimensions (U, V, W). The distance between observations (lags) was 3 m for low and high gradient reaches and 5 m for intermediate reach.

Multivariate statistical analysis (Principal Components Analysis; PCA) was used to identify the key gradients in turbulence properties within the data set. Prior to
compute the PCA, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Barlett’s test of Sphericity were analysed to check correlations between variables in the data set and the sampling adequacy were appropriate for PCA. Correlations between variables were checked using Spearman’s Rho in order to remove any variables with particularly high correlations. This led to the removal of the mean velocity, RMS fluctuations, kurtosis and skewness for the three components (u, v, w) and the temporal and spatial eddy scales in the cross stream dimension (ITSV, ILSv) and cumulative duration and magnitude of inward/outward interactions (Q1, Q3) and power spectra. Bartlett’s test of sphericity was then used to confirm that correlations between the remaining pairs of variables were sufficiently high to be included in the PCA. The final data set therefore include 12 variables: the resultant velocity, Reynolds shear stress on uv and uw planes, turbulent kinetic energy, magnitudes and duration of ejections and inrushes and spatial and temporal eddy scales on u and w directions.

Two PCAs were run, both based on Spearman’s rho correlation matrix with orthogonal rotation (Varimax): a dimensionless PCA accounting for differences in magnitude for mean velocity and turbulence properties between the rivers singularly standardised by z-scores (Emery et al., 2003; Wallis et al., 2012), and a PCA based on ‘raw’ turbulence variables to account for absolute differences in magnitude of turbulence properties.

Semivariograms were computed for the PCA scores to explore the spatial organisation of turbulence properties. Statistical analyses were conducted in IBM SPSS version 22, ExcelSTAT Base 2016 and Matlab R2015b and geostatistical analysis was conducted in ArcGIS v10.2 and Matlab R2015b.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Scale and variation of IPOS turbulence parameters and relationships with mean velocity

The absolute and relative intensity of velocity residuals along the three components (u, v, w), together with the Reynolds shear stresses and Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) combining all three velocity components, provide key indicators of turbulence intensity (Figure 4.2). Considerable variability in values for all metrics was noted for the intensity parameters, but some trends were apparent. Across the three reaches, the absolute intensity (Figure 4.2A) was highest for the streamwise component (u), lowest in the vertical direction (w) and intermediate for the lateral (v) component. There was an overall increase in absolute magnitude with increasing gradient for all three components, which is also illustrated by TKE (Figure 4.2D). The reversal of this trend for relative intensity (standardised by mean velocity in each dimension respectively; Figure 4.2B) illustrates the high magnitude of fluctuations relative to v and w, and reveals a decrease in the magnitude of fluctuations relative to mean velocity with increasing gradient for u and v components.

Overall, values for Reynolds shear stresses increased with gradient, and the uv plane was associated with the highest and most variable values, followed by u’w’ and v’w’ (Figure 4.2C). Kruskall Wallis post-hoc tests showed significant differences between reaches in all parameters (Table 4.3), with the majority of parameters distinguishing between reaches. Exceptions were no significant differences in RMSu for the medium and high gradient reaches, and Tiv and TIw where there was no significant difference between low and medium gradient reaches.
**Figure 4.2** Distribution of the mean turbulence intensity (m s⁻¹) (A), the relative intensity (B) along the streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) directions. Reynolds shear stress (Nm⁻²) (C) on the three planes (uv, vw, uw) and the turbulent kinetic energy cm² s⁻² (TKE) (D) from low to high gradient rivers at low stage. Central line indicates the median; the lower and upper box limits indicate the 25 and 75 percentile and the whiskers show the 0 – 100% quartile range.

**Figure 4.3** Relationships between fluctuation on streamwise (RMSu) and lateral (RMSv) and vertical (RMSw) components (A) and the exploration of fluctuations of all the three components between across different river gradients (B and C).
Table 4.3 Table of significant differences between parameters (Kruskal Wallis post-hoc tests where $p < 0.01$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSu</td>
<td>High/medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSv</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSw</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlu</td>
<td>Low gradient &gt; medium/high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlv</td>
<td>Low gradient &gt; medium/high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlw</td>
<td>Low gradient &gt; medium/high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u'v'$</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v'w'$</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u'w'$</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>High/medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The relationship between the RMS of fluctuations in the u plane with fluctuations in w and v are explored in Figure 4.3 together with the exploration of RMS in all three components across different gradient reaches. There was no clear overall trend, which suggests that while the median intensity increased across all three velocity planes with gradient at the reach-scale, there was no clear correlation at the scale of individual measurements. There was a smaller range of intensity for the vertical component than the lateral component. Reach-specific behaviour indicates: (i) for the low gradient reach, a constrained range of values for RMSw, but considerable variability in RMSv in relation to increasing RMSu; and (ii) for the medium and high gradient reaches highly variable RMSw and RMSv with increasing RMSu and no linear relationship. Thus, higher intensities on the v and w planes were not necessarily associated with higher intensities on the u plane.

The RMS and Reynolds shear stresses are explored in relation to the resultant velocity in Figure 4.4. Across all three reaches there was an overall increase in RMS and Reynolds stresses with increasing resultant velocity. Bivariate correlations were generally weak (<0.50) and the strength of relationships is higher for the Reynolds stresses (0.46-0.49) compared to RMS (0.27-0.40) but all were statistically significant (Spearman's Rank: p < 0.01). Presence of linear relationships between resultant velocity and RMS/ Reynolds stresses were also explored for each river individually. Again these were generally weak (<0.2) although relatively stronger correlations were observed for the low gradient reach (0.38-0.49; p<0.05). Closer inspection of the plots indicates that two phases of the relationship account for the large amount of scatter for most of the plots, relating broadly to a lower gradient and higher gradient curve. Exceptions are RMSv and v'w' where a cluster of lower RMS/ higher v'w' values are observed outside of the main trend (black dot-dashed circles). The two phases are not explained by the three reaches and therefore spatial
organisation of these properties was explored by visualisations using the relationships between resultant velocity and RMSu/ u’v’ (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6).

Bi-plots were subdivided in 9 grid cells indicating specific ranges in order to assign measurements to the two broad phases (Figure 4.6). Phase 1 values were assigned to grid cells 1, 2, 4 and 7 for both bi-plots described by resultant velocity ranged from 0 to 0.29 m s⁻¹ and all fluctuations/shear stress and by resultant velocity ranged between 0.29 and 0.60 m s⁻¹ and fluctuations/shear stress above 0.20 m s⁻¹ and 26 N m⁻². The remaining cells characterized by resultant velocity above 0.30 m s⁻¹ and greater variability of fluctuations/shear stress were assigned to Phase 2.

For the low gradient reach, the majority of points are classed as Phase 1, with a smaller number of Phase 2 points located in narrower marginal areas constrained by aquatic plants, indicating higher fluctuations and increases in shear stress. For the intermediate gradient reach, Phase 1 points were largely associated with marginal locations on the right bank and in few areas of negative topographic residuals (pools) while Phase 2 points were mostly observed in the central part of the channel and left bank and areas with higher topographic residuals (i.e. riffle/run areas). For the high gradient reach, there was a more complex spatial organization: both phases were found in both central channel and marginal areas.
Figure 4.4 Comparison of root mean square values along the streamwise, lateral and vertical directions (A, B, C) and Reynolds shear stress along the uv (D), vw (E), and uw (F) planes to the resultant velocity respectively.
Figure 4.5 Subdivision of each bi-plots in grids reflecting specific range of resultant velocity and fluctuations on u component (A) and shear stress on uv plane (B). The spatial distribution for the two groups is explored for the low (1-2) and high gradient (3-4) reaches. The two phases (green and blue areas/dots) reflect the relationships between resultant velocity and RMSu (1, 3) and shear stress on uv plane (2, 4).
Figure 4.6 Subdivision of each bi-plots in grids reflecting specific range of resultant velocity and fluctuations on u component (A) and shear stress on uv plane (B). The spatial distribution for the two groups is explored for the intermediate (1-2) reach. The two phases (green and blue areas/dots) reflect the relationships between resultant velocity and RMSu (1) and shear stress on uv plane (2).
4.3.2 Predictability, orientation and scale of coherent flow structures

The kurtosis or ‘peakedness’ of the frequency distribution of turbulent residuals is presented in Figure 4.7A, providing an initial indication of the predictability of velocity series. There was a general trend of decreasing kurtosis with increasing gradient for each of the u, v and w turbulent residuals, although differences between reaches were not statistically significant at the 0.01 level with the exception of medium gradient < low gradient for the u component (Kruskall Wallis: p < 0.01). Figure 4.7B shows the distribution of the pseudo-periodicity parameter for time series in relation to the condition for pseudo-periodicity (see Chapter 3, section 3.6.2). Considerable differences were noted between reaches. Almost all of the velocity time series for the low gradient reach were classified as pseudo-periodic (91%), while a smaller proportion but still an overall majority (74%) of the intermediate gradient series were pseudo-periodic. In contrast, the majority of velocity series from the high gradient reach (64%) did not meet the condition for pseudo-periodicity indicating a lower level of ‘predictability’ in the flow structure (Table 4.4). Differences between the velocity components were less striking, with similar levels of pseudo-periodicity noted for each component across the three reaches.
Figure 4.7 Boxplots for kurtosis of velocity time series along the streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) components at different gradient reaches (A) and the distribution of condition for pseudo-periodicity across the reaches (B). The dotted line represents the pseudo-periodicity threshold. Negative values meet the condition for pseudo-periodicity.

Table 4.4 Numbers of velocity series that not satisfy the pseudo-periodicity conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradient</th>
<th>Total number of series</th>
<th>Number of non pseudo-periodicity series</th>
<th>% series of non pseudo-periodicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u'</td>
<td>v'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The skewness of turbulent residuals ($u'$, $v'$, $w'$) is presented in Figure 4.8. There was considerable variability in the skewness of time series and a combination of positive and negative skewness values were noted for all three components across all three reaches. There was a tendency for positive skewness (indicating the presence of a small number of high magnitude fluctuations) in the medium and high gradient reaches (median > 0) which was more pronounced for the high gradient reach and for the $u$ component. In contrast, the lower gradient reach had a median skewness <0 for all three components, indicating a tail of lower magnitude fluctuations in the frequency distribution. Differences between reaches were not statistically significant at the 0.01 level, however, with the exception of low/medium < high gradient for the $u$ component.

Figure 4.8 Boxplots of skewness of turbulent residuals for the streamwise ($u$), lateral ($v$) and vertical ($w$) components at increasing gradient rivers.
The cumulative duration and contributions to the Reynolds stress of each turbulent event type (Q1-Q4) are presented in Figure 4.9. There was an approximately linear relationship between the cumulative duration and cumulative stress contribution for each quadrant (Q1-t1: $R^2 = 0.933$, $p < 0.001$; Q2-t2: $R^2 = 0.950$, $p < 0.001$; Q3-t3: $R^2 = 0.903$, $p < 0.001$; Q4-t4: $R^2 = 0.966$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that longer duration events generate larger contributions to the total stress, although stress contributions also become more variable at higher cumulative durations. There was considerable variability among time series for each reach, but the low gradient and high gradient reaches were associated with a higher proportion of longer-duration and higher magnitude ejections of fluid away from the bed (Q2) followed by inrushes of fluid towards the bed (Q4), while the medium gradient reach was associated with a higher proportion of longer-duration and higher magnitude outward interactions (Q1) and inward interactions (Q3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1stress</td>
<td>Medium gradient &gt; low/high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2stress</td>
<td>Low gradient &gt; high gradient &gt; medium gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3stress</td>
<td>Medium gradient &gt; high gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4stress</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1dur</td>
<td>Medium gradient &gt; low/high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2dur</td>
<td>Low gradient &gt; medium /high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3dur</td>
<td>Medium gradient &gt; low/high gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4dur</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.9 Scatter plots of each cumulative duration vs contribution to shear stress for each quadrant (A, B, C, D). Proportional contributions to shear stress from inwards (Q1), ejections (Q2), outwards (Q3) and inrushes (Q4) and respectively cumulative duration time for each event (E and F).
The orientation of the resultant velocity is illustrated visually using vectors superimposed on a detrended DEM in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 and the angular velocity is presented in Figure 4.10. Changes in the magnitude and angle of velocity vectors in Figure 4.11 were observed to correspond broadly with channel constriction and local changes in roughness for the low gradient reach, in particular in the downstream section. Figure 4.12 revealed two dominant orientations at the reach scale representing the change in orientation of the channel from a SW flow direction (upstream section) to NW flow direction (downstream section). Within the relatively straight upstream section before the meander bend, channel width and planform was relatively homogeneous and resultant velocity vectors ranged between -5° and 15° with respect to the main flow direction. In the downstream section after the meander bend, there was greater variability in flow orientation corresponding to changes in channel width and planform. In the high gradient reach, (Figure 4.13), there was considerable spatial variability in flow orientation over small distances, suggesting the presence of steps/boulders generated more complex changes in flow orientation. These changes may reflect the choice of orientated the probe with respect to the bed instead to the streamline.
**Figure 4.10** Distribution of the velocity’s angles referred to the upstream-downstream direction (x axis) for each river.

**Figure 4.11** Detrended DEM of low gradient reach (Frome) within the orientation of the velocity (red arrows) calculated respect to the x axis of the velocity degree (0°) identified by the dotted black arrows.
**Figure 4.12** Detrended DEM of intermediate gradient reach (Tagliamento) within the orientation of the velocity (red arrows) calculated respect to the x axis of the velocity degree (0°) identified by the dotted black arrows.

![Image of detrended DEM of intermediate gradient reach](image1)

**Figure 4.13** Detrended DEM of high gradient reach (Vermigliana) within the orientation of the velocity (red arrows) calculated respect to the x axis of the velocity degree (0°) identified by the dotted black arrows.

![Image of detrended DEM of high gradient reach](image2)
The eddy length scale along all the three components (u, v, w) is explored across the three gradient reaches in Figure 4.14. Across the three reaches, median values were lowest for the eddy length on the vertical component (w), highest for the streamwise (u) and intermediate for the lateral (v) components. An overall increase in eddy length scales was noted from the low, to intermediate, to high gradient reach across all the three components. Kruskall Wallis tests exhibited significant differences between reaches in all parameters (Table 4.6), with all three eddy lengths distinguishing between reaches.

The relationship between eddy length scale on all the three components and mean water depth is explored in Figure 4.15. Across the three components, there was a different tendency of increasing eddy size with mean water depth. For the streamwise component, there was considerable scatter, with eddy scales both greater than and less than the flow depth. For the lateral and vertical components, there was less variability and eddy scales were considerably smaller than the flow depth for both components. Table 4.7 compares dominant eddy length scale with key roughness elements: sediment size (D_{50}), channel width and Manning roughness coefficients for each of the three reaches. Bed material size was estimated from visual classifications using the Wentworth scale (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999; Bunte and Abt, 2001; Latulippe et al., 2001). Channel width and depth are averaged measurements of wetted width and water depth at the time of survey. The Manning’s roughness coefficient takes into account several factors including channel geometry and irregularities, planform (e.g. meandering or straight), flow obstructions, bed material shape/size and distribution, and vegetation density. Manning’s n was estimated for each reach using Limerinos, 1970.
Larger clast sizes resulted in a higher Manning’s n value for the intermediate and higher gradient reaches, but the Manning’s value for the low gradient reach was relatively similar to the other two reaches as a result of the presence of aquatic plants. For the high gradient reach, the Manning value was highest due to the presence of boulders without vegetation in channel within steep banks and trees and bushes along the banks. The estimated Manning’s value for the intermediate gradient reach was in between the other two. For the streamwise component, eddy length scales were much larger than the bed material size for all three reaches, but smaller than channel width, indicating that flow structures scale on larger microtopography elements e.g. larger clasts, pebble clusters, macrophytes. For all the three reaches, the streamwise (u) eddy scales were similar to the average water depth measured during the survey. For the lateral and vertical components, eddy length scales were more similar to bed material size for the low and medium gradient reaches, while the eddy length scales for the high gradient reach were 20 times smaller than the bed material size.

Table 4.6 Table of significant differences between parameters (differences where p < 0.001 for Kruskall Wallis post-hoc tests).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lv</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lw</td>
<td>High gradient &gt; medium gradient &gt; low gradient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.14 Distribution of the eddy length across the three gradient rivers from low to high.

Figure 4.15 Biplots of eddy dimension for all the three components and mean water depth across the three gradient reaches.

Table 4.7 Characteristics of dominant range of eddy length (Lu), D_{50} (estimated from visual assessment), mean water depth, mean channel width and roughness for each river.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach Gradient</th>
<th>Lu (m)</th>
<th>Lv (m)</th>
<th>Lw (m)</th>
<th>D_{50} (m)</th>
<th>y_m (m)</th>
<th>Channel width (m)</th>
<th>Roughness (manning)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.1 - 0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.4 - 1</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&gt; 0.25</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.3 Identification of principal gradients in turbulence properties

PCA analysis was carried out for two global data sets including data from all the three reaches: (i) dimensionless hydraulic variables made by z-scores method (Emery et al., 2003); and (ii) the raw dataset. Both PCA analyses were performed on a reduced number of hydraulic variables that satisfied the Kaiser Meyer Olkin (KMO) and Barlett tests (dimensionless data set: KMO: 0.58 and $\chi^2_{\text{critical}}$: 84.45, p < 0.0001; raw data set: KMO: 0.64 and $\chi^2_{\text{critical}}$: 85.96, p < 0.005) including: resultant velocity, TKE, Reynolds shear stress (uv and uw), eddy period and length scale, and flow structure events of second and fourth quadrant (Q2, Q4) and correspondent duration time ($t_2$, $t_4$).

For the dimensionless data set, 4 PCs had eigenvalues greater than 1.6 and cumulatively explained 70% of the variance in the data set. Inspection of the scree plot revealed an inflection point after the 4th PC, and hence the first 4 PCs were retained for further analysis. PC loadings were used to interpret the meaning of each principal component (Figure 4.16b). PC1 defines an increasing gradient of the temporal and spatial scale of eddies along the streamwise (u) and vertical (w) components. PC2 represents a gradient of turbulence intensity (kinetic energy and shear stress on two planes uv and uw). PC3 describes a gradient of decreasing mean velocity and increasing magnitude and duration of ejection events (Q2, $t_2$). PC4 is a gradient of the magnitude and cumulative duration of inrushes (Q4, $t_4$).

For the raw data set, 5 PCs had eigenvalues greater than 1 and cumulatively explained 82% of the variance in the data set. Inspection of the scree plot revealed
an inflection point after the 5th PC, and hence the first 5 PCs were retained for further analysis. PC1 defines an increasing gradient of kinetic energy and shear stress on two planes uv and uw and hence represents a turbulence intensity gradient. PC2 represents a gradient of increasing eddy period and length scale for the vertical (w) component while the PC3 is a gradient for eddy period and length scale for streamwise component and decreasing gradient for resultant velocity. PC4 reflects a gradient of increasing magnitude and cumulative duration of inrushes, while PC5 represents increasing magnitude and duration period of ejections. Overall, both PCAs therefore derive key axes that map onto three of the four IPOS categories, with PCs representing ‘intensity’, ‘scale’ and two PCs to represent ‘orientation’.

For the dimensionless data set, the three reaches occupy broadly the same areas of the biplots for both PCs 1 and 2, and PCs 3 and 4, with some variation in the extent of variability within reaches (Figure 4.17), which tended to be greatest for the intermediate gradient reach. No statistically significant differences were observed for principal components and Figure 4.19A shows similar mean and errors across the three gradient reaches.

For the raw data set, the three reaches occupy broadly different areas of the biplots for PCs 1 and 2 (although with overlap) but differences between reaches on the basis of PCs 4 and 5 are less clear. Hence, absolute magnitudes of turbulence intensity increase from low to high gradient reaches and differences between reaches for PC1 were statistically significant (KW: $p < 0.01$). Greater variability within reaches is observed for absolute eddy scale (PC2), although the low gradient reach appears to be constrained to a narrower range of (larger) eddy sizes. PC3
was associated with considerable overlap in values across the three reaches. PC5 showed great variability within reaches. Statistically significant differences were identified between low/medium and medium/high gradient reaches (KW: p<0.01) indicating lower magnitude and shorter duration inrushes for the medium gradient reach compared with both low and high gradient reaches, which were in Figure 4.18B.
Figure 4.16 Scree plot (A) and factors loadings (B) for the dimensionless PC analysis and for raw data set (C,D).

Figure 4.17 Scatter plots of first and second PCs (A) and third and fourth (B) principal components across three gradient reaches of dimensionless turbulence variables.
Figure 4.18 Scatter plots of first and second PCs (A), and fourth and fifth (B) principal components across three gradient reaches of dimensionally turbulence variables. Dotted lines represent the principal component that shows statistical significance between at least two gradient reaches.

Figure 4.19 Errors bar for dimensionless (A) and dimension (B) PC analysis. Circles are means and the whiskers the 2 standard deviations.
4.3.4 Spatial organisation of turbulence properties

Model semivariograms were fitted to spatially referenced data for bed elevation, mean water depth, mean velocity (Figure 4.20), turbulence intensity parameters (Figure 4.21) and predictability, orientation and scale parameters (Appendix I). There was considerable variability in the form of semivariograms between parameters and across sites but some key trends emerge. All plots showed a nugget effect to some degree, indicating spatial variation at scales smaller than the sampling interval. Variograms are complex in form across most parameters for each reach, characterised by a lack of pronounced sill and a ‘spiky’ profile indicating spatial correlation at multiple scales.

For the low gradient reach some pronounced decreases in semivariance appeared to broadly correspond with the spacing of either bedforms (~10 m) or macrophyte patches (generally ~2 m) for some parameters (RMS, TKE, Skewness, Kurtosis), but the intervening features of the variograms have no obvious eco-morphological explanation. For the medium and higher gradient reaches there was a clearer correspondence with bedform spacing, with mean velocity, RMS, Z and TKE profiles aligning with double riffle/pool spacing (~ 30/40 m) for the medium gradient reach and mean, RMS, Z and TKE aligning with step/pool spacing (~ 10 m) for the higher gradient reach. However, variograms for predictability and orientation exhibit more complex variation across smaller scales (see Appendix I).
The morphology of semivariograms revealed overall smoother shapes for mean velocity at low gradient and RMSv,w at medium and high gradient indicating smoother changes across the reach while sharp variations in form were observed for turbulent kinetic energy, kurtosis and flow events suggesting less predictable changes in spatial variation through the reaches.
Figure 4.20 Descriptions of fitted model and experimental semivariograms for topographic residuals ($\Delta Z$) and mean water depth ($Y$) (A, B, C) and mean velocity along the streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) directions (D, E, F) across low, medium and high gradient reaches.

Figure 4.21 Semivariograms of turbulent intensity (RMSu,v,w) (A,B,C) and turbulent kinetic energy(D, E, F) across low, medium and high gradient reaches.
The spatial organisation of PC scores was explored using experimental semivariograms (Figure 4.22 - 4.25) for each reach and for each of the four PCs. For the low gradient reach, variance in PC scores was highest for PC2 (intensity) and lower for the two orientation gradients (PC3 and PC4). PC1 (eddy length scales) revealed different shape semivariogram with a linear increase indicative of complex spatial organization without clear spatial autocorrelation. GIS visualisations reveal the highest intensities (PC2) occur around aquatic plants, while eddy scales (PC1) tend to be smaller along the thalweg compared to marginal channel locations. Spatial organisation of Q2 and Q4 events (PC4) was more complex with no clear patterns.

For the intermediate gradient reach, semivariogram morphology is similar among the PCs, but the variance shown by the sills was lowest for the magnitude of inrushes (PC4) compared to eddy scale (PC1), ejections (PC3) and intensity (PC2). Geospatial analysis revealed that the lowest intensity and smallest eddy scales were associated with negative topographic residuals, mostly in the central area of the channel while higher turbulent intensity and lower magnitude ejections and inrushes were observed in positive topographic residuals in the straight section.

For the high gradient reach, the variance was highest for turbulence intensity (PC2), followed by eddy scale (PC1) and magnitude of ejections (PC3), and lowest for the contribution to shear stress of inrushes (PC4). Also the higher range for PC2 suggests that the spatial distribution of turbulence intensity was complex and affected by the presence of boulders that diverged the flow and developed wakes. The experimental data in the semivariogram trends for PC2 and PC4 reveal the presence of similar pattern with distance of 4 lags (12 m) that might reflect the bedform spacing (~10 m). Figure 4.25 indicates that there was no clear difference between the central part of the channel and marginal area.
Table 4.8 Parameters of semi-variogram models for principal components at low gradient reach (Frome).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Sill</th>
<th>Nugget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>83.05</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.22 Graduate symbol maps and semivariograms for non-dimensional principal components: PC1 (B), PC2 (C), PC3(E) and PC4 (F) for the low gradient river (Frome) at low flow. Black arrow shows the direction of the flow. A is the semivariograms for the first and second PCs and B for the third and fourth PCs.
Table 4.9 Parameters of semi-variogram model for principal components at the medium gradient reach (TAG).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Sills</th>
<th>Nugget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.23 Graduate symbol maps and semivariograms of non-dimensional principal components 1 (B) and 2 (C) for the intermediate gradient river (Tagliamento) at low flow. A is the semivariograms for the first and second principal components.
Figure 4.24  Graduate symbol maps and semivariograms of non-dimensional principal components 3 (B) and 4 (C) for intermediate gradient river (Tagliamento) at low flow. A is the semivariograms for the third and fourth principal components.
Table 4.10 Parameters of semi-variogram model for principal components at the high gradient reach (Vermigliana).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Sills</th>
<th>Nugget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-04}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>$6.6 \times 10^{-03}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-02}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-02}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.25 Graduate symbol maps and semivariograms of non-dimensional principal components: PC1 (B), PC2 (C), PC3 (E) and PC4 (F) for high gradient river (Vermigliana) at low flow. A is the semivariograms for the first and second PCs and B for the third and fourth PCs.
4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Spatial variability of turbulence intensity and relationship with mean velocity

Across the three reaches, the absolute intensity was lowest for the vertical component (w), largest in the streamwise direction and intermediate for the lateral (v) component and there was an overall increase in absolute magnitude of fluctuations with increasing gradient for all three components, which is also illustrated by TKE. The reverse was true for relative intensity and this illustrates the high magnitude of fluctuations relative to v and w respectively. Despite consistent increases in RMSu, v and w with gradient there were no clear linear relationships between the velocity components indicating that the intensity of the components is not spatially correlated – higher intensities on the v and w planes were not necessarily associated with higher intensities on the u plane. This contrasts with clear linear trends between the RMSu and RMSv/RMSw (R² > 0.70) reported by Wilcox and Wohl (2007) in a high gradient river at multiple discharges, suggesting that the nature of such relationships may vary in space, and underlining the insights that can be gained from field measurement in 3 dimensions.

Overall, values for Reynolds shear stresses increased with gradient, and the uv plane was associated with the highest and most variable values, followed by uw and vw. Experiments on juvenile rainbow trout (Smith et al., 2005) indicated that fish were able to control their holding position under higher magnitude stresses in the uv compared to the uw plane, suggesting the uw plane as a potentially important parameter for fish bioenergetics. Across all three reaches there was an overall
increase in RMS and Reynolds stresses with increasing resultant velocity but scatter in the relationship creates at least two phases of behaviour for most of the variables: phase 1 whereby intensities increased rapidly with resultant velocity, and phase 2 where a lower magnitude and/or more variable increase in turbulence intensity with increasing resultant velocity was observed. These two phases did not correspond with the different reaches but instead represented sub-reach scale variability. For the low and intermediate gradient reaches, there was some broad spatial organisation of the two phases, associated with either macrophytes (low gradient reach) or bedform spacing (intermediate gradient reach). In contrast, the high gradient reach was characterised by high spatial variability. These data confirm previous observations that standard hydraulic variables such as mean velocity, cannot be applied universally to 'predict' higher order turbulent flow properties (Raven et al., 1998; Pardo et al., 2002; Rinaldi et al., 2013a), supporting more explicit incorporation of turbulence properties and the IPOS framework into river habitat assessment and design protocols.

4.4.2 Predictability, orientation and scale of coherent flow structures

Predictability of the flow structure generally decreased with increasing gradient, represented by decreasing kurtosis and increasing incidence of non-pseudo-periodicity in time series. These trends were relatively consistent across the three velocity planes. In all three reaches there was considerable variation in skewness, with both positive and negative values recorded. Median skewness values for the low gradient reach were centred around zero skewness indicating an approximately
normal distribution. In contrast, the medium and high gradient reaches tended towards positive skewness indicating a small number of very high magnitude fluctuations were present in time series (Lacey and Roy, 2008a).

Longer-duration turbulent events tended to generate greater contributions to the shear stress, although there was some variability in the magnitude of the longer-duration events as also noted in other studies (Lamarre and Roy, 2005; MacVicar et al., 2007b; Harvey and Clifford, 2009). Ejections and inrushes of fluid dominated the event structure in both low and high gradient reaches while the medium gradient reach was associated with more longer-duration/ higher magnitude inward and outward interactions. Previous works found that ejections and inrushes events are typically associated with turbulent bursting in the near bed environment (MacVicar et al., 2007b), and around flow obstructions such as boulders (Lacey and Roy, 2008a) providing a possible explanation for higher magnitude of ejections and inrushes for areas with higher roughness. For the low gradient reach, vegetation was present as a key roughness element, capable of dissipating flow energy, which helps to explain the increased occurrence of inrushes of fluid towards the bed (Q4, inrushes) and the decrease in fluid moving rapidly away from the bed (Q2, ejections) in vegetation patches (Devi and Kumar, 2016). High presence of inrushes has been shown to be important in sediment resuspension, increasing the mobilisation and transport of sediment and associated nutrients (Finnigan, 2000; Pan et al., 2014), thereby providing food sources to aquatic organisms as well as assisting predator evasion.

Eddy length scales in three dimensions increased in magnitude with increasing in gradient for all three reaches. This supports previous work e.g. Lamarre and Roy (2005) that related eddy length scale and duration to bed morphology at the reach.
scale. There are very few reach scale field studies of the spatial organisation of turbulence properties, but some recent studies at smaller, sub-reach scales have indicated length scales between 0 and 1.3 m (Harvey and Clifford, 2009; Roy et al., 2010; Wilkes, 2014) which are similar to those reported here.

Correspondence between eddy dimensions in the streamwise component and estimated average sediment $D_{50}$ differed among the reaches. For the low and medium gradient reaches, the average $D_{50}$ was an order of magnitude lower than the eddy length scales in the $u$ dimension. This is to be expected since eddies often scale on larger elements of microform roughness (e.g. pebble clusters; Buffin-Bélanger and Roy, 1998) as well as aquatic plant stands and bedforms (Nepf, 1999). In contrast, for the high gradient reach the $D_{50}$ is of the same order of magnitude as the eddy length scales ($u$), indicating that individual boulders may be a key driver of turbulence generation which may be explained by vortex shedding processes (Lamarre and Roy, 2005; Lacey and Roy, 2008b). The average sediment $D_{50}$ may affect the eddy propagation near bedforms and could explain the elements responsible for the turbulence generation (Clifford et al., 1997) and reproduces small-scale form resistance as microtopographic features (Clifford et al., 1992). However, in this study, the grain size has been estimated by visual assessment and could not use for in-depth analysis in relation to of eddy propagation.
4.4.3 Principal gradients in turbulence properties

Both PCA analyses revealed gradients that largely correspond with three IPOS categories, which were, in order of contribution to the overall variance in the data set: ‘scale’, ‘intensity’ and two ‘orientation’ gradients for the dimensionless PCA; and ‘intensity’, two ‘scale’ gradients, and two ‘orientation’ gradients for the raw data PCA. The majority of predictability variables had to be removed so that the PCA met the key statistical assumptions of the analysis technique, and therefore were not fully represented in this multivariate analysis. The results suggest that grouping of a large number of turbulence properties under the IPOS categories accurately reflects the principal sources of variance in turbulent time series as well as the ecological relevance of those properties, emphasising the utility and potential applications of the framework.

PC scores based on absolute (raw) values showed broad patterns that distinguished between low and high gradient reaches while the intermediate revealed greater variability. Turbulent intensity increased from low to high gradient reaches within higher magnitude for inrushes at low and high gradient reaches compared with intermediate gradient reach.

4.4.4 Scales of spatial variability in turbulence properties

A combination of a geostatistical analysis of turbulence properties (semi-variance) and DEMs of bed topography provide a useful means of assessing spatial patterns at reach scale (Clifford et al., 2005; Lamarre and Roy, 2005). The presence of a nugget effect for most of data sets highlights variability at scales smaller than the
sampling interval, such as pebble clusters and individual clasts which were not captured in this study. Spatial variation in all turbulence properties occurred at scales smaller than the sampling interval emphasising the well-known importance of microscale roughness elements on turbulence generation (Roy et al., 2004; Triticco and Hotchkiss, 2005; Smith and Brannon, 2007).

Spatial organisation of turbulence properties was complex in the low gradient reach, where aquatic macrophytes appear to be the key influence on the variation in values for a number of key turbulence properties. Aquatic plants can distinctly alter the velocity profile and flow resistance inside the canopy (Nepf, 2012) as well as the spatial distribution of velocity across the channel, often intensifying velocities and turbulence between patches and generating wakes (Meire et al., 2014). This is explored in further detail in Chapter 6.

For the medium gradient reach there was a clearer correspondence with bedform spacing (~20 m) with mean velocity, RMS and Z profiles aligning with riffle/pool spacing, consistent with some previous research at this scale (Clifford et al., 2005; Legleiter et al., 2007). Also, some of the ‘orientation’ parameters, including skewness of turbulent residuals and event structure, revealed a periodic recurrence that could reflect the undulating topography of bedforms/ geomorphic units (the riffles/pool). This is explored in further detail in Chapter 5.

For the high gradient reach, the geostatistical analysis for mean velocity, Z and TKE aligned with step/pool spacing (~10 m) illustrated by a reduction in semi-variance occurring at lags approximating step/pool spacing. Flow diversions around boulders are known to generate high localized turbulent areas with shedding vortex that
interact with fluid, sediment particles, nutrients and micro-organisms (Lacey and Roy, 2008b; Lacey and Roy, 2008a). In contrast, semi-variance for the cumulative duration of flow events decreased at lags approximating double the bedform spacing, which corresponds with the spacing of the most pronounced pools.
CHAPTER 5: Hydraulic characterization of geomorphic units across different gradient rivers

5.1 Introduction

Existing river assessment methods use different terminology to describe key river features at different spatial scales, often leading to confusion and reducing the potential for drawing comparisons between rivers in different countries (Brierley and Fryirs, 2013; Rinaldi et al., 2013a). The range of geomorphic units considered may also vary according to assessment method, with implications for assessing true geomorphic diversity (Belletti et al., 2015a). The Geomorphic Units survey and classification System (GUS) (Belletti et al., 2015b) is a new classification system designed to try to overcome some of these issues and facilitate comparisons of geomorphic units across different environments. The classification incorporates a greater variety of geomorphic units for different river types (ranging from low to high gradient river styles) and integrates existing definitions and descriptions of spatial scales in fluvial geomorphology (e.g. Montgomery and Buffington, 1997; Church, 1992; Buffington and Montgomery, 2013).

Geomorphic units (GUs) have been defined as an “area containing a landform created by erosion or deposition of sediment, sometimes in association with vegetation” (Gurnell et al., 2016, p.10), identified by distinct sediment shape and dimensions, hydraulic properties (water depth and velocity) and also by the presence of vegetation/wood. Geomorphic units (e.g. riffles, pools, runs, steps) have been proposed as a convenient spatial scale for assessing habitat use/ availability in relation to various aquatic organisms (Vezza et al., 2014; Wilkes et al.,
2012) and have been linked to ecologically-relevant ‘functional habitats’ within rivers (Harvey et al., 2008). Some species show a preference for specific GUs, for example greater abundance of mayfly nymphs Ephemeroptera was found in riffles compared with pools indicating their preference for shallow water, clearer water and bed roughness (Logan and Brooker, 1983; Brooks et al., 2005).

As a result GUs may represent a practical scale for river management and restoration design strategies (Fryirs and Brierley, 2016; Brierley and Fryirs, 2013). Despite this, and the importance of turbulence properties for aquatic biota outlined in Chapter 2, descriptions of the hydraulic properties of GUs largely rely on spatially and temporally averaged velocity, water depth and substrate (Jowett, 1993; Kemp et al., 2000; Wallis et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2016).

Recent research by Harvey and Clifford (2009) and Wilkes (2014) has gone some way to addressing this issue by characterizing the hydraulics of GUs using more sophisticated, ecologically relevant metrics such as turbulence intensity and eddy size. In addition, the Lacey et al. (2012) iPOS framework has now established a clear and ecologically validated framework for analyzing turbulence properties. These studies revealed distinctions between some geomorphic units on the basis of hydraulic complexity that varies with flow stage. Nevertheless, the results of the studies were somewhat inconsistent. For example, Harvey and Clifford (2009) found pools to be associated with the highest levels of hydraulic variability, whereas Wilkes (2014) found pools to be the least heterogeneous habitat in terms of hydrodynamics. Further work is required to further investigate the hydraulic characteristics of GUs, including those already sampled in lowland UK rivers and across the wider range of European river types, to evaluate their distinctiveness in
terms of ‘higher order’ turbulence properties (Harvey and Clifford, 2009). This would assist critical evaluation of the utility and robustness of visual surveys of GUs for ecological purposes and identify whether adaptations to existing approaches to hydraulic habitat assessment may be required.

This chapter explores the relationships between turbulence properties and GUs across different hydraulic environments (morphological sequences in reaches of different gradient) under low flow conditions. In particular, the research addresses three research objectives:

1. Quantify higher-order (turbulent) flow properties associated with key GUs (steps, riffles and pools) across reaches of different gradient.

2. Evaluate the utility of turbulence variables in predicting the occurrence of geomorphic units.

3. Explore variation in turbulent properties in transitional areas and/or variations outside the scale of GUs.
5.2 Methodology

5.2.1 Field data

Full details of the three field sites and sampling design are provided in the Research Design chapter (Chapter 3, Section 3.2) and a summary of the field site characteristics is provided in Chapter 4 (Table 4.2). The three reaches are characterised by riffle-pool (low and intermediate gradient), and step-pool (high gradient) morphologies. GUs were identified visually in the field following Belletti et al. (2015b) focusing on instream units only. Features were delineated by visually examining process zones (erosion and deposition), landform configuration (channel slope, sediment organization, position with respect to the channel) and presence of natural riverine elements (bedrock, large wood), following the classifications of Brierley and Fryirs (2005) and Buffington and Montgomery (2013). Each measurement location in the surveyed reach was assigned to one GU under low flow conditions.

A stratified sampling approach to velocity measurement was taken, with velocities sampled at three locations (30, 50, 70 % of channel width) along equally spaced cross sections in order to capture variability along the channel centreline and more marginal locations. The sampling design enabled sufficient replication of measurements within the key geomorphic units characteristic of each reach (step-pool or riffle-pool sequences). See Chapter 3 (Research Design, Section 3.5) for full details of velocity measurement. Each velocity measurement was captured at 0.6 of the water depth (from the surface) in order to sample conditions in the outer flow
zone. Velocity measurements were recorded under low flow conditions for all three reaches.

5.2.2 Data analysis

Turbulence parameters were computed (see Chapter 3 for full details) for all time series that met data quality requirements as previously explained in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.6). Data were not normally distributed (Shapiro - Wilk: p <0.001) and therefore non-parametric statistical tests were used. Multivariate statistical analysis (Principal Components Analysis; PCA) was used to identify the key gradients in turbulence properties within the data sets. Prior to PCA, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Barlett's test of Sphericity were analysed to identify redundant variables and check correlations between variables respectively. The following variables were retained for the PCA: resultant velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, shear stress on the uv and uw planes, and temporal and spatial eddy scales (lTSu,w and lLSu,w), together with event structure derived from quadrant analysis ((ejections (Q2) and inrushes (Q4)). Separate PCAs were conducted for each reach.

Generalised linear modules (logistic regression) can be used to predict the probability of a sample or observation falling within a category of a binary response based on a set of explanatory variables (Hosmer Jr and Lemeshow, 2004). In this case, the four derived Principal Components (PCs) were used as explanatory variables, in order to predict the GU response variable (riffle/pool or step/pool) depending on the reach. Multiple logistic regression was applied to each site
individually. ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curves were used to check
the performance of each model and its accuracy is represented by the area under
the curve (AUC). The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was used to evaluate the goodness-
of-fit.

Agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) was used to objectively identify
the number of homogeneous groups of velocity measurements based on their
turbulence properties (PC scores). HCA was performed using Ward’s method and
the Euclidean distance measure (Emery et al., 2003). Three main clusters were
identified from the dendrogram for each reach and used in a K-means cluster
analysis. All analysis were performed in either XLSTAT Base Microsoft 2016, SPSS
v22 and Matlab R2015b.
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Turbulent flow properties associated with key GUs

Across the three reaches, riffles or steps accounted for a larger proportion of channel area than pools (Table 5.1). Paired comparisons (riffle-pool and step-pool) of turbulence intensity parameters are provided in Figure 5.1. Across sites, absolute intensity, TKE and absolute shear stress were lowest for the pools in the low gradient reach compared to the intermediate/high gradient reaches, while considerable variability in values was observed for riffles and steps.

For the low gradient reach, TKE and shear stress on the uv plane were lower and less variable for the pools but differences between riffles and pools were not statistically significant. Absolute intensity on streamwise (u) direction was higher for the riffles while turbulent intensity on the v and w dimensions, and relative intensity, was similar across riffles and pools. For the intermediate gradient reach, the streamwise (u) intensity was very high for the riffles while intensity on v and w components was low, and the v intensity was higher for the pools. Variability and median values for shear stress for uv and vw planes was also higher for pools than riffles, but relative intensity and TKE were similar across riffles and pools. For the high gradient reach, absolute intensity was similar across steps and pools, but relative intensity and TKE were lower and less variable for steps compared to pools. Median values for shear stress on uv and vw planes were higher for pools compared with steps, while the stress on uw was similar.
Kruskall Wallis tests showed some significant differences between geomorphic units, but not for all parameters (Table 5.2) and not consistently among pairs of GUs. Only RMSu distinguishes between pairs of GUs within the same reach. Some parameters distinguish between reaches, but not between pairs of GUs within each reach: RMSw, v′w′, v′w′. Other parameters separate the lower gradient reach GUs from the intermediate and high gradient reaches: TKE, Tlu, u′v′.
Table 5.1 Total areas for each gradient reach and percentage of area covered by steps/riffles and pools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradient reach</th>
<th>Total area (m^2)</th>
<th>% Area covered by Steps/Riffles</th>
<th>% Area covered by Pools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2806</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Table of significant differences between parameters (Kruskall Wallis post-hoc tests where p < 0.01). L: low; M: medium; H: high gradient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSu</td>
<td>Step_L/Riffle_M &gt; Riffle_L / Pool_L/Pool_M &gt; Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSv</td>
<td>Step_L/Pool_L/Pool_M &gt; Riffle_L / Riffle_M/Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSw</td>
<td>Step_L/Pool_L &gt; Riffle_M/Pool_M &gt; Riffle_L / Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlu</td>
<td>Riffle_L / Pool_L &gt; Riffle_M/Pool_M / Step_L/Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlv</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlw</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u'v'</td>
<td>Pool_L/Step_L/Pool_M &gt; Riffle_M &gt; Riffle_L / Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v'w'</td>
<td>Pool_L/Step_L/Pool_M &gt; Riffle_L &gt; Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u'w'</td>
<td>Pool_L/Step_L/Pool_M &gt; Riffle_M &gt; Riffle_L / Pool_L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>Pool_L/Pool_M/Step_L/Riffle_M &gt; Riffle_L / Pool_L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.1 Distribution of the mean turbulence intensity (A), the relative intensity (B) along the streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) directions. Reynolds shear stress (C) on the three planes (uv, vw, uw) and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) (D) across riffles, pools grouped by low, medium and high gradient reaches.
The relationships between the overall resultant velocity and shear stress on uv plane with fluctuations in u, v and w directions are presented in Figure 5.2. There was considerable variability in values for geomorphic units in medium and high gradient reaches (riffles/pools and steps/pools) for resultant velocity. Fluctuations and shear stress were higher in riffles than pools at low gradient. This suggests that while across the sites there was no clear overall tendency, there was some trend across the geomorphic units. These are explored further in Figure 5.2.

Overall, there was considerable overlap in values for all of the plots in Figure 5.2, however, clusters of outliers from the predominant linear trends can be identified and these correspond with particular GUs at particular study sites. In most cases, the riffles and pools in the intermediate gradient reach are distinct from the other GUs, for example in the relationships between resultant velocity and RMSu, RMSv and Reynolds stress on uv plane. For the Reynolds stress on the vw plane, the steps and pools in the high gradient reach are more distinct from the other GUs at the two other study sites.

Bivariate correlations for overall velocity and the RMS fluctuations were generally weak (< 0.52) across geomorphic units. The strength of linear relationships was highest for RMSu in pools for low and medium gradient reaches, and for riffles for the medium gradient reach and all of these correlations were statistically significant (Spearman’s Rank: p < 0.01). Correlations were also higher (0.52 – 0.88) for the relationships between Reynold shear stress u’v’ and the RMSu and RMSv, and again these were statistically significant (Spearman’s Rank: p < 0.01), with exception for RMSv for high gradient pools. RMSw values were below 0.22 with exceptions for riffles (0.65) at low gradient (Table 5.3).
Figure 5.2 Comparison the resultant velocity with the root mean square values for u, v and w components (A, B, C) and to the Reynold shear stress on uv, vw and uw planes (D, E, F) grouped by different geomorphic units for each gradient reach. There was apparent trends for pools (black) and riffles (black dotted) at intermediate gradient and high gradient reaches.
Table 5.3 Bivariate correlation coefficients (Spearman) for the RMS fluctuations related to overall velocity and Reynolds shear stress on uv plane. Values displayed in bold text are significant for $p < 0.01$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall velocity to:</th>
<th>Reynolds shear stress ($u'v'$) to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pools_L$</td>
<td>.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pools_M$</td>
<td>.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pools_H$</td>
<td>.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Riffles_L$</td>
<td>.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Riffles_M$</td>
<td>.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Steps_H$</td>
<td>.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The kurtosis, integral time scale and pseudo-periodicity for turbulent residuals on the three velocity components are presented in Figure 5.3. Kurtosis was positive across all geomorphic units and ranges were similar for GUs within the same reach. The highest variability was associated with high and low gradient pools, followed by riffles in the low gradient reach. Differences between pools for kurtosis ($u$) were statistically significant only between low and medium/high gradient reaches (KW: $p<0.01$), showing a gradient of decreasing kurtosis ($u$) from high/intermediate to low gradient pools. This indicates a peaked distribution and more predictable flow structure for low gradient pools compared to high gradient.

The integral eddy time scale revealed a decrease in magnitude for ITS$_u$ from low to high gradient reaches indicating that dominant flow structures had a longer period in the lower gradient GUs compared to higher gradient GUs. In addition, for low gradient, there was no statistically significant difference between riffles and pools but in combination these were distinct from the other GUs, possessing the highest median values for ITS$_u$ and similar range for ITS$_v$ and ITS$_w$. This indicates a more predictable flow structure compared to the intermediate and high gradient reaches. For both intermediate and high gradient reaches, pools revealed longer eddy periods (ITS) along the u and w components compared with riffles/steps, although these differences were not statistically significant. Statistically significant differences were observed for geomorphic units at low flows compared with medium/high gradient reaches (KW: $p < 0.01$) as shown in Table 5.4.

The observation of the percentage of time series that meets the criteria of pseudo-periodicity is presented in Figure 5.5. The highest number of time series that meets
the condition was identified for low gradient riffles (u and w components) and pools (v component), while the values were lowest for the pools along all the three components at high gradient. Overall, more series met the pseudo-periodicity condition within riffles compared to pools for the low and intermediate gradient reaches (u and w series) and steps compared to pools in the high gradient reach (v and w series).

For skewness (Figure 5.4A), both positive and negative values were observed for each GU, but there was a trend for negative skewness in pools, and positive skewness in riffles and steps reflecting a small proportion of higher magnitude fluctuations in those environments. Significant differences were identified between high/low gradient pools only (KW: p < 0.01).

The cumulative duration and contributions to the Reynolds stress of each turbulent event type (Q1-Q4) are presented in Figure 5.4. Relative contributions to the shear stress of the different event types were highly variable and were not consistent among the GUs. There were no consistent differences between riffle-pool or riffle-step pairs; each GU group displays a different event type signature, although riffles and pools in the intermediate gradient site are most similar.
Figure 5.3 Boxplots of kurtosis (A), integral time scale (B) and pseudo-periodicity conditions (C) of time series along the streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) components for geomorphic units across reaches of different gradients.

Figure 5.4 Skewness (A), contributions to shear stress (B) from inwards (Q1), ejections (Q2), outwards (Q3) and inrushes (Q4) and respectively cumulative duration time for each event (C) across geomorphic units in different gradient reaches.
**Figure 5.5** Percentage of time series that meets the condition of pseudo-periodicity on all the time series along the streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) components for each geomorphic units across different gradients.

The eddy length scales in three dimensions (u, v, w) across the geomorphic units is explored in Figure 5.6. When considered together, reach gradient exerted a stronger influence on eddy scale than individual GUs at low gradient reach, but statistically significant differences were identified between pairs of GUs in the high and medium gradient reaches (Table 5.5). Length scales in the u dimension tended to be smaller within the pools compared to respective riffles/steps (KW: p<0.01). Length scales for v and w components were less variable and lower with stronger influence at reach scale.

The eddy length along the three components is explored in relation to mean water depth in Figure 5.7 (A–C). There was no clear trend across geomorphic units, but again some GUs at particular sites cluster in certain areas of the biplot. In particular, the pools at the intermediate gradient reach are associated with restricted eddy lengths in the u and v dimension, but with high flow depths. The steps in the high gradient reach are associated with longer eddy lengths for shorter water depths compared to the pools.
Table 5.4 Table of significant differences between parameters for integral time scale (ITS) along the three components (Kruskall Wallis post-hoc tests where $p < 0.01$). L: low; M: medium; H: high gradient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITSu</td>
<td>Pool(_L)/Ripple(_L) &gt; Pool(_H)/Step(_H)/ Pool(_M)/Ripple(_M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITSv</td>
<td>No statistical differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITS(_w)</td>
<td>No statistical differences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 Table of significant differences between parameters (differences where $p < 0.01$ for Kruskall Wallis post-hoc tests).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_u$</td>
<td>Step(_H)/Ripple(_M) &gt; Pool(_H)/Pool(_M) &gt; Ripple(_L)/Pool(_L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_v$</td>
<td>Step(_H)/Pool(_H) &gt; Ripple(_L)/Pool(_M) &gt; Ripple(_L)/Pool(_L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_w$</td>
<td>Step(_H)/Pool(_H) &gt; Ripple(_L)/Pool(_M) /Ripple(_L)/Pool(_L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.6 Distribution of the eddy length across geomorphic units surveyed in three gradient rivers from low to high.

Figure 5.7 Relationships between eddy length and water depth along the streamwise (A), lateral (B) and vertical (C) components.
5.3.2 Gradients in turbulent properties and prediction of GUs

PCA was conducted separately for each reach using the following variables: resultant velocity, TKE, Reynolds shear stress on uv and uw planes, eddy period and length scale for u and w dimensions, and event structure (Q2 and Q4). PCs had eigenvalues greater than 1 for each site and cumulatively explained 74% (low gradient), 73% (intermediate gradient) and 54% (high gradient) of the variance in the data set. Inspection of the scree plot (Figure 5.8 (A-C)) revealed an inflection point after the 3rd, 4th and 2nd PC for each reach respectively. As a result, the first three, four and two PCs were retained for further analysis for the low, intermediate and high gradient reaches respectively. PC loadings were used to interpret the meaning of each principal component (Figure 5.8 (D-F)). Table 5.6 summarizes the principal components derived for each analysis describing what they represent.

For the low gradient reach, PC1 defines a gradient of turbulence intensity, while PC2 defines a gradient of spatial and temporal eddy scales on u and w dimensions. PC3 defines a gradient of increasing magnitude of ejections (Q2) and decreasing magnitude of inrushes (Q4). For the medium gradient reach, PC1 defines a gradient of eddy scale (u and w components). PC2 defines a gradient from low to high magnitude of turbulence intensity represented by kinetic energy (TKE) and shear stress on uv plane. PC3 defines a gradient of decreasing magnitude of ejections (Q2) and associated increase in magnitude of inrushes (Q4). PC4 defines a gradient of low to high Reynolds stress on uw plane. For the high gradient reach, PC1 describes a gradient of turbulence intensity represented by kinetic energy (TKE) and shear stress on uv and uw planes. PC2 defines a gradient of spatial eddy scale for streamwise (u) and vertical (w) components.
The extent to which PCs discriminated between GUs appeared to vary across the three reaches. For the low gradient reach (Figure 5.9 (A, B)), riffles were associated with larger eddy scales (PC2) and higher turbulence intensity (PC1) than pools, but there were no clear differences in PC3 between GUs. In the intermediate gradient reach (Figure 5.9 (C, D)), there were high levels of variability in PC scores for all PCs, however significant differences between GUs were identified for PCs 1 and 4, indicating larger eddy size and greater shear stress in riffles compared to pools. For the high gradient reach (Figure 5.9 (E, F)), steps were associated with significantly higher scores on PC2, indicating larger eddy scales (u), but there was considerable overlap between the two GUs in terms of PC1 scores.

Figure 5.8 Scree plots and loading factors for low (A and E), medium (B and F) and high (C and F) gradient reaches.
Table 5.6 Summary of which parameters reflect the first four principal components for each river.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradient</th>
<th>PCs</th>
<th>PCs name</th>
<th>Included variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>Resultant velocity and intensity</td>
<td>Resultant velocity/ TKE/ Reynolds shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>Temporal and Spatial eddy scales on u and w directions</td>
<td>ITSu, ILSu, ITSu, ITSw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>Contribution to shear stress</td>
<td>Q2, Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>Time and Spatial eddy scales</td>
<td>ITSu, ITSw, ILSu, ILSw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>Resultant velocity and intensity</td>
<td>Resultant velocity, TKE, shear stress on uv plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>Contribution to shear stress</td>
<td>Q2, Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>Partial intensity</td>
<td>Shear stress uw plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>TKE, Shear stress on uv and uw planes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>Resultant velocity and spatial eddy scale</td>
<td>Resultant velocity, ILSu, ILSw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7 Summary of principal components across the three reaches subdivided by four main categories: turbulence intensity (resultant velocity, TKE, u'v', u'w'), contribution to shear stress (Q2, Q4), spatial eddy scale (ILSu, ILSw) and temporal eddy scale (ITSu, ITSw).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradient reach</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Contribution to shear stress</th>
<th>Spatial eddy scale</th>
<th>Temporal eddy scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>PC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>PC2 + PC4</td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>PC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.9 Bi-plots of principal components for low (A-B), medium (C-D), and high (E) gradient reaches with dotted lines (as x or y axis) representing the principal components statistically significant across riffles (steps) and pools.
Multiple logistic regression was applied in order to assess the ability of turbulence properties to predict the occurrence of different GUs. The model parameters are presented in Table 5.8. Across the three gradient reaches, the AUC values were all positive and above the 0.6 threshold for acceptable model fit, with particularly high values (> 0.7) for the low gradient reach (0.86) and high gradient reach (0.74). Models across the three reaches were statistically significant (p < 0.01) for at least one principal component and explained 43% of the variance in the low gradient reach, 8% in the intermediate gradient reach and 25% in the high gradient reach (Nagelkerke $R^2$). Model parameters and standardised coefficients enable identification of the variables that best predict riffles and pools or steps and pools. Different PCs were mostly effective in predicting the occurrence of GUs depending on reach gradient/GU type. For the low gradient reach, PC1 and PC2 were significant, indicating that higher turbulence intensity and larger scale were associated with an increased likelihood of riffle (pools) occurrences. For the intermediate gradient reach, PC1 was significant, indicating that larger scale eddies were associated with increased likelihood of riffle (pools) occurrence however the explained variance was low. For the high gradient reach, PC2 was significant, indicating that higher overall velocity and spatial eddy scale were associated with an increased likelihood of step (pools) occurrence.
Table 5.8 Parameters of logistic regression model used to predict the geomorphic units (riffles and steps) at low, medium and high gradient reaches. Values in brackets are the parameters for predicted pools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Wald Chi²</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FROME</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1: Resultant velocity and intensity</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>(0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2: Time and spatial scale (u component)</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3: Contribution to shear stress</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>(1.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **TAGLIAMENTO** |        |                |           |     |            |
| Constant      | 0.38   | 0.17           | 5.37      | 0.02| 1.32       |
| PC1: Time and spatial eddy scales | 0.28 | 0.11 | 6.41 | 0.01 | (0.76) |
| PC2: Resultant velocity and intensity | 0.13 | 0.12 | 1.11 | 0.29 | (0.88) |
| PC3: Contribution to shear stress | -0.07 | 0.15 | 0.11 | 0.74 | (0.95) |

| **VERMIGLIANA** |        |                |           |     |            |
| Constant      | -0.12  | 0.32           | 0.14      | 0.02| 0.80       |
| PC1: Intensity | -0.22  | 0.20           | 1.31      | 0.25| (0.84)    |
| PC2: Resultant velocity, spatial eddy scale | 0.78 | 0.28 | 7.46 | 0.006 | 2.19 (0.26) |
5.3.3 Objective identification of spatial clusters based on turbulence properties

Agglomerative Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) was applied separately for each reach to the PCs derived from PCA and used to explore the structure of the data set. Ward’s algorithm and the Euclidean distance measure were used to perform the analysis and the structure of cluster dendograms revealed the presence of three clusters. On this basis, velocity time series were then partitioned into one of three classes using k-means cluster analysis using the centroid method. Summary statistics for three clusters describing the means and standard deviations across the main turbulence gradients represented by the PCs are presented in Table 5.9, together with brief descriptions of what they represent and their approximate positions within the channel. Figure 5.10 presents the distribution of the clusters for each reach. In addition, Kruskall Wallis test with post hoc was then applied to the three clusters separately for each river to identify which clusters had statistically significant differences across the PCs (Table 5.10).

For the low gradient, cluster 1 exhibits intermediate turbulence intensity, largest eddy scale with high presence of inrushes described by positive orientation gradient. Cluster 2 was broadly described by negative mean values for intensity, spatio-temporal eddy scales and orientation of flow structure that identify a class with the lowest intensity and the flow motion away from the bed (ejections). Cluster 3 was the highest turbulent intensity, smaller eddy scales and flow events moving towards the bed (inrushes). Kruskall Wallis test indicated that cluster 1 exhibited statistically differences for all turbulent gradient components compared with cluster 2 and 3.
while there was no statistically difference for eddy scales and orientation of flow structure between cluster 2 and 3.

For the intermediate gradient reach, cluster 1 reflects the intermediate turbulent intensity, smallest eddy scales and the presence of flow events moving to the bed (inrushes). Cluster 2 exhibits the highest intensity, intermediate eddy size and duration with the presence of ejections while cluster 3 was characterized by low intensity, bigger eddy and flow events moving towards the bed (inrushes). All the three classes exhibited differences in eddy period and spatial scales (KW: \( p < 0.001 \)). However, cluster 1 and 3 were similar for overall intensity and orientation of flow structure indicating the presence of similar flow structure (inrushes) in areas with both small and big eddy size with low/intermediate intensity.

The distribution of each cluster was below the 50 percent for each reach indicating a uniform presence of the three classes. For the low gradient reach, cluster 2 (low intensity and ejections) was dominant compared with the intermediate/high turbulent classes. Cluster 3 (high intensity and small eddy size and ejections) suggesting an increase of turbulence in localized areas. For the intermediate gradient, turbulent classes were uniform in percent with a slightly dominance for cluster 2 reflecting high intensity and larger eddy size and duration. For the high gradient reach, cluster 3 reflects the dominant group defined by high intensity and small eddy size.
Table 5.9 Summary statistics of means and standard deviations of the four principal components with briefly description of their location compare with the channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach gradient Cluster</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>PC1 mean (SD)</th>
<th>PC2 mean (SD)</th>
<th>PC3 mean (SD)</th>
<th>PC4 mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Intermediate intensity; higher eddy scales; inrushes</td>
<td>Marginal areas</td>
<td>0.22 (1.32)</td>
<td>1.49 (1.33)</td>
<td>0.69 (1.45)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low intensity; ejections</td>
<td>All other areas</td>
<td>-1.06 (0.88)</td>
<td>-0.54 (1.31)</td>
<td>-0.35 (0.95)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High intensity; smaller eddy scales; ejections</td>
<td>Around Macrophytes</td>
<td>2.74 (1.41)</td>
<td>-1.36 (1.18)</td>
<td>0.33 (1.08)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Intermediate intensity; Smaller eddy scales, inrushes</td>
<td>Riffles and margins</td>
<td>-1.78 (0.96)</td>
<td>-0.08 (1.48)</td>
<td>0.39 (1.15)</td>
<td>-0.15 (1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High intensity; intermediate eddy scales; ejections</td>
<td>Predominantly riffles</td>
<td>0.45 (0.86)</td>
<td>0.67 (1.24)</td>
<td>-0.69 (0.95)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low intensity; bigger eddy scales; inrushes</td>
<td>Pools and transitional zones</td>
<td>1.30 (1.07)</td>
<td>-0.78 (1.08)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.95)</td>
<td>-0.33 (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Intermediate intensity; bigger eddy scale</td>
<td>Marginal areas</td>
<td>0.30 (1.09)</td>
<td>1.87 (0.86)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low intensity, smaller eddy scale</td>
<td>Margins and transition zones</td>
<td>-1.39 (0.83)</td>
<td>-0.53 (0.91)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High intensity, smaller eddy scale</td>
<td>Largely central channel locations</td>
<td>1.94 (1.05)</td>
<td>-0.59 (1.32)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.10 Table of significant differences between parameters (principal components) across 3 clusters (differences where p < 0.001 for Kruskall Wallis post-hoc tests).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradient reach</th>
<th>PCs descriptions</th>
<th>Significant differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PC1: Overall velocity and intensity</td>
<td>Cluster 3 &gt; cluster 1 &gt; cluster 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2: Time and spatial scale (u and w components)</td>
<td>Cluster 1 &gt; cluster 2 / cluster 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3: Contribution to shear stress (ejections/inrushes)</td>
<td>Cluster 1 &gt; cluster 2 / cluster 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>PC1: Time and spatial eddy scales</td>
<td>Cluster 3 &gt; cluster 2 &gt; cluster 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2: Overall velocity and intensity</td>
<td>Cluster 2 &gt; cluster 1 / cluster 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3: Contribution to shear stress (ejections/inrushes)</td>
<td>Cluster 1 / cluster 3 &gt; cluster 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC4: Partial intensity</td>
<td>Cluster 2 &gt; cluster 1 / cluster 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>PC1: Intensity</td>
<td>Cluster 3 / cluster 1 &gt; cluster 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2: Overall velocity, spatial eddy scale</td>
<td>Cluster 1 &gt; cluster 2 / cluster 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10 Bar charts for percentage of number of observations for each cluster across the low (A), medium (B) and high (C) gradient reaches.
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 present GIS visualisations to show the spatial location of clusters for each reaches.

For the low gradient reach, cluster defined by the highest turbulent intensity, flow events moving away from the bed (ejections) and smaller eddy size (3) was associated with areas around aquatic macrophyte patches suggesting that they influenced the development of eddy patterns. The low turbulent intensity within variable eddy scale cluster (2) was associated generally with channel areas within margins and vegetated patches, while the intermediate intensity (1) with the presence of inrushes was related with margins. Figure 5.11B shows no correspondence between the three clusters and geomorphic units, this evidence suggests that clusters may be reflect smaller sub-units directly associated with aquatic vegetation.

For the intermediate gradient reach, riffles and pools habitat were broadly discriminated by higher intensity, larger eddy scales and ejections (2) and low intensity, variable eddy and flow events moving towards the bed (inrushes) (3), respectively, while areas with the intermediate intensity, smaller eddy scales and inrushes (1) reflect partially riffles and marginal regions.

For the high gradient reach, the three clusters present a complex spatial organisation without clear relations with steps and pools, although few spatial trends were noted. Marginal areas were associated with intermediate intensity and bigger eddy size (1), while transitional and marginal regions were related to cluster with lower intensity and smaller eddy scales (2) and finally largely central channel locations to the highest intensity and smaller eddy scales high intensity (3).
Figure 5.11 Spatial visualization of 3 clusters below the detrended DEM (A) and the spatial organization of pools/riffles for the low gradient reach. Black arrow is the direction of the flow.

Figure 5.12 Spatial organization of 3 clusters below the detrended DEM (A) and the spatial organization of pools/riffles (B) for the medium gradient reach. Black arrow is the direction of the flow.
Figure 5.13 Spatial visualization of 3 clusters below the detrended DEM (A) and the spatial organization of pools/steps (B) for the high gradient reach. Black arrow is the direction of the flow.
5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Turbulent flow properties associated with key GUs

The results of higher-order (turbulence) flow properties associated with key geomorphic units highlight different turbulence variability for geomorphic units in reaches of different gradients. The IPOS framework has been applied to provide a full detailed investigation of turbulence properties based on four groups of parameters: intensity, periodicity, orientation and scale.

Turbulence characterization of geomorphic units in natural rivers is still relatively scarce. A small number of previous studies on higher-order flow properties have explored turbulence properties across riffles, glides and pool in different environment considering few hydraulic variables. Table 5.11 summarizes the hydraulic parameters on which previous works have been focused highlighting not all previous works analysed all the turbulence variables applied in this thesis. For the low gradient, geomorphic units (riffles, pools and glides) were investigated on turbulence intensity by fluctuation on streamwise (u) and vertical (w) components, overall intensity, event structure and eddy size (Harvey and Clifford, 2009), while Wilkes (2014) included turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress on the three planes for the intensity parameters, and added variables on the orientation of flow structures and periodicity. For intermediate and high gradient reaches, previous research have distinguished differences between riffles (steps) and pools by the distribution of the turbulence intensity (turbulent kinetic energy), periodicity (temporal scale of eddy (ITS)) and orientation (shear stress) (Wilcox and Wohl, 2007, Roy et al., 2010).
Overall, the results presented in this chapter suggest that reach gradient has a stronger influence on turbulence properties than GUs. The capacity for IPOS variables to distinguish between GUs varied between the different IPOS categories. For example, turbulence intensity did not show any clear or consistent trends between GUs in the three reaches, and patterns varied depending on the individual variable studies. This may partly reflect that pools can be highly spatial heterogeneous flow environments (Mac Vicar and Roy, 2007b; Harvey and Clifford, 2009). Furthermore, pools can represent more tranquil environments under low gradient conditions, but in high gradient reaches, flow acceleration over steps may generate a more energetic flow environment in pools (Wohl and Thompson, 2000, Wilcox and Wohl, 2007).

Predictability variables showed some gradients among the same GUs in different gradient reaches, with greater predictability in low gradient pools compared to high gradient pools illustrated by kurtosis and integral time scale variables. This is consistent with previous research in high and low gradient pools (Mac Vicar and Roy, 2007b; Wilkes, 2014). For orientation variables, there were no clear differences between GUs with each unit revealing a unique event signature. Eddy scale showed some differences among GUs, with smaller eddies (u dimension) in pools relative to riffles/steps at the intermediate and high gradient reaches respectively. This is consistent with previous findings from low gradient rivers (Harvey and Clifford, 2009; Wilkes, 2014).
Table 5.11 Summary of results on turbulence characterization of riffles and pools for previous studies together with this study. Values are mean values (or range in italics). * referred to overall velocity and not turbulent kinetic energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reach Gradient</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity TKE [cm$^2$ s$^{-2}$]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pools</td>
<td>2* – 100*</td>
<td>300-600</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>&lt; 90</td>
<td>60-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riffles/Steps</td>
<td>4* – 120*</td>
<td>40-320</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>50-120</td>
<td>80-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pools</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.69 / 0.35</td>
<td>2.3 / 2.2</td>
<td>0.2-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riffles/Steps</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.33 / 0.25</td>
<td>0.4 / 0.2</td>
<td>0.2-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pools</td>
<td>-0.4 – 0.8</td>
<td>Deceleration</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.4 - 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riffles/Steps</td>
<td>-0.2 – 0.7</td>
<td>High velocity jet</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-0.1 - 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale Lu [m]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pools</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.1 – 0.25</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riffles/Steps</td>
<td>0.75 – 1.05</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.2 – 0.35</td>
<td>0.45 – 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.2 Gradients in turbulent properties and statistical identification of GUs

PCA was carried out individually for each site to identify principal gradients in the data and relate these to groupings of GUs. PCs represent gradients in intensity, scale and orientation, consistent with the IPOS framework. The majority of predictability variables had to be removed so that the PCA met the key statistical assumptions of the analysis technique, and therefore were not fully represented in these multivariate analyses. The results confirm that the IPOS categories accurately reflect the principal sources of variance in turbulent time series across different sites. For the low and intermediate gradient reaches, gradients represented intensity, scale and orientation, while for the higher gradient reach only two gradients were derived, representing intensity and scale variables.

PCs did not fully distinguish GUs at any of the sites, but greater distinction between GUs on the basis of PC scores was observed for the low gradient reach, and the largest overlap in values between GUs was observed for the high gradient reach. Logistic regression models were applied to assess the ability of PCs to predict the occurrence of GUs at each site. All regression models were statistically significant, but different PCs were important depending on the site and GU combination. For the low gradient reach, intensity was the best predictor of GUs, while for the intermediate and high gradient reaches eddy scale was the best predictor.

Cluster analysis was applied to objectively group sample locations on the basis of their PC scores. Three clusters were identified at each reach, representing differences in intensity, orientation and scale. At the low and high gradient reach,
clusters appeared to correspond with sub-GU scale patches. For the low gradient reach clusters appeared to distinguish between locations around aquatic plant stands and marginal channel areas. This likely reflects the influence of aquatic vegetation on local turbulence properties including enhanced intensity, breaking down eddies and hence reductions eddy scale, and wake generation (Nepf, 1999; Zong and Nepf, 2010; Nepf, 2012; Ortiz et al., 2013). For the high gradient reach the spatial organisation of clusters was more complex, perhaps relating to hydraulic variation driven by individual flow obstructions such as large boulders. Areas immediately above and below steps have been identified as producing distinct hydraulic zones in step-pool morphologies, representing an additional source of sub-GU scale variability (Wohl and Thompson, 2000).
CHAPTER 6: Influence of changes in flow stage and aquatic vegetation cover on turbulence properties and their spatial organization

6.1 Introduction

It is common for field assessments of river habitat quality to be undertaken under low flow conditions during the period of maximum vegetation growth (Raven et al., 1998; Rinaldi et al., 2013b; Rinaldi et al., 2016), to enable to capture of the full range of instream and riparian features. However, considering hydraulics under one discharge condition does not provide a full understanding of hydrodynamics at the habitat scale and relationships with bedforms and other roughness elements that may be strongly stage dependent (Kondoff et al., 2005). A small number of studies have explored the hydraulics of physical biotopes at different discharges but these have largely focused on standard hydraulic variables (average velocities, water depth and substrate). The assemblage of instream hydraulic units changes with flow stage, for example with both pool and riffle units becoming more similar to run or glide units at higher flows (Padmore, 1998) although more pronounced bedforms may retain hydraulic distinction at higher flows (Wallis et al., 2012).

Padmore et al. (1997) identified maximum hydraulic diversity at low flow while Wallis et al. (2012) found that intermediate flow had the higher level of hydraulic diversity. In contrast, Clifford et al. (2002; 2009) found lower levels of hydraulic diversity at the intermediate-high flow stage as morphological controls on instream hydraulics were ‘drowned out’. Studies directly exploring temporal variability in turbulence properties are even fewer. Changes in the turbulence properties of geomorphic units under
different flow conditions (low and intermediate) were investigated by Harvey and Clifford (2009) and Wilkes (2014) in low gradient rivers. The two studies both revealed differences in the levels of internal complexity of geomorphic units on the basis of a range of turbulence properties, although the relative complexity of different combinations of units differed. Harvey and Clifford (2009) identified a gradient of increasing complexity from glide (less variable), to riffle to pool, while Wilkes (2014) identified riffles as the most hydraulically complex and pools as the most uniform, perhaps reflecting differences in the type of pools studied.

It is not only flow stage that may cause temporal variations in hydraulic habitat. In lowland rivers in particular, annual cycles of growth and senescence of submerged and emergent aquatic plants can dramatically alter the spatial organisation of flow velocities and erosion and deposition patterns at the reach scale (Gurnell et al., 2006; Wharton et al., 2006), see review in Chapter 2), creating changes in the mosaic of habitat patches available and potentially leading to the construction of landforms through sediment retention (Gurnell, 2014). This adds an additional element of spatiotemporal complexity to habitat assessment in these rivers that must be considered.

Understanding of temporal dynamics of hydraulic habitat is important in terms of assessing habitat suitability for different species, and as a consideration in the design of river restoration schemes. This chapter explores changes in the nature and spatial organisation of turbulence properties in relation to (i) changes in flow stage (high gradient reach) and (ii) changes in aquatic plant cover (low gradient reach). In particular, the research aims to address the following research objectives:
1. Quantify the effects of increased flow stage on turbulence properties (intensity, predictability (periodicity), orientation and scale).

2. Explore changes in the spatial organization of turbulent properties associated with an increase in flow stage.

3. Quantify the effects of aquatic vegetation growth on turbulence properties (intensity, predictability, orientation and scale).

4. Explore changes in the spatial organization of turbulent properties associated with aquatic vegetation growth.
6.2 Methodology

6.2.1 Field data

Variations in turbulence properties with flow stage (Objectives 1 and 2) were assessed for the high gradient reach (Vermigliana Creek) while variations associated with aquatic vegetation growth were assessed for the low gradient reach (River Frome). Full details of the two field sites, including catchment characteristics are provided in the Research Design chapter (Chapter 3). For each reach, velocity surveys were recorded under two different conditions. For the flow stage analysis on the high gradient reach, the surveys were undertaken under relative low flow (Q = 1.82 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$; 48% exceedence) and high flow (Q = 5.53 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ 10% exceedence) conditions. For the vegetation analysis on the low gradient reach, the surveys were carried out in two different seasonal periods, while attempting to conduct surveys under similar relative low flow conditions (exceedence between 95% and 80%). One survey was undertaken during peak vegetation cover (early/mid September; 95% exceedence) and the second during the period of winter die-back (mid-February; 80% exceedence) (Table 6.1).

A stratified sampling approach to velocity measurement was taken, with velocities sampled at three locations (30, 50, 70 % of channel width) along equally spaced cross sections in order to capture variability along the channel centreline and more marginal locations. The distance between longitudinal cross sections was scaled on channel width and was 3 m for both rivers. The sampling design enabled sufficient replication of measurements within the key geomorphic units characteristic of each reach (step-pool or riffle-pool sequences). Each velocity measurement was captured
at 0.6 of the water depth (from the surface) in order to sample conditions in the outer flow zone. See Chapter 3 (Research Design) for full details of velocity measurement.

Table 6.1 Details of discharge during the survey ($Q_{\text{survey}}$), average water depth ($y_m$), mean velocity ($V_m$) and time period of surveys for the high gradient reach at low and high flows and for the low gradient reach at high and minimal vegetation cover. * calculated by Manning equation (Limeniros, 1972) \( V_m = 1.486/n R^{4/3} S^{1/2} \) where $S$ is the channel slope and $R$ is the hydraulic radius (respectively 0.033 and 0.029 for non vegetated and vegetated periods).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low flow</th>
<th>High flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{survey}}$ (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.82 (48% exceedence)</td>
<td>5.53 (10% exceedence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_m$ (m)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_m$ (m s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time period survey</td>
<td>August 2015</td>
<td>May 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low vegetation cover</th>
<th>High vegetation cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{survey}}$ (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.45 (80% exceedence)</td>
<td>0.58 (95% exceedence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_m$ (m)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_m$ (m s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness (Manning)*</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time period survey</td>
<td>February 2016</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.2.2 Data Analysis

Turbulence parameters were computed for all time series that met data quality requirements as previously explained in the Research Design (see Table 3.6). Data were not normally distributed (Shapiro – Wilk: p <0.001) and therefore non-parametric statistical tests were used. Spearman’s Rank correlations were used to assess the relationships between variables and Kruskall Wallis tests (with post hoc tests) were used to identify significant differences between groups. Multivariate statistical analysis (Principal Components Analysis; PCA) was used to identify the key gradients in turbulence properties within the data set to reduce the dimensionality of the data set and examine whether the principal components reflect the IPOS turbulence groups (intensity, predictability, orientation and scale). Prior to PCA, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Barlett’s test of Sphericity were analysed to identify redundant variables and check correlations between variables respectively. Following this, the following variables were retained for use in the PCA: turbulent kinetic energy, shear stress on uv and uw planes, and temporal and spatial eddy scales (ITSu,w and ILSu,w) together with event structure magnitude and duration derived from quadrant analysis (ejections (Q2, t2) and inrushes (Q4, t4)). PCA was conducted separately for each reach. Two PCAs were run with orthogonal rotation (Varimax): one combining the two data sets for each reach (standardised by z-scores; (Emery et al., 2003; Wallis et al., 2012)) and one for each survey at each reach separately (using raw data). Geospatial analysis was performed separately for each reach and survey condition by producing experimental semivariograms for PC scores and fitting appropriate semivariogram models (Legleiter et al., 2007; David et al., 2013).
Sample locations were separated into two groups depending on magnitude of change using frequency distributions: (i) ‘high change’ showing those with a large amount of change (positive or negative), represented by sample locations falling above the 75th or below the 25th percentiles respectively; and (ii) ‘low change’ showing those with a smaller level of change (between 25th and 75th percentiles).

Wavelet analysis was applied to both data sets from the low and high gradient reaches. This was used to identify levels of flow predictability using the presence of intermittent/evolving flow structures (by identifying the dominant frequency in the velocity time series) over the sampling period ranging from 0 to 90 seconds. Full details on the Wavelet analysis are described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.6.2).

The common fish species for the high and low gradient reaches was brown trout, *Salmo trutta*, (Betti, 2001; Environment Agency, 2010a). This species was used to represent average fish size (length) and swimming speed to explore relationships between fish characteristics and eddy size and implications for fish stability. These parameters were used to calculate eddy; fish length scale and momentum ratios using Equations 3.12 and 3.13 explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.6.4).

Statistical analyses were conducted in IBM SPSS version 22, ExcelSTAT Base 2016, Matlab R2015b and geostatistical analysis was performed initially in ArcGIS 10.2 version and after using customised functions written in Matlab R2015b. Wavelet analysis was performed using default functions written in Matlab R2015b.
6.3 Results

6.3.1 Effects of increased flow stage on turbulent properties
(high gradient reach)

Figure 6.1 illustrates the overall changes in velocity and depth throughout the high gradient reach associated with the increase in flow stage. Water depths increased and became more homogenous throughout the reach. Mean velocities in the U and V dimensions increased overall with flow stage and some higher magnitude outliers were identifiable, while lower levels of change were noted for the W component. Figure 6.2 presents the key parameters for turbulence intensity across the two flow stages. Similar distributions were noted for the absolute intensity along the streamwise (u) component while the range of values for the lateral (v) and vertical (w) components increased under high flow conditions. Relative intensity showed minimal change with flow stage for all three components. Both TKE and the shear stress on vw and uw planes increased under high flow conditions, although the differences between flow stage were not statistically significant (Mann Whitney U: p > 0.05).
**Figure 6.1** Scatter plots of resultant velocity and water depth grouped by low/high flows (A) and the distribution of average velocity in u, v and w directions (B) across the two flow stages.

**Figure 6.2** Distribution of key turbulent intensity: A) the absolute and B) relative turbulence intensity for all three components, C) Reynolds shear stress for uv, vw and uw planes across the two flow stages.
The predictability and periodicity of velocity series described by the kurtosis, the pseudo-periodicity condition and the integral time scale for the two flow stages is shown in Figure 6.3. The predictability of time series is also explored by the results of the wavelet analysis (Figure 6.4). Kurtosis values for the higher flow stage occupy a narrower range of higher values, indicating that the frequency distributions of turbulent fluctuations on u, v and w components were more consistently associated with a ‘peaked’ form. This indicates a tendency for a more uniform, predictable velocity structure throughout the reach, in comparison to greater spatial variability in kurtosis values at the lower flow stage. Differences in kurtosis values between flow stages were statistically significant for all three velocity components (Mann Whitney U: p<0.05). Despite this, the majority of time series for both low and high flow stage did not satisfy the criteria for pseudo-periodicity. There is a pronounced reduction in the integral time scale for eddies on the u component, and to a lesser extent on the w component with increasing flow stage, and in both cases these differences were statistically significant (Mann Whitney U: p < 0.05).

Wavelet subplots reflect global and local properties of the signal energy, describing the temporal velocity structure for the streamwise (u) velocity component. Example plots are provided in Figure 6.4 showing (a) the raw u time series, (b) the Wavelet power spectra showing the correlation between the raw time series and different temporal length scales of the wavelet across the length of the time series, (c) the global wavelet spectra, showing the presence of significant periods in the record and (d) the variance of the dominant period through time. For each sample point, wavelet analysis was used to derive a dominant wavelet period, and the frequency distributions for the wavelet period for low and high flow surveys are shown in Figure 6.5. Average (median) dominant period of oscillations increased from low to high flow, but the form of frequency distribution also changed. The narrower more
peaked distribution at low flow suggests greater spatial homogeneity in dominant period, while the broader distribution at high flow suggests greater spatial heterogeneity. However, it was noted through qualitative visual inspection of global wavelet spectra that some time series showed a clear significant peak, while others were characterised by multiple peaks, and hence the derivation of a dominant peak may be more appropriate to some sample locations than others. There was a difference in number of time series with single/multiple peaks between low and high flows. Most of time series at low (61%) had simple peaks while only 39% of time series were observed with single peaks at high flows indicating an increase in multiple peaks at high flow suggesting more complex flow period.

The flow orientation defined by skewness, and the cumulative magnitude and duration of the four turbulent event types (ejections, inrushes, inward interactions, outward interactions) are presented in Figure 6.6 to illustrate changes in orientation attributes. Skewness values ranged from positive to negative for both flow stages, indicating a combination of series largely dominated by lower magnitude fluctuations (skewness < 0) and series largely dominated by higher magnitude fluctuations (skewness >0). Overall, median skewness values were positive across all three components, but skewness values decreased at the higher flow stage, towards median values approaching zero. The difference between flow stages was statistically significant for the streamwise (u) and lateral (v) components (Mann Whitney U: p < 0.05). Quadrant analysis revealed similar proportional contributions to the total shear stress from the four event types at both low and high flow stages, but the cumulative duration of events increases significantly at the higher flow stage for all four event types (Mann Whitney U: p <0.05). This indicates a tendency for lower magnitude events (but of longer cumulative duration) at the higher flow stage, consistent with patterns identified for skewness. Figure 6.7 illustrates the
relationship between magnitude and duration for Q4 (inrushes) and Q2 (ejections), showing that shorter duration events account for considerably greater contributions to shear stress at the lower flow stage.

![Graphs showing kurtosis, pseudo-periodicity, and integral time scale across different flow stages.](image)

**Figure 6.3** Predictability and periodicity of velocity time series by kurtosis (A), pseudo-periodicity (B) and integral time scale (C) across the two flow stages.
Figure 6.4 Example of the Wavelet analysis for low flow (A) and high flow (B) stages. Graphs reflect: a) the original (u) time series (sst); b) Wavelet power spectrum (dotted black line shows influence cone that reflects the significance level and confidence for the wavelet spectra indicating the disturbed areas/error); c) global wavelet spectrum; and d) the variance explained by the dominant wavelet period through the time series.
Figure 6.5 Frequency distribution of dominant temporal length scale extracted by Wavelet spectra for the low flow (A) and high flow (B) stages.

Figure 6.6 Distribution of skewness of turbulent residuals (A), magnitude (B) and cumulative duration (C) of flow structures.

Figure 6.7 Scatter plots of cumulative duration and contribution to shear stress for inrushes (A) and ejections (B).
Figure 6.8 presents key turbulence parameters describing the scale of flow structures (length and diameter) and the eddy length:fish length and eddy momentum: fish momentum ratios. There is a pronounced reduction in the median and range of dominant eddy length on the u and w components, while less change was observed for the v component. There were no statistically significant differences for eddy diameter, but a decrease in size was noted with respect to increasing flow stage. The size of dominant eddy structures was significantly different between flow stages for u and w (Mann Whitney U: p < 0.05). Eddy scales become more similar across the three components at the higher flow stage, suggesting that eddy shape was more elongated at low flow.

Brown trout, *Salmo trutta*, body length ranges from 5 to 35 cm with a mean value of 16.1 cm while the critical swimming speed ranges between 81 and 135 cm s$^{-1}$ (Peake, 2008). The fish momentum was therefore calculated using the formula 3.13 in Research Design Chapter with a fish length equal to 16.1 cm and the minimum swimming speed of 81 cm s$^{-1}$.

The observations of ratios between eddy and fish variables revealed values below 0.5 for the length scale ratio and below 0.15 for the momentum ratio with a few outliers above these thresholds but never equal to 1. This suggests that the flow structures would not adversely affect the representative species *Salmo trutta*. 
Figure 6.8 Distribution of eddy size (length (A) and diameter (B)) for the three components (u, v, w) and results of ratio length scale (C) and momentum (D) at low and high flow stages.
6.3.2 Spatial organisation of changes in turbulent properties with flow stage (high gradient reach)

Low and high flow data sets were standardized to generate z-scores, allowing the two sets of measurements to be combined into a single dataset. PCA was conducted using 11 dimensionless turbulence variables: turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), shear stress on uv and uw planes, flow structure (magnitude and duration) for Q2 and Q4 events and eddy period and length scale on u and w components. The first four principal components had eigenvalues above 1.6 and cumulatively explained 76% of the variability in the data set. The scree plot in Figure 6.9 revealed an inflection point after the 5th component but only the first four components were used for the investigation because the loadings for 5th component were weak compared to the other four and there was no clear physical explanation for this gradient in the data set. PC loadings were used to interpret the meaning of each principal component (Table 6.2).

PC1 defines a gradient of increasing turbulence intensity represented by turbulent kinetic energy and shear stress on the uv and uw planes. PC2 defines a gradient of increasing eddy scale on the u dimension and PC3 defines an orientation gradient of increasing in magnitude and duration for inrushes. PC4 reflects a gradient of eddy temporal and spatial scale on the vertical (w) component.
Figure 6.9 Scree plot for the global dataset of low and high flows.

Table 6.2 Summary of PC scores and identification of the turbulence variables reflect the first four principal components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
<th>PC4</th>
<th>PC5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTENSITY</td>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>-0.246</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u’v’</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u’w’</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>-0.101</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>-0.189</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>-0.192</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>-0.289</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t4</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lTSu</td>
<td>-0.245</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lTSw</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lLSu</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lLSw</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.10 Frequency distribution of the variation of principal components from low (L) to high (H) flows.

Table 6.3 Statistical descriptors of delta of principal components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>PCs</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (ejections) + eddy period and size u</td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (inrushes)</td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy period and size w component</td>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The change in PC scores between low and high flow stage is expressed as a frequency distribution for each PC in Figure 6.10 with supporting descriptive statistics in Table 6.3. All four PCs show both positive and negative change for each of the PCs, with medians generally around zero. Skewness is most pronounced for PC2 (eddy magnitude, u), however, reflecting a reach-level reduction in the magnitude of flow structures on the u components. In contrast, for the remaining 3 PCs, levels of positive and negative change are more similar, indicating a combination of flow intensification/increasing flow structure size in some channel areas, and reductions in other areas.

Spatial organization of change in PC scores between flow stages is presented in Figure 6.11. Sample locations were separated into two groups depending on magnitude of change: (i) 'high change' showing those with a large amount of change (positive or negative), represented by sample locations falling above the 75th or below the 25th percentiles respectively; and (ii) 'low change' showing those with a smaller level of change (between 25th and 75th percentiles). For PC1 (intensity), substantial changes in intensity occurred over relatively large zones, but was not associated in particular with pool or step areas. In contrast, for PCs 2, 3 and 4 representing scale and orientation parameters, the spatial organisation of magnitude of change was more patchy indicating boulder-scale and pool margin effects. This may reflect the increasing flow depth and submergence of larger roughness elements at the higher flow stage which begin to interact with the flow.
**Figure 6.11** Spatial organization of delta of principal components classified by big yellow dots as delta above 25% and below 75% and small yellow dots as delta between 25 and 75% of turbulence changes. PC1 (A), PC2 (B), PC3 (C) and PC4 (D).

**Figure 6.12** Bar chart for the number of measures classified as lower (between 25 and 75%) and higher (below 25% and above 75%) of turbulent changes.
Experimental semivariograms for the principal components across the two flow stages are explored in Figure 6.13, together with the coefficients for modelled semivariograms in Table 6.4. The ranges, sills and nugget assist in the interpretation of spatial organisation of turbulence properties at the reach scale. The range represents the lag distance at which the semivariogram reaches the sill, and points at lag distances smaller than the range being most highly correlated. The sills is the level at which the semivariogram level off and the nugget describes the variability at lag distances smaller than the sampling spacing scale.

For PC1 (intensity) and PC3 (orientation (inrushes)), there is only a slight change in the sill with increasing flow stage. The range decreased at the higher stage for PC1 suggesting more uniform distribution of turbulent intensity across the reach, and it increased at the higher stage for PC3 indicating reduced correlation at shorter lag distances. For PCs 2 and 4, a greater different in the sill was observed across the two flow stages. For PC2 (eddy scale, u), the sill increased, indicating increased variability at the higher flow stage, while the reverse was true for PC4 (eddy scale, w).
Figure 6.13 Semivariance of PC changes across the two flow stages: PC1 (A), PC2 (B), PC3 (C) and PC4 (D). Dotted line and squares are the condition at high flow stage.

Table 6.4 Parameters for the semivariogram model for the turbulent variation across the two flow stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low Flow</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>High Flow</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Sill</td>
<td>Nugget</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Sill</td>
<td>Nugget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity (PC1)</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.2^4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.5^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (ejections) and period and scale eddy (u) (PC2)</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.1^4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.6^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (inrushes) (PC3)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy period and length scale (w) (PC4)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.3 Influence of aquatic vegetation growth on changes in turbulence properties (low gradient reach)

Table 6.1 compares also the roughness by the Manning equation for the two vegetated periods exhibiting two significantly different values. As expected, the peaked vegetation period showed highest value compared with the die back season due to the presence of aquatic plants that increase the flow resistance. This result reflect the effects of vegetation on flow discharge and explaining the difference in flow velocity and stage for the two seasons and allows comparison between the two datasets. Figure 6.14 illustrates the overall changes in velocity and depth throughout the low gradient reach associated with the change in vegetation cover (vegetated, V; minimal vegetation, NV). Water depths are higher and more variable in the NV period, although this may partly reflect the slightly higher flow stage (80% compared to 95% exceedance). Mean velocities in the u and v dimensions reduced with increasing in vegetation cover and became less variable for the u component, while a more subtle increase in values was observed for the v component. For the w component, the V period was associated with positive values, and the NV period with negative values indicating a change from predominantly downwelling to predominantly upwelling flow.

The absolute and relative intensity, together with the shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy for the die back and peak vegetation cover periods are presented in Figure 6.15. Median values were higher in the vegetated period for absolute and relative intensity (u component) together with TKE and shear stress on uv plane and variability was also higher. Differences between vegetated and unvegetated periods for these variables were statistically significant (Mann Whitney U: p<0.001). In
contrast, absolute turbulence intensity on the vertical (w) component and the shear stress on vw and uw planes were higher during the un-vegetated period (Mann-Whitney p < 0.001).

Figure 6.16 explores relationships between RMSu, RMSw and TKE. A positive linear relationship was observed between RMSu and RMSw for the unvegetated period (Spearman, ρ =0.76), while in contrast, for the vegetated period there was no clear trend (Figure 6.16 A). The relations between RMSu and TKE revealed a strong positive correlation for both unvegetated and vegetated periods (Spearman, ρ = 0.88 and 0.74, respectively).

![Figure 6.16](image)

**Figure 6.14** Scatter plots of the resultant velocity and water depth grouped by two different seasonal period (A) and the distribution of average velocity in u, v and w directions (B). NV = minimal vegetation, V= vegetation.
Figure 6.15 Comparison of the distribution of absolute (A), relative (B) turbulence intensity together to shear stresses on uv, vw and uw planes (C) and turbulent kinetic energy (D) across die back (NV) and peak (V) vegetation growth periods.

Figure 6.16 Bivariate plots of fluctuations on streamwise (u) and vertical (w) (A) components and also turbulent kinetic energy (B) across peak (V) and die back vegetation growth (NV) periods.
The predictability and periodicity of velocity of time series are presented in Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19. Kurtosis values were strongly positive for both datasets. Median values were similar along the streamwise (u) and vertical (w) components for vegetated and unvegetated periods but the range of kurtosis values was greater for the vegetated period greater spatial variation in the form of frequency distributions of turbulent residuals (Figure 6.17 A). All time series met the condition for pseudo-periodicity for the unvegetated period, while a number of time series for the vegetated period did not meet the condition for pseudo-periodicity, indicating a less predictable flow structure under the vegetated scenario.

The time scale (period) of the dominant eddy as derived from autoregressive modelling was considerably higher for the unvegetated period compared to the vegetated period. Mann Whitney U tests revealed statistically significant differences between vegetated and unvegetated scenarios for kurtosis (u component) and integral time scale for all three components. Results of Wavelet analysis are presented in Figure 6.18 showing (a) the raw u time series, (b) the Wavelet power spectra showing the correlation between the raw time series and different temporal length scales of the wavelet across the length of the time series, (c) the global wavelet spectra, showing the presence of significant periods in the record and (d) the variance of the dominant period through time. The peak plant cover exhibited greater variability in period compared to the minimum plant cover, indicating an increase in spatial heterogeneity in the dominant wavelet period with increasing vegetation cover (Figure 6.19). There was an increase in number of peaks for dominant period with increasing vegetation cover. For unvegetated period, single and double peaks were observed in 82% of time series while multiple (>2) peaks in 17%. A reversal trend with higher number of multiple peaks (57%) and less
single/double (43%) peaks was noted for the vegetated period suggesting more complex flow period with higher vegetation period.

Figure 6.17 The distributions of predictability and periodicity described by kurtosis (A), the condition of pseudo-periodicity (B), the integral time scale (C) across die back (NV) and peak (V) vegetation growth periods.
Figure 6.18 Example of Wavelet spectra for unvegetated (A) and vegetated (B) periods showing: a) the original (u) time series (sst); b) Wavelet power spectrum (dotted black line shows influence cone that reflects the significance level and confidence for the wavelet spectra indicating the disturbed areas/error); c) global wavelet spectrum; and d) the variance explained by the dominant wavelet period through the time series.

Figure 6.19 Frequency distribution of dominant temporal length scale extracted by Wavelet spectra for the unvegetated (A) and vegetated (B) periods.
Orientation parameters (skewness of velocity time series, and the stress contribution and duration of turbulent event types) are explored in Figure 6.20 (A, B and C). Skewness values ranged from positive to negative for both unvegetated and vegetated periods for all three components, indicating a combination of series with a small proportion of relatively lower magnitude fluctuations (u, v) (skewness < 0) and series with a small proportion of relatively higher magnitude fluctuations (w) (skewness > 0). There was an increase in skewness values, towards more positive values for the vegetated period, while in contrast skewness decreased (towards more negative values) for the w component. Differences between the groups (vegetated/ unvegetated) were statistically significant for skewness on both u and w components (Mann Whitney U: p < 0.05). There were also differences in the magnitude and duration of different event types between the two vegetation periods. For the unvegetated period, Q4 events (inrushes) are dominant, with smaller and more equal contributions from Q2 and Q3 events, while for the vegetated period, ejections (Q2) and inrushes (Q4) were dominant in terms of both stress contributions and cumulative duration.

Bivariate plots of magnitude and duration of inrushes and ejections are shown in Figure 6.21. For minimum vegetation cover, the relationship between duration and magnitude of inrushes was non-linear (Q4; Spearman ρ: 0.87, p < 0.0001) while a linear relationship was observed for ejections (Q2; Spearman ρ: 0.84, p < 0.0001). For peak vegetation cover relationships between magnitude and duration of inrushes and ejections were weaker (Spearman: ρ < 0.67).
Figure 6.20  Distribution of skewness (A), magnitude (B) and cumulative duration of flow structures (C) for the unvegetated (NV) and vegetated (V) growth periods.

Figure 6.21  Bivariate plots of the magnitude and cumulative duration for inrushes (Q4) and ejections (Q2) across peak (V) and die back vegetation growth(NV) periods.
Dimensions of the dominant eddy structure (length and diameter) derived from u, v and w components are presented in Figure 6.22 (A, B). The range of eddy sizes (length and diameter) decreased (v and w directions) when vegetation cover was higher, and there was a reduction in the variability of eddy sizes throughout the reach. Mann Whitney tests showed significant differences for eddy size on the v and w components for eddy length (p < 0.0001) and on all the three components for eddy diameter (p < 0.005).

Brown trout, *Salmo trutta*, body length ranges from 8 to 28 cm with a mean value of 15 cm while the critical swimming speed ranges between 81 and 135 cm s⁻¹ (Environment Agency, 2010b). The fish momentum was therefore calculated using the formula 3.13 in Research Design Chapter with a fish length equal to 15 cm and the minimum swimming speed of 81 cm s⁻¹.

The results of length scale and momentum ratios between eddy and fish sizes are explored in Figure 6.22 (C, D). Higher median values for both parameters were observed for the unvegetated period with a small number of sample locations with values equal to 1. For the peak vegetation period median values were below 0.30 for length scale ratio and below 0.15 for momentum ratios indicating higher length/momentum values for fish compared with eddy. Ratios were significantly different between the two vegetation periods (Mann Whitney: p < 0.05). The upper quartile shows values above 1 for both size and momentum ratios for the die-back vegetation season suggesting greater similarity in eddy and fish size that could destabilize the control systems of fish.
Figure 6.22 Distribution of eddy size (length (A) and diameter (B)) for the three components (u, v, w) and results of ratio length scale (C) and momentum (D) across the minimal vegetation cover (NV) and peak cover (V) periods.
6.3.4 Spatial organisation of changes in turbulent properties with vegetation growth (low gradient reach)

Spatial organisation of changes in turbulent properties with vegetation cover were assessed by standardising the unvegetated and vegetated data sets for the low gradient reach using z-scores to create one global dataset. PCA was conducted using 11 turbulent dimensionless variables: turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), shear stress on uv and uw planes, magnitude and duration of Q2 (ejections) and Q4 (inrushes) events and eddy period and length scale. (Barlett test’s: $\chi^2_{critical} = 84.82$, $p < 0.001$). The first four principal components had eigenvalues above 1.5 and cumulatively explained the 86% of variability in the data. The scree plot in Figure 6.23 revealed an inflection after the 4th component and the first four components were therefore retained for further investigation. PC loadings were used to interpret the meaning of each principal component (Table 6.5). PC1 defines a gradient of increasing magnitude and duration for ejections and inrushes, while PC2 represents a gradient of increasing turbulent kinetic energy and shear stress on uv and uw planes. PC3 and PC4 define gradients of eddy scale relating to the w and u components respectively.
Figure 6.23 Scree plot for the global dataset across the two seasonal periods.

Table 6.5 Factor loadings of PC analysis with global datasets across the two seasonal periods and description of which turbulence variables reflect the PCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
<th>PC4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORIENTATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u'v'</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u'w'</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t4</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITSu</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITSw</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILSu</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILSw</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.24 Frequency distribution of variation of principal components across the two seasonal periods.

Table 6.6 Statistical descriptors of principal components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PCs</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale w</td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale u</td>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The change in PC scores between the two vegetation periods can be expressed as a frequency distribution with associated descriptive statistics (Figure 6.24 and Table 6.6). PC1 (orientation) has a broad distribution, with values either side of zero indicating increases and decreases occur in the magnitude and duration of inrushes and ejections at different locations within the reach in association with vegetation growth. A negative skewness indicates greater frequency of negative change (smaller magnitude-duration events) for the unvegeted scenario. PC2 had lower skewness, with a large proportion of values around zero indicating minimal change in intensity with vegetation cover. PC3 (eddy scale, \( w \)) the majority of values were close to zero, while for eddy scale (\( u \)) (PC4), the vast majority of values are below zero suggesting that eddy size in the \( u \) dimension decreases throughout the reach when vegetation is present.

The spatial variation in turbulence properties across the reach is explored in Figure 6.25 highlighting two groups defined by the level of turbulence changes: (i) 'high change' identifying those with a large amount of changes by sample locations falling above the 75th or below the 25th percentiles respectively; and (ii) 'low change' showing those with a smaller level of change (between 25th and 75th percentiles). By observing the bar charts of turbulent changes (Figure 6.26), a large number of sample locations revealed low degrees of change for PCs 2, 3 and 4, while a relatively large proportion of the reach experienced more extreme change (positive or negative) for PC1.

The spatial organisation of change in PC scores is explored in Figure 6.25. The largest magnitude change (either positive or negative) is associated with the orientation (PC1), intensity (PC2) and eddy scale on \( u \) component (PC4) gradients.
Lower magnitude change throughout the reach was noted for eddy scale on the w component (PC3). For PCs 1, 2 and 4, there is a tendency for the higher magnitude change to be associated with areas around vegetation stands, although vegetation is relatively ubiquitous throughout the reach meaning it is difficult to identify more detailed patterns.

![Figure 6.25 Spatial organization of delta of principal components classified by big yellow dots as the high class and small yellow dots as the low class of turbulence changes.](image)

![Figure 6.26 Bar charts of the two groups showing the lower and higher turbulent changes.](image)
Semivariograms for each of the four PCs for the unvegetated and vegetated period are presented in Figure 6.27, and the coefficients of modelled semivariograms are presented in Table 6.7. Both unvegetated and vegetated semivariograms were fitted with an exponential model describing linearly the behaviour close to the origin and reflecting the high level of variability in a short range. Levels of semivariance were lower overall for the die back vegetation period, indicating more uniform spatial variation across the reach in the absence of vegetation.

Semivariograms for PC1 (orientation) revealed a pronounced increase in the sill for the vegetated period, indicating overall higher levels of spatial variation. Also, the range increased from 10.60 to 15.79 indicating lower spatial correlation for vegetation period. The nugget was small for both vegetation cover periods. Semivariograms for PC2 (intensity) presented higher values in variance shown by the sill and a longer range for peaked vegetation period, indicating a higher spatial correlation. For both vegetation periods, the nugget was around zero. The variogram for PC3 (eddy scale, w) revealed an increase in the sill for peak vegetation cover, indicating an increase of levels of spatial variation and showed a pronounced decrease in the range from 19.97 to 3.68. The nugget values were greater for the vegetated period compared to the unvegetated period reflecting the increased variation at smaller spatial scales. For PC4 (eddy scale, u), the peak vegetation growth period had a lower sill (variance) and larger range, indicating that higher spatial correlation. The shape of the variogram also differs between periods, with a linear trend for the unvegetated period indicating an continual increase in semivariance with distance. In contrast the vegetation period is characterised by the more common S-shaped curve with a pronounced sill. The nugget effect due to measurement errors or spatial sources of variation at smaller scale was observed in both periods.
Figure 6.27 Semivariograms for PC changes: flow orientation (PC1) (A), intensity (PC2) (B), eddy period and length on vertical (w) (PC3) (C) and streamwise (u) PC4 (D) components during the unvegetated (NV) (black line and black squares) and peaked vegetation (V) (dotted line and black circle) seasons.

Table 6.7 Parameters for the semivariogram model for the turbulent variation across the two flow stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Die back vegetation</th>
<th>Peak vegetation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Sill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation (PC1)</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity (PC2)</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale eddy (w) (PC3)</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale eddy (u) (PC4)</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Effects of increased flow stage on turbulent properties
(high gradient reach)

The statistical analysis of hydraulic properties across the entire reach for two flow stages provided insights into changes in turbulence in relation to the flow stage in a high gradient reach. As expected, the water depth and mean velocity increased throughout the reach as observed in other step-pool reaches (Wohl and Thompson, 2000), but more complex changes were observed in the IPOS variables identified by Lacey et al., (2012). Changes by IPOS category (intensity, predictability, orientation and scale) are summarised in Table 6.8 and discussed below.

The higher flow stage was associated with increased intensity in some variables (e.g. TKE and shear stress on vw and uw planes) but no statistically significant differences were identified between flow stages. This finding is consistent with previous studies that did not identify significant differences in turbulent fluctuations on the streamwise, vertical and lateral velocity components between flow stages (Wilcox and Wohl, 2007; Chin and Wohl, 2005) and suggest that while discharge influences mean velocities turbulent fluctuations can remain relatively constant (Chin, 2003).

For predictability, the simpler kurtosis metric based on the frequency distribution of the turbulent residuals indicated a more predictable flow structure, but in contrast the majority of time series for both flow stages failed to satisfy the criteria for
pseudo-periodicity. The analysis of wavelet power spectra revealed that the dominant wavelet period increased from low to high flow stages. This suggests longer period structures at the higher flow, reflecting the proportionality between the evolution of flow structures and flow velocity (Hardy et al., 2009). However, qualitative analysis indicated that some time series were characterised by multiple peaks in global wavelet spectra and hence a more complex flow structure and these largely related to high flow stage.

For orientation, proportional contributions to the shear stress from the four event types were similar across flow stages, while the cumulative duration of events increased significantly for the higher flow stage. Thus, longer-duration and lower magnitude events became more significant at the higher flow stage indicating the four quadrant events had equal role in the shear stress process without reflecting ejections/inrushes model (MacVicar and Roy, 2007b; Wilkes, 2014), in contrast to the low flow condition.

For the scale variables, there was an overall reduction in the median and range of eddy dimensions across the three velocity components and additionally dimensions became more similar across the three components as water depth increased. Results of dimensionless ratios used to estimate the influence of turbulent flow structures on fish revealed values that were consistently either greater than or less than 1 indicating minimal impacts on their body stability and locomotion. Values around 1 (i.e. when flow structure size is approximately equal to fish size) have been shown to have the most adverse impacts on fish stability and trajectory (Tritico and Cotel, 2010; Cotel and Webb, 2015). Interpretation of both ratios, however, should be cautious since fish properties (length and swimming speed) were applied from
previous studies and was not based on fish measurements undertaken at the field site.

6.4.2 Spatial organisation of changes in turbulent properties with flow stage (high gradient reach)

The PCA analysis revealed gradients that largely correspond with three IPOS categories: intensity, eddy scale (u), orientation and eddy scale (w). The majority of predictability variables had to be removed so that the PCA met the key statistical assumptions of the analysis technique, and therefore were not fully represented in this multivariate analysis. The change in PC scores between low and high flow was explored visually, revealing high magnitude changes (either positive or negative change) throughout the reach for intensity in contrast to small patches of high magnitude changes in the scale and orientation PCs. For scale and orientation, the spatial organisation of high magnitude change suggests that individual roughness elements such as boulders, as well as roughness at pool margins drove the highest magnitude changes in scale and orientation of flow structures. This is interpreted to reflect increasing flow depth and submergence of larger roughness elements such as the largest clasts/step features at the higher flow stage. These features would then be able to interact with the flow and generate local changes in eddy size (Lamarre and Roy, 2005) and turbulence generation through vortex shedding (Roy et al., 1999).

Semivariograms revealed reduced sills (overall variance) for the higher flow stage for intensity, orientation and scale (w), although this was much more pronounced for the scale (w) gradient. This indicates greater spatial similarity in flow properties at
the higher flow stage, consistent with observations of overall increases in homogeneity reflecting gross morphology with increasing discharge (Lamarre and Roy, 2005; Legleiter et al., 2007; David et al., 2013). In contrast the sill for the scale (u) gradient increased with flow stage, indicating reduced spatial correlation in eddy scale at the higher flow stage which may reflect the boulder-scale influences discussed above. In addition, these findings may reflect the relationship between intensity and shear layer (Clifford, 1997) highlighting the explicit influence of boundary profiles.

6.4.3 Influence of aquatic vegetation growth on changes in turbulence properties (low gradient reach) and spatial organization

The statistical analysis of hydraulic properties across the entire reach for two flow seasonal periods provided insights into changes in turbulence in relation to the increasing vegetation cover in a low gradient reach. Changes by IPOS category (intensity, predictability, orientation and scale) are summarised in Table 6.9 and discussed below.

For intensity parameters, some metrics showed statistically significant increases in intensity with increasing vegetation cover (e.g. TKE, u’v’) while others showed statistically significant decreases in intensity with increasing vegetation cover (e.g. RMSw, v’w’, u’w’). This may partly reflects more powerful longitudinal and lateral fluctuations compared with vertical motions and increasing spatial diversity around the vegetated patches. The highest overall intensity areas were found at the centre
of vegetation patches, higher lateral intensities at the transitional regions and lower values at the end of the patches (Devi and Kumar, 2016). This may facilitate transfer of sediment and nutrients laterally within the channel (Nepf, 1999; Finnigan, 2000). Vegetation dissipates flow energy reducing flow momentum on the vw and uw planes (Ortiz et al., 2013), however the u’v’ shows higher median values compared with unvegetated period. This may due to the presence of dense vegetation and detailed spatial patterns above individual stands cannot be assessed.

For predictability, the peak vegetation period was associated with greater spatial variability in kurtosis values, and an increased incidence of time series that did not meet the condition for pseudo-periodicity. Wavelet analysis revealed increased variation in the dominant wavelet period for the peak vegetation cover period. Together, these findings suggest greater heterogeneity in predictability of flow with vegetation growth. This may reflect the continuous natural movement of plants that does not generate semi-periodic flow oscillations (Cameron et al., 2013). However, qualitative analysis indicated that some time series were characterised by multiple peaks in global wavelet spectra and hence a more complex flow structure and these largely related to higher vegetation cover.

For orientation, the no vegetation period was characterised by a higher proportional contribution from inrushes, with lower magnitude contributions from ejections and outwards (Q3) events. In contrast, the peak vegetation period was characterised by more equal contributions from ejections and inrushes that dominate momentum and kinetic energy transfers providing enhanced resuspension and sediment transport (Raupach et al., 1996). The range of eddy sizes decreased with increasing vegetation cover, as well as the absolute dimensions for the majority of length and
diameter metrics with the exception of length scale on the u component. This is consistent with the known role of macrophytes in breaking down eddy sizes (Nepf, 2012). For all sample locations under the vegetated scenario, eddy scale: fish scale ratios were considerably less than 1, while for the unvegetated period a number of locations were associated with ratios around 1. As noted above, values around 1 (i.e. when flow structure size is approximately equal to fish size) have been shown to have the most adverse impacts on fish stability and locomotion, and these appear reduced during the vegetated period indicating a potential beneficial habitat impact during the spring/ summer period that may be relevant for juvenile growth and survival (Environment Agency, 2010a). This may represent an additional improvement to habitat diversity generated by aquatic plants (Kemp et al., 2000; Champion and Tanner, 2000).

6.4.4 Spatial organisation of changes in turbulent properties with vegetation growth (low gradient reach)

The PCA analysis revealed gradients that largely correspond with three IPOS categories: orientation, intensity, scale (w) and scale (u). The majority of predictability variables had to be removed so that the PCA met the key statistical assumptions of the analysis technique, and therefore were not fully represented in this multivariate analysis. The change in PC scores between the unvegetated and vegetated periods was explored visually and indicated higher magnitude change in areas around the vegetation patches for the orientation, intensity and scale (u) gradients. In contrast there was lower magnitude change throughout the reach for scale (w). Since most of the reach was vegetated, detailed spatial patterns around individual stands cannot be assessed, but semivariograms indicated increased
overall variance for all PCs for the vegetated period indicating higher spatial variation when vegetation is present.
Table 6.8 Summary of the variations of hydraulic parameters with increasing flow stage for the high gradient river.* denotes the significant differences between the two flow stages (Mann Whitney p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth, velocity and Froude number</th>
<th>Turbulent intensity</th>
<th>Predictability and periodicity</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↑ y</td>
<td>↑ TKE</td>
<td>↑ Kurtosis*</td>
<td>↑ (t) all four event types*</td>
<td>↓ eddy length*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑ U</td>
<td>↑ u’w’; ↑ v’w’</td>
<td>↓ Pseudo-periodicity</td>
<td>↓ Skewness(*u,v)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.9 Summary of the variations of hydraulic parameters with increasing vegetation cover for the low gradient reach. * denotes the significant differences between the two vegetation periods (Mann Whitney p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth, velocity and Froude number</th>
<th>Turbulent intensity</th>
<th>Predictability and periodicity</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↓ y</td>
<td>↑ RMSu*,↑TKE*</td>
<td>↑ Kurtosis*(u)</td>
<td>↑ (% and t) ejections (Q2)</td>
<td>↓ eddy length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓ U,V</td>
<td>↓ RMSw*</td>
<td>↓ Kurtosis*(v,w)</td>
<td>↓ skewness (u)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑ W</td>
<td>↑ u’v’</td>
<td>↓ Pseudo-periodicity</td>
<td>↓ skewness (w)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ u’w’; ↓ v’w’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 7: Interactions between turbulence and wood habitat features, and implications for fish habitat use

7.1 Introduction

Plants, including trees and associated wood features, play a crucial ecosystem engineering role in river systems, altering geomorphological and hydraulic processes (Gurnell, 2014; Comiti et al., 2016) and providing a diverse range of habitat functions (Bisson et al., 1987; Manners et al., 2007; Hrodey et al., 2008; Pilotto et al., 2014). Instream wood features can influence stream morphology (Comiti et al., 2006), increase the frequency of pools (Gurnell and Sweet, 1998) and increase pool area (Lisle, 1995) as well as altering local hydraulics (Smith et al., 1993; Wallerstein et al., 2002). As a result of these and other functions (e.g. provision of food resources and shelter from predation), wood can contribute to the initiation and maintenance of habitats suitable for a diverse range of organisms, and enhance river habitat diversity (Abbe and Montgomery, 1996).

Previous studies have included exploration of flow hydraulics around single pieces of wood (Gippel, 1995) and wood accumulations (Manners et al., 2007); the effects of wood-induced erosion and deposition on channel morphology (Abbe and Montgomery, 1996; Montgomery et al., 2003); and the provision of suitable habitat for aquatic organisms, in particular fish (Zika and Peter, 2002; Riffhart et al., 2009) and macroinvertebrates (Schneider and Winemiller, 2008; Pilotto et al., 2014).
Reintroducing wood as part of sustainable river restoration design can help to improve physical habitat and support ecological improvements (Abbe et al., 2003; Bernhardt et al., 2005; RRC, 2013). For instance, large wood can provide flow refugia and food sources for aquatic communities, minimise energy expenditure, reduce exposure to predation and increase taxa richness (Schneider and Winemiller, 2008). As shown in Chapter 2, turbulent flow properties play a crucial role in the life cycle of rheophilic fish, influencing swimming stability, energy expenditure, spawning and egg survival rates (Webb and Cotel, 2010a; Silva et al., 2011). Previous research has explored swimming costs and loss of orientation by observing changes in fish behaviour in artificial habitats created in laboratory flumes (Enders et al., 2003; Tritico and Cotel, 2010; Lacey et al., 2012; Wilkes, 2014).

Laboratory experimentation overcomes many of the practical challenges associated with detailed field study, and the findings provide an improved understanding of swimming performance under controlled conditions. It is widely acknowledged, however, that behaviours observed under laboratory conditions may differ to those observed in natural channels (Lacey et al., 2012). The results of advanced laboratory and field studies were brought together by Lacey et al. (2012) to develop the new IPOS framework which groups turbulence properties into four groups that directly influence fish: Intensity, Predictability (Periodicity), Orientation and Scale. The IPOS framework has not yet been widely applied within ecohydraulics research (an exception being Wilkes, 2014). This study represents one of the first complete applications and provides a rare insight into fish behaviour over short timescales under field conditions.
This chapter presents the results of a field investigation of the interactions between wood, turbulence and fish habitat use in a natural channel. The study employs an innovative combination of field measurement and underwater videography to reveal patterns in fish abundance and activity around two marginal wood features.

In particular, the research addresses three objectives:

1. Characterize the IPOS turbulence properties around wood patches.

2. Quantify fish preferences, behaviour and activity costs using underwater videography under field conditions.

3. Explore the exploitation of hydraulic habitat around wood by fish.
7.2 Methodology

7.2.1 Study site

The research was carried out in a side channel of the large, multi-thread Tagliamento River in Italy (Figure 7.1). The study section was located in the upstream part of the reach analysed in Chapters 4 and 5 and details of catchment characteristics and data sets are provided in the Research Design chapter (Chapter 3). The riparian corridor is a floodplain forest (largely Populus Nigra, Alnus incana and Salix sp.). The study section was 20 m long and two marginal patches containing wood features were selected for survey (Figure 7.2). Discharge at the time of survey was 3.52 m³ s⁻¹ at the study section, and flow at the upstream main channel gauging station at Venzone was 42 m³ s⁻¹ (50% exceedance). The reach was accessible for topographic, hydraulic and fish observational surveys, and the channel substrate and water depth were suitable for mounting camera equipment in the channel.

The first patch (P1) was located on the right bank downstream of a meander bend (Figure 7.1-1). The bed material was coarse gravel (range 10 to 26 mm). Roots and living branches extended into the water from the riparian zone creating marginal wood features. The size of the patch was 2.25 m². The diameters of submerged dead wood pieces and roots were less than 0.15 m and lengths ranged from 0.2 to 1 m. The second patch (P2) was on the left bank, 12 m downstream from P2 (Figure 7.1-2). Tree roots from riparian vegetation combined with submerged dead wood pieces provided the marginal wood features. Submerged branches and roots ranged from 0.06 to 0.15 m in diameter and from 0.2 to 0.6 m in length. The size of the patch was 3.75 m².
**Figure 7.1** Detrended DEM (Digital Elevation Model) of the upstream reach in the Tagliamento with a grid resolution of 1 m. The black dotted circles represent the two patches used for the fish investigation.

**Figure 7.2** Description of two patches. Patch (1) on the right bank above (A) and under the water surface (B). Downstream patch (2) above (C) and under the water surface (D).
7.2.2 Velocity measurements and underwater videography

In order to characterise the turbulent properties within each patch, instantaneous velocity measurements were captured at 0.6 of the flow depth (from the water surface) using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (see Chapter 3 Research Design) within a measurement grid of 0.5 m x 0.5 m. The measurement grid was scaled on the patch size, yielding 6 within-patch measurements at P1 and 9 within-patch measurements at P2. Velocity was recorded at a frequency of 32 Hz for 120 seconds. Full details of velocity measurement are provided in Chapter 3 (Research Design), Section 3.5.

For each patch, underwater video was captured at 3 hour intervals throughout the day between 08.00 and 20.00. Night recordings were attempted using an infrared underwater video camera (Pond Camera 3.6mm. 500TVL) but the image resolution was not sufficient to detect fish movements. After velocities had been measured, the location was marked using a wading rod to enable orientation in video frames. The measurement grids used for each patch are illustrated in Figure 7.3. Underwater videography was used to observe fish presence and swimming behaviour around wood features. Recordings were captured over the course of one week in July 2015. One high resolution (10 MP) underwater camera (Umax SJ4000) was deployed immediately above the river bed (0.05 m) 1 m downstream of each patch and close to the bank (1 m from the bank for P1, 1.5 m for P2; Figure 7.3). The camera can capture images at a rate of 30 frames per second with 32 GB memory and a battery life of 80 minutes, although in practice this was reduced to 40 minutes as a result of relatively low water temperatures.
Figure 7.3 Sampling design of flow measurements and video recordings in the two patches. The distance between the two locations and the channel width are not scaled respect to the grid resolution of flow measurements. No measurements nearest the bank were densely vegetated and did not allow taking measurements.
7.2.3 Image capture and analysis

Six 30-minute videos were collected for each patch, but two videos (14.00 and 20.00) were lost due to battery failure, leaving four videos for analysis in patch 1 and six videos for patch 2. In total, 64000 frames were captured for each video. Recent advances in video processing systems provide rapid, automated techniques for identifying, counting and tracking movements of fish (Spampinato et al., 2010; Delcourt et al., 2013; Dell et al., 2014). However, since the videos were captured under field conditions, a range of factors including luminosity, turbulence, air bubbles, water turbidity and movement of the wood features within the flow limited the use of auto-tracking software in this study. Instead, videos were observed manually at 60 s intervals (generating 30 observations per video; 180 observations for each patch) in order to record fish abundance and density, together with their position in the grids.

In order to explore relationships between energy expenditure and turbulence, fish behaviour over 30 s was observed (Hart, 2003) to estimate the main activities and the swimming speed of fish. Two main activities were identified (Table 7.1): station holding and exploring. Station holding referred to fish maintaining the same position in the flow for a period of 10 s or more and is usually associated with energy conservation and predator avoidance behaviour. Exploring behaviour was determined by the distance covered within the observational period, and usually reflects foraging activity.

Fish swimming speed refers to the speed at which the fish moved during the exploring and resting activities. Swimming speed is calculated by considering two
swimming patterns: forced swimming, defined as the unidirectional flow velocity against which they swim and the spontaneous (directed) swimming speed that reflects the observed fish swimming speed (Boisclair and Tang, 1993). For exploring activity, the speed was described by the forced swimming speed and directed swimming defined as the ratio between distance and the time used for the movement while for fish in station holding, it was estimated using forced swimming speed that reflects the flow velocity.

**Table 7.1** Fish activity selected by time and area of occupancy of the two patches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameters used to identify the activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station holding</td>
<td>Ability to maintain the position in the flow field without focusing on any specific object (Liao, 2007)</td>
<td>Time and area of occupancy in the same hydraulic patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring</td>
<td>Swimming long distances</td>
<td>Crosses &gt;1 cell in the measurement grid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


7.2.4 Fish species and video-derived variables

Fish identified by underwater videography were native European minnow, *Phoxinus phoxinus*, a member of the Cyprinidae family commonly found in freshwater habitats including rivers, ponds and large lakes and noted for shoaling behaviour (Pitcher, 1986; Barber and Wright, 2001). *P. phoxinus* is a slim, small-scaled fish with varied colour from green to brown with small black dots on the back (Figure 7.4) (Mills and Eloranta, 1985). Adults are typically 60-100 mm in length, although individuals up to a maximum of approximately 140 mm in length have been recorded (Ward and Krause, 2001). The diet of *P. phoxinus* includes algae, river plant debris, molluscs, crustaceans and insects (Billard, 1997). They can tolerate water temperature ranges from 4 to 20 °C and average water temperatures at the time of survey were 15 °C. Suitable habitat for *P. phoxinus* includes river reaches with coarse substrate, fast-flowing, well oxygenated water combined with more tranquil pool habitats (Kottelat and Freyhof, 2007). Predators are a key threat (Boutorina and Reznik, 2014) and shoaling behaviour reduces the risk of predation (Hamilton, 1971).

![Image of European minnow](image)

**Figure 7.4** European minnow species (*Phoxinus phoxinus*). Source: Chinese Academy of Fishery Science, 2006.
To quantify the influence of turbulence on fish energy expenditure, the net swimming cost is indirectly estimated by empirical equations using the swimming speed and parameters related to the fish species in question (Boisclair and Tang, 1993). This approach provides a valid alternative to estimate the energy spent by the fish free-swimming under field conditions. More accurate estimates involve laboratory studies which can measure activity costs by respirometer experiments but these require tightly controlled boundary conditions (Enders and Boisclair, 2016).

Fish biomass can be estimated by mass-length equations (Equation 7.1), in this case for the cyprinid, using observed body lengths (Froese, 1998; Miranda et al., 2006). The total mass ($W$) was computed from a combination of experimental parameters ($a = 0.0042$) and ($b = 3.42$) for the $P.\ phoxinus$ (Oscoz et al., 2005) with total length ($L$) in cm.

**Equation 7.1**

$$W = 0.0042 \times L^{3.42}$$

A dimensionless metric expressing the ratio of eddy length to fish body (length ratio; LR) has been proposed as an important parameter in assessing the impacts of turbulence on fish (Cotel and Webb, 2015). It is defined by Equation 3.12 (Chapter 3, section 3.6.4) as the ratio of eddy size to fish size.

The net swimming cost, defined as the energy required by the animal for external movements, was estimated from fish mass, swimming speed and flow speed by applying empirical relationships. This was achieved by (i) estimating fish velocity based on video data in relation to field markers; (ii) based on the direction of travel, identifying the velocity measurement location that the fish was moving towards; (iii)
computing the resultant velocity and flow direction at that measurement location, derived from the streamwise and lateral components; (iv) computing fish swimming speed and applying one of two net swimming cost equations based on the relationship between the direction of travel of the fish and the flow direction, following Boisclair and Tang (1993). If the velocity vector was opposing the direction of travel of the fish, fish swimming speed was estimated as the sum of the fish velocity and the flow velocity. In this case, the forced swimming equation (7.2) was used to estimate the net swimming costs. According to Boisclair and Tang (1993), forced swimming refers to swimming against the prevailing flow direction. If the velocity vector was similar to the direction of travel of the fish, fish swimming speed was estimated by subtracting the flow velocity from the fish velocity and the equation for directed swimming (Equation 7.3) was applied. According to Boisclair and Tang (1993), directed swimming refers to straight line movement from one location to another under still water conditions and therefore is more appropriate to use in situations where the fish is unimpeded by the prevailing flow direction.

**Equation 7.2** \[ \log_{10} C = 0.80 \log_{10} W + 1.21 \log_{10} S - 2.43 \]

**Equation 7.3** \[ \log_{10} C = 0.36 \log_{10} W + 1.10 \log_{10} S - 1.46 \]

(C: net energy cost (C, mgO₂·h⁻¹), W: fish body mass (mg) and S: swimming speed (cm s⁻¹))

### 7.2.5 Data Analysis

Data were not normally distributed (Shapiro – Wilk: p <0.001) and therefore non-parametric statistical tests were used. Mann Whitney tests were used to identify significant differences between patches.
7.3 Results

7.3.1 Characterising turbulence around wood patches

The distribution of key IPOS variables is presented in Table 7.2. The two wood-related patches revealed differences in their high frequency flow properties, although in many cases differences were not statistically significant. P1 was characterised by ponded/rotational flow, with negative streamwise velocities indicating flow in the upstream direction at all measurement locations. In contrast, P2 was characterised by positive streamwise velocity indicating the main direction of flow was downstream. Mean streamwise velocity was -0.11 ms\(^{-1}\) in P1 and 0.18 ms\(^{-1}\) in P2, and lateral flow velocities indicated preferential flow deflection towards central channel areas. Reynolds stresses were overall higher for P1 compared to P2, while TKE was on average lower in P2, but also more variable, and vorticity was higher and more variable in P2.

The predictability, orientation and scale of flow structures show some differences between the patches. The majority of velocity time series in P2 meet the condition for pseudo-periodicity, indicating a more predictable flow structure, while almost all w series, and 3 (out of 6) v series together with 4 (out of 6) u series for P1 do not meet the condition, indicating a less predictable flow structure. For P1, there was a tendency for higher magnitude ejections (Q2) and inrushes (Q4) throughout the patch, and lower magnitude inward and outward interactions, while for P2 the contributions of different event types were variable among sampling points without any clear trends. Eddy length and diameter in the streamwise dimension were larger for P2 compared to P1, while dimensions in the v and w dimension were constrained.
to a narrower, lower range indicating increased elongation of eddies in the streamwise dimension. For P2, eddy dimensions were more similar across the three dimensions and particularly for u and v components.

Statistically significant differences (Mann Whitney U) were observed between the two patches for mean velocity (u and v components) and the magnitude of inwards interactions.
Table 7.2 Summary statistics of the key IPOS parameters across the two patches. Bold font refers to statistically significant (Mann Whitney: p < 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.186</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W (m s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.077</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKE (m(^{2}) s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuv (N m(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>4.670</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.412</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>4.500</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuw (N m(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>3.830</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>2.470</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorticity (s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Q1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Q2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Q3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Q4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo -period. u</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3.290</td>
<td>-0.300</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>1.272</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.380</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo -period. v</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2.950</td>
<td>-0.180</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.590</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo -period. w</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2.220</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.530</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu (m)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lv (m)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lw (m)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The spatial organisation of flow properties is explored in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. For both patches, there is a tendency for lower turbulence intensity closer to the wood features, and higher turbulence intensity in outer flow areas, particularly two points in each patch at the upstream end of the sampling area (E and F for P1; D and G for P2). In both patches these points were located further from the wood features. Greater spatial variation in the contribution of different event types to the shear stress was noted for P1 with higher magnitude ejections and inrushes associated with upstream points E and F.

Eddy dimensions showed similar patterns for sampling points within the two patches. Eddies located in the outer zone were smaller in size than eddies located in the less turbulent areas closer to the wood features, with larger dimensions in the lateral (v) dimension compared to u (streamwise). In addition, eddy diameters in outer zone points were higher for the v dimension, while eddy dimensions in the inner areas closer to the wood features were higher for the streamwise (u) dimension.

Power spectra for the streamwise (u) component are explored in Figure 7.7 for points in P1 and Figure 7.8 for points in P2. For P1, the highest peaks were
observed at lowest frequency spanning from 0.025 to 0.045 for the outer points further away from the wood (B, D and F) with smaller peaks at higher frequency, while several peaks at lower frequency were observed at inner points closer to the wood (A, C, E) suggesting complex flow structure for points close to the bank. For P2, spectral density plots were more complex, with no obvious spatial organisation.
Figure 7.5 Key flow properties for patch 1 (P1).
Figure 7.6 Key flow properties for patch 2 (P2).
**Figure 7.7** Power spectra for time series along the streamwise (u) component at patch 1. A, C, E are the inner points close to the bank and B, D, F are the outer closer to the channel.

**Figure 7.8** Power spectra for time series along the streamwise (u) component at patch 2. C, F, I are the inner points close to the bank and A, D, G are the outer points.
7.3.2 Habitat use and swimming costs of *P. phoxinus* in the two patches

The abundance and average size of fish occupying areas within the two patches through the sampling period are presented in Figure 7.9. *P. phoxinus* were more abundant at P1 (median 16 individuals; maximum 25) compared to P2 (median 8 individuals; maximum 21), and were considerably smaller in P1 (mean: 0.05 m) compared to P2 (mean: 0.14 m). Observations of the distribution of fish presence and size throughout the day in both patches indicated a lower concentration of small fish during the period of maximum exposure to light (14.00) and before sunset (20.00) (Figure 7.9 B-D). Average body size was most variable in the late afternoon (17.00) and least variable during the evening (20.00). P1 was characterized by similar sized individuals throughout most of the day although data for 14.00 and 20.00 are missing due to battery failure. There was an increase in fish abundance from early morning to mid-afternoon in P1. Fish size was more variable in P2 throughout the day, with a peak in average size at 17.00 corresponding with an increased abundance of fish (10). Fish abundance did not change considerably throughout the day, with one exception during sunset (20.00) where the abundance and size of individuals decreased markedly in P2 (Figure 7.9 C-D).

Two types of fish activity were observed: station holding and exploring actions (Table 7.1). The results for observations of fish behaviour in the two patches are presented in Figure 7.10 in which the mean number of 30 s observations revealed higher concentration of exploring fish in P1 compared with P2 where fish were mostly holding their position within the flow. Across the two patches, behaviour showed some diurnal trends, with station holding in the area closest to the
submerged wood (Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13) observed early in the morning and in
the evening, while exploring behaviour was observed during the central part of the
day, with an exception for an hour with high luminosity (where the patch was
temporarily not in shade). For P1, fish were observed to swim from the outer zone to
the right bank (close to the wood), with a low frequency of observations of resting
activity (Figure 7.10A). In P2, fish were observed to maintain their position close to
the wood features for most of the day with exception for the central part of the day in
which exploring exceeded station holding (Figure 7.10B).
Figure 7.9 Fish abundance (A-C) and size (total body length) (B-D) across the first (A-B) and second (C-D) patches across daily hour.

Figure 7.10 Daily fish activity across the first (A) and second (B) patches.
In both patches, the net swimming cost was empirically calculated by Equation 7.2 and Equation 7.3 for quantifying the energy spent by small (average length 4 cm) and large (average length 9 cm) fish during activities of station holding and exploring and results are presented in Table 7.4. For both patches, the directed swimming was significantly higher compared with the forced swimming with highest median values at mid-afternoon (17) in P1 and at early morning (8 and 11) in P2 (Figure 7.11). Fish spent more energy when exploring compared with station holding indicating an increase in the cost to transport the body over a distance. Larger fish spent more energy compared with smaller fish. The net swimming cost ratio revealed higher positive values for P1 at 8 am with slightly reduction during the day while similar values were observed for P2.

![Graph of swimming speed](image)

**Figure 7.11** The distribution of swimming speed at the patch 1 (A) and patch 2 (B) across time of the day for exploring activity (using Directed Swimming) and holding resting (Forced Swimming).
Table 7.3 Description of estimated body mass for *P. Phoxinus*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length(cm)</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4 Parameters of forced (SF) and directed swimming (DS) (cm s\(^{-1}\)) and net swimming cost (mg O\(^2\) h\(^{-1}\)) during the day for patches one and two. The fish body mass used in the experimental equation of net swimming cost was related to average length 4 cm for patch 1 and 9 cm for patch 2. Swimming cost ratio is the ratio between net cost DS and net cost FS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Forced Swimming (cm s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Directed Swimming (cm s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Net swimming cost FS (mg O(^2) h(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Net swimming cost DS (mg O(^2) h(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Swimming cost ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>12.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>9.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>6.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>6.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>6.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.12 Description of the high percentage of area covered by fish during the survey across daylight. No measurements nearest the bank were densely vegetated and did not allow taking measurements.
7.3.3 Interaction between *P. phoxinus* properties and turbulence in the two patches

Table 7.5 presents the ratio of eddy length to fish length, $F_L$. The ratio exhibited lower values ($<1$) for large fish in both patches and for small fish along the vertical (w) components. For the majority of measurement points, eddy size (in all three dimensions) was considerably smaller than large fish length, the exception being one point in P2. In contrast, for small fish the eddy length (on u and/or v dimensions) to fish length ratio was close to 1 for all point in P1 and for two points in P2.

Table 7.5 Non dimensional ratios for streamwise (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) direction defined by the eddy length for the body fish ($L_F$) for *P. Phoxinus*. Bold font underlines refer to the ratio around 1 that may affect the stability of fish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small fish $F_L = 4$ cm</th>
<th>Large fish $F_L = 9$ cm</th>
<th>Grid Position</th>
<th>Patch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio <strong>u</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.30</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.28</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.44</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio <strong>v</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.65</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.69</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.39</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio <strong>w</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.60</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.56</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.36</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.86</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.86</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.11</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.22</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.22</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.22</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.22</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.22</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.13 presents a combination of key turbulence parameters to evaluate the interactions between hydraulic habitat and fish. Fish variables were calculated as the average of abundance, size and activity across the whole day. The topography of the two patches was described by negative residuals, defining two areas of local depression with most pronounced topographic variations in P2. Fish abundance was highest in areas near the wood that were also characterized by low/medium kinetic energy. Station holding behaviour was generally observed in areas close to the wood, and exploring behaviour in areas further from the wood. The eddy length: fish length ratio indicated that the area near banks and close to the wood (blue grids) was the most suitable area for fish in terms of avoiding dislocation and reductions in swimming performance. These were the areas associated with the highest abundance of fish.

![Diagram of fish and turbulence parameters](image)

**Figure 7.13** The combination of topographic, absolute mean velocity on streamwise direction (U), turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), average number of fish and their size, fish activity defined by holding position and exploring (swimming) and finally the dimensionless ratio between eddy and fish length. Values of fish preferences were considered in average for whole day.
7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 IPOS turbulence parameters around wood patches

Across the two wood-related patches, the hydraulic properties revealed differences in mean velocity in the streamwise \((u)\) dimension but there were no statistically significant differences in key turbulent properties between the patches. Both patches were instead characterised by regions of lower and higher turbulence intensity. Two general zones were observed, reflecting the influence of wood features: a lower intensity flow region closer to the wood and a higher intensity outer flow zone with more pronounced ejections/ inrushes. Wood features diverted the water flow to the central part of the channel developing sheltered areas of lower shear stress and kinetic energy at the margins, conditions favourable for trapping fine sediment and particulate organic matter (Osei et al., 2015) and generating suitable habitat for fish (Johnson et al., 2003).

However, the hydraulic effects of wood features are to some extent dependent on the positioning of the wood itself. For example, Tullos and Walter (2015) investigated the benefits of re-introduction of wood for fish, focusing on the characteristics of the flow field generated by wood. They found two broad areas with both low and high velocity and turbulent kinetic energy respectively. In contrast to this study, the more turbulent area characterized by flow contraction, expansion and acceleration was observed nearer the wood features. The differences in size and position of wood related to channel dimensions will therefore determine the exact nature of hydraulic habitat produced.
7.4.2 Fish characteristics and behaviour around wood

Despite recent advances in development of automatic tracking software in laboratory experiments, manual image-based tracking was chosen to provide key information on fish related variables and behaviour at the microscale in this natural channel (Dell et al., 2014). Different habitats may be used by fish for different activities (e.g. feeding, resting, avoiding predators, exploring) and habitat selection varies with the size (age) of the fish in combination with physical conditions such as flow velocity (Tiffan et al., 2010).

Fish abundance revealed that the presence of fish was relatively uniform for most of the day except for a decrease in fish presence during the early morning for P1 and at sunset for P2. Fish in P1 were smaller and more frequently exhibited exploring behaviours than fish in P2. In P2, fish generally remained close to the wood feature and the majority were station holding rather than exploring. The wood represents an element of cover and concentration of fish in this area may also indicate a response to the moderation of temperature afforded by the shading which has implications for oxygen consumption (Cui and Wootton, 1988; Plath et al., 2013). For P2, larger fish were observed maintaining their position in the flow and were less mobile, staying close to the wood features in the zone of lower turbulence intensity and higher predictability. Estimated net swimming costs provide insights into the crucial role of fish size in determining the ability to control energy expenditure and the cost effectiveness of fish activities. Larger fish spend more energy compared to smaller fish and therefore need to carefully manage their energy costs. Orientating their body upstream helps to minimize the energy cost (Northcutt, 1997) and exploit the current and vortices to reduce
energy required for swimming (Fish, 2010). In this study, the net swimming cost ratio was up to two times higher in P1 compared to P2, indicating that the increased energy costs required for directed swimming were proportionately greater in P1. This reflects the different size of fish associated with the two patches: larger fish (P2) require more energy for forced and directed swimming, but the increased energy costs are proportionately less in comparison to smaller fish, potentially as a result of swimming efficiency (Webb et al., 1984; Fish, 2010).

Fish were generally observed in the areas closer to the wood features where turbulence intensities were reduced and eddy length: fish length ratios were not close to 1 (Figure 7.13). This is consistent with previous experiments using Iberian Barbel (Silva et al., 2011) which indicated that fish spent more time in areas with lower turbulence intensity and in areas with eddies either larger than or smaller than their body size. However, research to date has generated contrasting opinions on the influence of turbulence intensity (absolute intensity and TKE) on fish with some studies suggesting that the influence could be greater at higher flow stages and less important at low flow stages (Lacey et al., 2012).

Tritico and Cotel (2010) used laboratory experiments to demonstrate how eddy size influenced the stability system of fish, reducing their body control and causing individuals to lose their swimming trajectories. The importance of a dimensionless length scale ratio, comparing fish body length and characteristic eddy length scale, has been proposed as a key influence on fish behaviour and stability (Cotel and Webb, 2015). This study suggests that fish abundance was more closely related to
this parameter and other higher order flow properties (e.g. TKE) than to the mean flow velocity. This finding is significant, since it suggests that these more sophisticated iPOS-related flow parameters provide a better explanation of fish behaviour and habitat use compared to the traditional, simpler measures such as temporally averaged streamwise velocity.
CHAPTER 8: Conclusions

8.1 Introduction

The importance of physical habitat diversity for overall river health is widely recognised (Padmore, 1998; Jowett, 2003; Harvey et al., 2008; Wallis et al., 2012) and integrated into river assessment methods primarily through the visual identification of key geomorphic features. Chapter 2 outlined the diverse ways in which aquatic organisms interact with turbulent flow in rivers at small spatio-temporal scales. The turbulent properties of flow are of vital importance to aquatic biota, yet these are rarely quantified during routine habitat assessments or in the design of river restoration schemes. This partly reflects the complex nature of ‘higher order’ flow properties that require more sophisticated data collection and analysis compared to more standard hydraulic variables (e.g. temporally averaged flow velocity).

This thesis has addressed some of the key knowledge gaps associated with the relationships between geomorphology, turbulence and aquatic biota within rivers at scales that are relevant to river assessment and restoration. In particular, it has provided insights from field data that have been lacking in previous research due to the challenges associated with capturing high frequency flow properties under field conditions; explored high frequency flow properties at the reach and geomorphic unit scales used in standard habitat assessments; explored temporal variability in turbulence properties associated with an increase in flow stage and with seasonal variations in vegetation cover; and investigated direct links between turbulence properties and habitat use by fish under field conditions. Overall this has led to a
number of important contributions to ecohydraulics research and these are outlined in the subsequent sections, concluding with suggestions for further research.

8.2 Conclusion

8.2.1 Characterisation of reach-scale hydraulic habitat using turbulence properties

The objectives of chapter 4 involved quantifying turbulence properties (intensity, periodicity, orientation and scale) and exploring how these differed across reaches of different gradient. This included exploring the spatial organisation of turbulent properties and relating these to the spatial organisation of bedforms and/or other characteristic roughness elements.

Multivariate statistical analysis identified key gradients in turbulence properties that reflected the ‘scale’, ‘intensity’ and ‘orientation’ categories in Lacey et al.’s (2012) IPOS framework (‘predictability’ variables did not meet statistical assumptions of the technique and therefore were not represented). This suggests that the IPOS categories capture the principal sources of variance in turbulence properties from a statistical point of view and hence supports the use of the IPOS framework as a sensible means of categorising the diverse turbulence parameters that can be computed. Importantly, however, relationships between the three velocity planes (e.g. for turbulence intensity) and between intensity and mean velocity, were more complex than those previously reported in the literature, reflecting sub-reach scale
variability introduced by roughness elements such as macrophytes and bedforms. This \textit{emphasises the importance of direct measurement since the nature of relationships may vary spatially according to river type.}

There were few statistically significant differences between the reaches, reflecting the spatial variability in turbulence properties within each reach. Overall, however, turbulence properties varied with reach gradient across all three categories and these differences can be interpreted to reflect fundamental differences in turbulence generation associated with key roughness elements within the three reaches. The intensity of turbulent fluctuations and size of dominant eddies increased with reach gradient, while the predictability of the flow structure decreased. The event structures differ between reaches, with greater contributions from ejections and inrushes in the low and high gradient reaches indicating the direct influence of small-scale vegetative elements and large clasts respectively in controlling sweep-like and burst-like turbulence generation events. In the intermediate gradient reach where these features were not present, the event structure was dominated by inward and outward interactions, suggesting a strong control of microscale form roughness on styles of turbulence generation. The scale of flow structures also increased with reach gradient, with eddy sizes scaling on microtopography and small vegetation elements in the lower gradient reaches, and with large boulders for the high gradient reach.

These observations were supported by geospatial analysis that demonstrated a complex spatial organisation of turbulence properties in the vegetation-dominated reach (low gradient), a more periodic spatial structure in the riffle-pool reach (intermediate gradient) and the step-pool reach (high gradient), where bedform
spacing showed closer correspondence with the spatial structure of turbulence properties. These results indicates that while the geomorphic unit scale may have potential to explain the spatial organisation of turbulence properties in some reaches, relationships are complex and may vary in space. These ideas are explored further in the following section.

8.2.2 Hydraulic characterization of geomorphic units across different gradient rivers

The objectives of chapter 5 involved exploring the relationships between geomorphic units (GUs) and turbulence properties more explicitly. The turbulence properties of GUs were quantified, the utility of turbulence parameters in predicting GU occurrence was evaluated, and scales of variability outside of the principal GUs was explored.

Overall reach gradient had a stronger influence on the variation in turbulence properties than individual GUs, but some distinctions were noted for some of the IPOS variables. Importantly, the capacity of the IPOS categories to effectively discriminate between GUs varied depending on the combination of GUs studied. For example, no clear and consistent differences in turbulence intensity were identified between GUs, although turbulence intensity was the best predictor of GU occurrence within the low gradient reach. Eddy scale was the best predictor of GUs in the riffle-pool (intermediate gradient) and step-pool (high gradient) reaches, where eddy sizes were smaller in pools compared to respective riffles/steps. To a certain degree, ecologically relevant turbulence parameters therefore show some distinction between GUs, indicating that visual field assessment protocols can offer some
relatively broad insights into hydraulic habitat conditions at this spatial scale. Predictability of the flow structure, however, varied between types of pools, with higher levels of predictability in low gradient pools compared to higher gradient pools. This emphasises that the same broad type of GU can provide considerably different hydraulic habitat conditions, and therefore the style of that unit (reflecting broader reach-scale characteristics) should be captured as part of standard habitat assessment protocols.

When sampling locations were objectively classified into clusters, however, derived clusters did not conform with visually assessed GUs. This suggests that the visual approach to GUs classification does not comprehensively capture the principal scales of variability associated with turbulence properties that are of direct relevance to aquatic organisms. Instead, statistically derived groups corresponded to sub-GU scale patches that were observed to be related to individual flow obstructions such as vegetation and boulders in the low and high gradient reaches respectively. This indicates that the presence of roughness elements at scales smaller than GUs can have an important influence on hydraulic habitat, requiring consideration in river assessment and restoration design.
8.2.3 Influence of changes in flow stage and aquatic vegetation cover on turbulence properties and their spatial organization

The objectives of chapter 6 involved exploring the dynamics of turbulence properties in relation to two key sources of temporal variability in rivers: hydrologically driven changes in flow stage and the seasonal growth and senescence of aquatic plants. Changes in turbulence properties associated with an increase in flow stage were explored for the high gradient (step-pool) reach, and changes associated with vegetation growth were explored for the low gradient reach. These are explored in turn below.

For changes in flow stage, multivariate statistical analysis revealed key gradients in turbulence properties that corresponded broadly with three IPOS categories across the low and higher flow stage data sets: intensity, orientation, scale (u dimension) and scale (w dimension). No clear differences were observed at the reach scale in relation to intensity and predictability variables, although wavelet analysis revealed an increase in the dominant period of coherent flow structures as well as an increase in the overall complexity of the flow structure at the higher flow stage. Turbulent events became longer in duration but this was not associated with an increase in the magnitude of contributions to the shear stress, reflecting the interaction between turbulence generating events and overall higher flow velocities which may, for instance, constrain the magnitude of ejections and sweeps. The scale of dominant eddies decreased at the higher flow stage, although eddy length: fish length ratios (based on the characteristic fish species, *Salmo trutta*) were consistently greater than, or less than the critical ratio of 1 (i.e. when eddy length = fish length), indicating minimal impacts on swimming performance from eddy size.
Overall, turbulence properties became more spatially homogenous at the higher flow stage, but with notable exceptions such as eddy scale on the u dimension. The greatest magnitude changes in scale and orientation categories were observed around individual boulders and at the transitions between GU (pool margins). This suggests that while the reach may become more hydraulically homogeneous overall, higher magnitude change in the size and orientation of flow structure may be concentrated around individual flow obstructions creating hotspots that may be relevant to aquatic organisms such as fish. This supports the call in the previous section for greater consideration of the influence of individual small-scale roughness elements on hydraulic habitat.

For changes in vegetation cover, multivariate statistical analysis revealed the same key gradients in turbulence properties that corresponded broadly with three IPOS categories across the low cover and high cover data sets: intensity, orientation, scale (u dimension) and scale (w dimension). For the intensity parameters, the nature of change with vegetation growth differed between velocity components. Overall, intensity increased with vegetation cover for combined metrics and those relating to fluctuations in the longitudinal (u) and lateral (v) dimensions, particularly around the margins of vegetation patches, while intensity decreased on the w component. These observations indicate that the presence of aquatic plants generates an intensification of turbulent fluctuations in longitudinal and lateral planes, while suppressing vertical motions, consistent with previous work. For orientation parameters, predictability of the flow structure was lower and also more spatially variable at the peak vegetation period, reflecting the non-pseudo periodic motions introduced into the flow by natural movement of plant foliage. The reduction in predictability and the reduction in size of dominant eddies decreased at the higher vegetation cover also illustrates the role of aquatic plants in breaking down eddies.
These changes appear to have direct ecological relevance: when vegetation cover was low, a greater number of sample locations were characterised by eddy length: fish length ratios approximately equal to 1 (eddy length = fish length). Hence, during periods of higher vegetation cover the role of vegetation in breaking down eddies may be important in generating suitable habitat for adult and juvenile brown trout. This suggests an additional habitat function of aquatic plants may arise from the interactions between vegetation, turbulence and fish habitat use.

Overall, the presence of vegetation was associated with greater spatial heterogeneity in turbulence properties. This is important, since GUs tend to be considered separately from vegetation parameters in visual assessments of habitats. The interactions between GUs and vegetation should be considered more explicitly in both river assessment and restoration design to maximise hydraulic habitat benefits.

8.2.4 Interactions between turbulence and wood habitat features, and implications for fish habitat use

The objectives of Chapter 7 sought to explore the relationships between large wood habitat, turbulence properties and fish habitat use and swimming costs at the patch scale under field conditions. A novel combination of field survey and underwater videography was used in two patches around submerged wood pieces in the intermediate gradient (riffle-pool dominated) reach.
Both wood features studied generated two zones as a result of flow diversion around the wood: lower intensity areas around the wood pieces at the channel margins; and higher intensity areas at the transition to adjacent free flow areas. One patch was used primarily by smaller fish which exhibited a higher frequency of exploring behaviour, while the other was used primarily by larger fish for station-holding. Estimated swimming cost ratios may partly explain this habitat use: increased energy costs were associated with patch occupied by smaller fish, and smaller fish are generally more able to reduce energy costs through swimming efficiency gains. In both cases, fish were concentrated in the low intensity zones around the wood pieces and fish abundance was most closely associated with higher order flow properties such as intensity and eddy length: fish length ratio. This finding is particularly important since it provides field evidence that more sophisticated IPOS-related flow parameters provide a better explanation of fish behaviour and habitat use compared to simpler, traditional metrics such as temporally averaged streamwise velocity.

8.3 Management implications and future research directions

The IPOS framework parameters explored in this thesis constitute a wide-ranging portfolio of turbulence properties. These range from simpler time-averaged measures such as Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Reynolds Stresses, to time series analysis in the time and frequency domains. Increasing sophistication of turbulence descriptors is necessarily associated with increasing analytical demands, and the
suite of metrics appropriate to a particular study will depend on the questions posed. It is hoped that advances in data acquisition, numerical codes and computer hardware (Tonina and Jorde, 2014) will help to facilitate more widespread application within river assessment and restoration contexts, as well as river science.

The new insights into interactions between geomorphology, hydraulics and aquatic organisms highlighted above offer some opportunities for refining habitat assessment and restoration design protocols. In particular, future work could focus on capturing the sub-geomorphic unit scale features of significance for turbulence generation and improving the field technique capable of directly estimate eddy dimension and vorticity. The availability of robust sensors that have minimal interference with the flow field can assist in this regard and ongoing developments such as the adaptation of PIV methods for widespread field use represent a potential step-change. Such methods enable direct capture of the spatio-temporally evolving characteristics of coherent flow structures as opposed to their computation from time series data at a single location. In addition to exploring the turbulence across sub-geomorphic scale features, future research needs to investigate the effect of vegetation on key hydraulic key variables throughout the growth season and also on the influence of grain size on eddy distribution at different spatial scales. For example, Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis, used in this thesis to estimate the eddy size, is an assumption and needs to be used with caution (Clifford et al., 1996). Ultimately, further examination of the relationships between depth and grain size may help to clarify the eddy propagation.
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